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TOWN OF AURORA 
ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

MEETING AGENDA 
 
DATE: Thursday, February 6, 2014 
 
TIME AND LOCATION: 7 p.m., Leksand Room, Aurora Town Hall 

 

 
DECLARATION OF PECUNIARY INTEREST 
 
 
APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 
RECOMMENDED: 
 

THAT the agenda as circulated by the Legal and Legislative Services Department 
be approved. 

 
 
ADOPTION OF MINUTES 
 
Environmental Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes of December 5, 2013 pg. 1 
 
RECOMMENDED: 
 

THAT the Environmental Advisory Committee meeting minutes of December 5, 
2013 be adopted. 

 
 
DELEGATIONS 
 
(a) Dave Douglas, VisionQuest Environmental Strategies Corp.  pg. 5 

Re: Item 3 – Extracts from Council Meeting of Tuesday, January 21, 2014  
 and Report IES14-006 – Implementation of a Clear Bag Waste Program  
 

(b) Kate Greavette, York Region Food Charter Working Group pg. 14  
 Re:  York Region Food Charter  
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MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION 
 
Deferred from the EAC meeting of December 5, 2013. 
1. Memorandum from the Program Manager, Environmental Initiatives    pg. 15 
 Re:  Green Purchasing Best Practices Part A 
 
(Please note that members have requested that the attachments for this item not be 
reprinted. Printed copies are available upon request.)  
 

RECOMMENDED: 
 

THAT the memorandum regarding Green Purchasing Best Practices Part A 
be received; and 

 
THAT the Environmental Advisory Committee provide direction. 

 
 
2. Extracts from Council Meeting of Tuesday, January 21, 2014 and  pg. 17 
 Report IES14-006 – Implementation of a Clear Bag Waste Program             
 
 RECOMMENDED: 
 

THAT the Extracts from Council Meeting of Tuesday, January 21, 2014 and 
report IES14-006 – Implementation of a Clear Bag Waste Program be 
received; and 

 
THAT the Environmental Advisory Committee recommend that the Clear 
Bag Waste Program be approved by Council. 

 
 
INFORMATIONAL ITEMS 
 
3. Memorandum from the Program Manager, Environmental Initiatives    pg. 33 
 Re: CEAP Progress Report 2013 Update  
 

RECOMMENDED: 
 

 THAT the memorandum regarding CEAP Progress Report 2013 Update 
be received. 
 

 
4. Memorandum from the Program Manager, Environmental Initiatives pg. 36 

Re: Smart Commute Workplace Designation for 2014 
 

RECOMMENDED: 
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THAT the memorandum regarding Smart Commute Workplace 
Designation for 2014 be received for information. 
 
 

5. Arboretum News – Fall/Winter 2013/2014 pg. 39 
 

RECOMMENDED: 
 

THAT the Arboretum News – Fall/Winter 2013/2014 be received for 
information. 

 
 
6. Pending List – Environmental Advisory Committee pg. 41 
 

RECOMMENDED: 
 

THAT the updated Pending List be received for information. 
 
 
NEW BUSINESS 
 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
 





  


 


TOWN OF AURORA 
ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 


MEETING MINUTES 
 
 
Date: Thursday, December 5, 2013 
 
Time and Location: 7 p.m., Leksand Room, Aurora Town Hall 
 
Committee Members: Councillor Paul Pirri (Chair), Councillor John Gallo (Vice Chair), 


Gregory Cook, Larry Fedec, and Svetoslava Topouzova 
 
Member(s) Absent: Judy Gilchrist, Danielle Howell, David Taillefer, and David 


Tomlinson 
 
Other Attendees: Christina Nagy-Oh, Program Manager, Environmental 


Initiatives, and Patty Thoma, Council & Committee 
Coordinator/Deputy Clerk 


 


 
The Chair called the meeting to order at 7:06 p.m. 
 
 


Moved by Councillor Gallo Seconded by Councillor Pirri 
 


THAT Gregory Cook be elected as Acting Chair for this meeting. 
 


CARRIED 
 
 
DECLARATION OF PECUNIARY INTEREST 
 
There were no declarations of pecuniary interest under the Municipal Conflict of Interest Act. 
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APPROVAL OF AGENDA 


 
Moved by Councillor Pirri Seconded by Svetoslava Topouzova 


 
THAT the agenda as circulated by the Customer and Legislative Services 
Department be approved. 


 
CARRIED 


 
 


ADOPTION OF MINUTES 
 
Environmental Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes of November 7, 2013  
 


Moved by Councillor Gallo Seconded by Councillor Pirri 
 


THAT the Environmental Advisory Committee meeting minutes of November 
7, 2013 be adopted. 
 


CARRIED 
 
 
DELEGATIONS 
 
None 
 
 
MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION 
 
1. Memorandum from the Program Manager, Environmental Initiatives 


Re: Green Purchasing Best Practices Part A 
 


Moved by Councillor Pirri Seconded by Svetoslava Topouzova 
 
 THAT this Item be deferred to the next meeting; and  
 
 THAT each member bring forward two to three items for discussion at 
the next meeting that could be included in the Green Purchasing Best 
Practices Policy. 


 
CARRIED 
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INFORMATIONAL ITEMS 
 
2.  Memorandum from the Program Manager, Environmental Initiatives  


Re:  Water Bottle Fill Stations  
 
Moved by Councillor Pirri Seconded by Larry Fedec 
 


THAT the memorandum regarding Water Bottle Fill Stations be received; and 
 
THAT the Environmental Advisory Committee recommend to Council: 
 
THAT this item be referred back to staff for clarification on the location 
of existing hydration stations; and  
 
THAT the 2014 budget line regarding this item be deferred to the 2015 
budget. 
 


CARRIED 
 
 
3. Pending List – Environmental Advisory Committee  
 


Moved by Councillor Pirri Seconded by Councillor Gallo  
 


THAT the updated Pending List be received. 
 


CARRIED 
 
 
NEW BUSINESS 
 
The Program Manager, Environmental Initiatives provided an update and details on the EAC 
Regional Forum and advised on a range of potential dates in March for the Regional Forum. 
Councillor Pirri suggested that the regular EAC meeting should commence at 5 p.m. on 
March 6, 2014 so that the EAC Regional Forum meeting could begin at 6:30 p.m. and it was 
noted that Mayor and Council should be invited to attend the Regional Forum. The Program 
Manager, Environmental Initiatives noted that Barbara Davies, Regional Greening 
Coordinator, advised that York Region would cover catering costs for the Regional Forum 
and would be interested in coordinating a presentation related to Urban Wood Utilization. 
She noted that Judy Gilchrist had mentioned at the November EAC meeting that she 
wanted to give a presentation on the Oak Ridges Moraine at the Regional Forum. The 
Program Manager, Environmental Initiatives advised that the host EAC is to chair the 
meeting and jointly coordinate the location and agenda. 
 
The Program Manager, Environmental Initiatives advised that she would send a password 
to a portal to assist members in readily locating environmental information regarding the 
Green Best Practices Policy. 
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Moved by Svetoslava Topouzova Seconded by Larry Fedec  
 


THAT staff be directed to report back on a dedicated environmental section on the 
Town website to assist users in readily locating Town of Aurora environmental 
information. 


 
CARRIED 


 
Moved by Councillor Pirri Seconded by Larry Fedec  
 
 THAT the January 2014 meeting be cancelled. 
 


CARRIED 
 
Svetoslava Topouzova inquired about when an update to the Corporate Environmental 
Action Plan would be available and the Program Manager, Environmental Initiatives advised 
that an update is scheduled for the February 2014 meeting. 
 
 
ADJOURNMENT 


 
Moved by Councillor Pirri Seconded by Larry Fedec 


 
THAT the meeting be adjourned at 8:31 p.m. 
 


CARRIED 
 
 
THE REPORT OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING OF 
DECEMBER 5, 2013 IS SUBJECT TO APPROVAL BY GENERAL COMMITTEE ON 
JANUARY 14, 2014 AND FINAL COUNCIL ENDORSEMENT OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS 
ON JANUARY 21, 2014. 
 








Arboretum News 
Fall/Winter 2013/2014 


Arboretum Honoured as Aurora’s Community  
Volunteer Organization of the Year 


Early in September, the Aurora Arboretum  Board received 


the Community Volunteer Organization of the Year Award 


(2013) from the Town of Aurora.  


It was a very special evening, as nearly thirty Aurora  


volunteers and community organizations were honoured  


by the Town at the annual awards ceremony.  


 “Volunteerism is an indispensable element to all our  


municipalities,” said host Mayor Geoffrey Dawe. 


“Aurora’s volunteers share a common vision [to]  


strengthen our community and enrich the lives of our  


residents. They share their skills, their life experiences,  


all for the benefit of others. They are outstanding examples 


of social responsibility and models of good character.” 


Board members wore their familiar 


blazing, bright green shirts for the 


occasion, saying “trees!” rather than 


“cheese!” as pictures were taken on 


stage. 


“It’s a great honour [particularly] to 


be recognized because you realize 


that people notice what you’re  


doing,” said Arboretum Chair Irene 


Clement, who also was honoured for her fifteen years of 


individual volunteerism.  


“Sometimes when you’re volunteering, you might feel  


like nobody really cares or nobody really knows, but as  


our trees get bigger, people are more aware of what we’re 


trying to do!” 


The Arboretum Board would also like share their award 


with all those volunteers who have contributed time,  


resources and efforts over the years in building (planting) 


the Arboretum. Their efforts are needed and appreciated. 


The Aurora Community Arboretum is a great asset for the 


Town, enjoyed by many—and will be there for future  


generations. 


2014 Arboretum Plans 


As 2013 comes to a close, the Aurora Arboretum Board has developed some preliminary work plans that will be  


completed in 2014. In early May we will start the volunteer work sessions every Wednesday and Saturday morning  


and continue this into early June. This is typically our busiest season as volunteers help out with numerous plantings in 


the Arboretum. There will be other volunteer work sessions throughout the summer, although on a less frequent basis.  


Summer projects will include such things as pruning, replanting the nursery, old fence removals, maintenance of mowed 


grass trails and mowing around specimen trees. We will also work on installing additional interpretive signs, and investi-


gate forest management techniques for the conifer plantation that exists at the south end of the Arboretum. The Board 


will be having a 2014 work planning meeting early in the New Year to discuss in detail these and other possible projects. 


Stay tuned. We will keep you informed. 


For more photographs and information, visit our web site  


www.auroraarboretum.ca 







 


This newsletter is published by the  
Aurora Community Arboretum Inc. 


 


For more information on  
Arboretum activities or events,  
or how to become a member,  


telephone (905) 727-9774  
or e-mail:  


trees@auroraarboretum.ca  
or 


membersandvolunteers 
@auroraarboretum.ca 


 


You can visit the ACA website at 


www.auroraarboretum.ca 


The Christmas Tree 
The Christmas tree as we know it has evolved over hundreds of years.  


In the 11th century, entertainers moved from town to town, performing  


religious plays called mystery plays in churches. Many of them would use  


a fir tree decorated with apples as a back drop, called a Paradise Tree.  


A skit depicting Adam and Eve typically would be performed, and the  


apple would be plucked from the tree by Eve and given to Adam. It is 


thought that the Paradise Tree may have been the inspiration for the  


Christmas tree centuries later. 


Plants and trees that held their color all 


winter had special meaning for the people 


of early times. Prior to the 15th century, 


Pagan races hung evergreen boughs over 


their doorways and window frames in the 


belief they would ward off witches, 


ghosts, evil spirits and illness. These were 


then brought into the home to symbolize 


life in the midst of death all winter.  


In the mid 16th century, some church lead-


ers suggested that the shape of the ever-


green tree, which included fir, cedar, 


spruce and pine symbolized the triangle  


of the Holy Trinity.  


In Germany, during the 15-16th century, 


the evergreen tree was either cut or potted, 


moved into the home, and decorated with 


fruit, candy, nuts, dates, streamers, dolls 


and paper cut-outs. Around the 18th centu-


ry, candles were added by German and Dutch families, which eventually 


became popular in the rest of Europe and North America. 


In different countries and faiths, specific dates have been determined to set 


up and remove the Christmas Tree from homes. Set-up dates included  


Advent and American Thanksgiving, while removal took place on New 


Years’, Epiphany or Candlemas.  


With the introduction of electricity, mass produced light bulbs were first 


introduced in New York City in 1890. By 1900, strings of Christmas lights 


were being sold in department stores and people began adding these lights 


to their trees and homes soon after.  


From a simple beginning, the Christmas tree has grown into a significant 


economical boost to the Canadian economy. In 2011 the Canadian  


Forest Service estimated that nearly two million trees worth around  


40 million dollars were used as Christmas trees.  


2014 Annual General Meeting 
Mark your calendars, as the date of the 2014 Annual General Meeting for 


the Aurora Arboretum has been set for Monday, March 31st, 7:30 p.m. at 


the Aurora Town Hall in the Holland Room.   


The meeting will start with refreshments, followed by a presentation of  


accomplishments in 2013, plans for 2014 and beyond, responses to any 


questions and finally the election of Board members. 


Weather Doesn’t Stop 
Work in the Arboretum 


One of our 2013 objectives was to start the 


process of removing old fences and fence-


wire left over from the time when part of the 


Arboretum was farmland.  


When we began preparation of the area  


selected for our Community Planting event  


of 2014, we found that included fence and 


wire removal. And December 12 was the day 


scheduled to finalize the work, with a back-


hoe contracted to do the 'heavy lifting'.  


It was a bright, sunny day ... and -21o C. wind 


chill! Gordon, Doug, Bruce and John C 


worked with Matt Tutt and his backhoe to 


pull the fence posts and fence-wire out of the 


planting area ... which will become Upland 


Forest in another twenty to thirty years. They 


also prepared planting pits for larger speci-


men planting in 2014. 


The Arboretum is truly 24/7/365 ... for both 


work and for pleasure! 
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Town of Aurora 
Clear Bag (garbage) Program               


Key Considerations


Presented by:


Dave Douglas


VisionQuest Environmental Strategies Corp.


15 Marsh Harbour, Aurora, Ontario


Implementation of a Clear Bag 
(garbage) Program


1. Retailer availability of Clear Bags;


2. Clear Bag Bylaw – Enforcement Tool;


3. Residential / business notification – lead 
time;


4. Privacy Considerations – inner opaque bags;


5. Incremental demand for blue boxes / green 
bins.
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1.Retailer availability of Clear Bags;


2. Clear Bag By‐law Enforcement Tool
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3. Residential / Business Notification


4.  Privacy Considerations 


The inclusion of a "privacy bag" 
components ‐ specifically a smaller 
opaque bag(s) placed inside the outer 
clear bag offers residents the 
opportunity to dispose of some items 
with discretion.  
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5. Incremental demand for blue boxes  
/ green bins


Incremental demand for blue boxes / 
green bins in Aurora (based on 15,866 
hhlds).


Estimate 443 Green Bins / 237 Blue Boxes 
(based on Markham incremental 
demand).


Dave Douglas
416‐570‐4379


VisionQuestESC@sympatico.ca
www.VisionQuestEnvironmental.com
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There’s a new bag on The block and iT siTs aT The curb wiThouT a 
tag waiting for the collection truck. Well, it’s not actually new, as it’s already 
spent a good deal of time in various parts of Atlantic Canada and Ontario. It’s 
the most effective and cost efficient diversion tool available—a clear plastic 
garbage bag.


For years now, our trade magazines have been filled with articles by industry 
experts that attempt to bedazzle us with the panacea for the successful diversion 
of residential waste is to simply put it in a nice shiny cart with wheels and roll 
it to the curb.  How’s that working out anyway?  Higher diversion?


Perhaps the approach to low diversion has been to require a “bag tag” and 
threaten to whack your residents financially if they fail to recycle. How did that 
work out? Or did it just make garbage a revenue stream for the municipality 
effectively putting the brakes on any further diversion efforts?


The sooner that we all face reality and realize that garbage collection and 
diversion from landfill is not rocket science and does not require millions of 
taxpayer dollars for large garbage containers, the sooner sanity will prevail, not 
to mention cost efficiencies.


The City of Markham, ON Program Rollout
On April 30th, 2013, the City of Markham, ON (population 320,000) 


implemented a full scale rollout of a clear bag garbage collection program “ 
Small Change – Big Benefit” for all residents (approximately 90K hhlds). With 
the new clear bag program, gone were ineffective bag limits, and bag tags. In 
its place was a simple democratic clear garbage bag program. The rules were 


made simple—put out as much garbage as you need as long as it is in a clear 
plastic bag. A  quick visual scan by collectors could confirm that  the  clear 
bags contained garbage—no recyclables or compostables.  However, a limited 
number of smaller opaque kitchen catcher bags were allowed inside the large 
clear bag for unsightly or privacy items.


This process was evolutionary. Once the typical “start-up” resistance 
subsided, which took about four weeks, the mission was accomplished. The 
main issue from residents centered on what to do with their now redundant 
dark bags. Markham waste management staff promoted donating the dark bags 
to local charities and churches. In hind sight, a bag exchange program would  
have been helpful to ease the transition. A second unanticipated issue was the 
increased demand for more diversion tools.  Blue boxes (curbside recycling) and 
green bins (organics diversion) flew out the door as the non recyclers  realized 
the gig was up, they now had to separate their waste materials.


We are all aware of social marketing and the power of persuasion. As the 
program progressed,  an unexpected result occurred—those who wouldn’t have 
recycled before, started keeping up.  Failure to place garbage at the curb in a 
clear plastic bag was like putting a billboard on their lawn proclaiming “We 
don’t care about our Earth”. The old dark bags stood out for all to see. 


Visibility of bag contents also improved collector safety substantially, now 
enabling the garbage collector to clearly see what he or she was about to pick 
up and minimize risk of injury. The City of Markham banned e-waste and 
household batteries from collection at the same time, in preparation for waste 
going to EFW.


Recycling Case Study 


Bin There, Done That: The Future of  
Increased Diversion is in the “Clear” Bag


54      WasteAdvantage Magazine    October 2013


Miller Waste collection vehicle with clear bag sign. On April 30th, 2013, the City of Markham, ON  implemented a full scale rollout of a clear 
bag garbage collection program. 


Photos courtesy of VisionQuest Environmental Strategies.
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Program Success
Within 12 weeks of launching the clear bag garbage program, the cornerstone 


of “The Best of the Best” Markham’s Road to 80 percent Diversion—the City 
Waste Management Plan as approved by Markham Council in October 2012—
the City of Markham surpassed their diversion target. Prior to April 2013, the 
City had already achieved an overall municipal diversion rate of 72 percent, which 
was pretty good by most standards.  However, with the new clear bag garbage 
program in place, the overall diversion rate rose to 81 percent with 100 percent 
participation. 


There was some major planning that went into this program including political 
and staff education, bylaw revisions and discussions with the waste collection 
contractor. Of significant importance and a major tactic that proved critical to 
achieving public acceptance included the need to interact with local retailers well 
in advance of the program launch to ensure that clear bags were available for 
residents in advance of the program launch.   


Early on, Markham officials recognized the importance of engaging a 
professional retail consultant, VisionQuest Environmental Strategies (Aurora, 
ON), who knew how to navigate the complexities of the retail industry and get 
to the right people to ensure that local retail shelf offering plan-o-grams were 
adjusted, and the bags were on the store shelves. 


Perhaps most importantly, attaining higher diversion in the City of Markham did 
not increase collection or residents costs. Clear bags are the same price as dark bags. 
Officials recognized that they may not be the first municipality in North America to 
launch a clear bag garbage collection program, however, through their experiences 
and diversion accomplishments they certainly don’t expect to be the last.  Clearly, 
lessons have been learned. Sorry Binny, your better days may be behind you. | WA


Claudia Marsales is Senior Manager of Solid Waste for the City of Markham. 
Claudia was worked on diversion programs since 1986 with both the public and private 
sectors. She can be reached at cmarsales@markham.ca.


Dave Douglas is President of VisionQuest Environmental Strategies Corp. Dave 
has worked in the North American solid waste management industry (public and private 
sector) since 1988 focusing on waste management/diversion strategies, e-waste diversion, 
centralized composting, green roof, zero waste and corporate stewardship/extended producer 
responsibility/stewardship compliance.  He can be reached at (416) 570-4379, via e-mail 
at VisionQuestESC@ sympatico.ca or visit www.VisionQuestEnvironmental.com.


RECYCLING FACILITY & 
TRANSFER STATION 
PROPERTY FOR SALE


3.1 Acres cleared
Access to  
railroad spur 
to be built on 
property which 
abuts railroad
Owner will 
obtain permits
Zoned heavy 
industrial
Permitted 
use, many 
other uses


Webster Ventures of Florida Industrial
Ron Carlson • 508-612-0146  


 email: roncarlson61@gmail.com   -or -
Johnny Fior • 239-633-0213
email: info@fiorfinancial.com


Approx. ½ mi. west of I-75, Bayshore Exit 143


 From left to right: Councillor Alan Ho, Councillor Don Hamilton, Deputy Mayor Jack Heath, 
Claudia Marsales, Councillor Colin Campbell, Councillor Alex Chiu, Councillor Carolina Moretti, 
MEAC Karl Lyew.


click HERE FOR MORE iNFORMATiON!


click HERE FOR MORE iNFORMATiON!



mailto:roncarlson61%40gmail.com?subject=

http://www.tuffmanequipment.com
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Aurora Council Deputation - Tuesday January 21st, 2014 (Five Minute Deputation) 
 
Issue: Aurora Clear Bag (refuse) Program Implementation - Key Considerations. 
 
Related Report: # IES14-006 (General Committee Report) - Jan 14th, 2014  
 
Deputation by: VisionQuest Environmental Strategies Corp. (Dave Douglas), 416-570-4379 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
I would like to thank the Honourable Mayor and Members of Council and 
Town officials for inviting me here tonight to speak to the matter of the 
Implementation of a Clear Bag Waste Program in Aurora.   As a fellow 
resident of Aurora with an environmental consulting firm based here, I 
consider this an extremely important initiative and it is my pleasure to 
provide input.   
 
I certainly acknowledge that the staff report (January 14th, 2014) provides 
a good summary of the components of the plan to implement a clear bag 
(garbage) collection program, I would like to provide additional information 
on some of the expected challenges and a strategy to minimize any 
negative impacts to the implementation. 
  
The following comments are based on my professional experience in 
assisting other Canadian municipalities with similar programs over the past 
decade.  To date, over 400K Cdn hhlds participate in similar programs with 
proven results to sustainably increase the diversion of garbage through 
increased curbside recycling and source separated organics diversion.      
 
As I have been allocated five minutes to present this information, I offer 
what I consider the top five considerations that greatly contribute towards 
the success of launching a clear bag program for garbage collection. 
 
1. Retailer availability of Clear Bags; 
  
Of absolute importance is the need to provide retailers with sufficient lead 
time (ideally six months) to adequately alter local store plan-o-grams (shelf 
listings) and build in incremental demand for clear bags.  During program 
phase in / launch period (June 2014 - Jan 2015) residents will likely build 
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up sufficient product (pantry load), meaning that it is advantageous for 
businesses to include end-aisle displays, pallet displays, dump bins, etc…    
 
(Photos included - retailer in-store listings from Markham locations) 
 
Staff have included an aggressive retailer interaction strategy to education 
and encourage retailers to load up.  Note:  Despite this, there will likely be 
individual situations where retailers sell out inventory until they adjust in-
store listings - this is a common occurrence under every program. 
 
2. Clear Bag Bylaw - Enforcement Tool 
 
Although social marketing (neighbours following neighbours by placing 
clear bags curbside will provide a high level of influence towards 
participations, a Town bylaw requiring the utilization of clear bags will 
provide the regulatory (enforcement) tool if required, especially in extreme 
situations. 
 
Staff are proceeding with the development of clear bag bylaw for adoption 
by Council. 
 
 
3. Residential / business notification - sufficient lead time; 
 
Residents should be provided with adequate advanced notice (ie six 
months) so that they alter their purchasing habit and not purchase a large 
quantity of opaque bags in advance of a clear bag program.   Note:  
Considering the plan is for a soft launch (voluntary) effective July 1st, 
transitioning to a mandatory (enforced) program effective January 1st, 2015 
- residents that do have a supply of opaque bags would have an additional 
six months to utilize their remaining bags.  Based on a set out of three bags 
bi-weekly, they could essentially use up 39 bags.   
Note on bag swaps - not recommended, what would Town then do with 
them, why incur costs.  
 
Notice has already appeared in local paper  Era Banner (January 2014) 
providing notice to residents that a Clear Bag (garbage) Program is in the 
works - photo attached. 
 
 
4. Privacy considerations - inner opaque bags; 
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The inclusion of a "privacy bag" components - specifically a smaller opaque 
bag(s) placed inside the outer clear bag offers residents the opportunity to 
dispose of some items with discretion.   
 
Staff are recommending the inclusion of an allowance for residents to use 
smaller opaque privacy bags such as grocery carry out sacks or kitchen 
catchers within each clear outer bag.   
 
 
5. Incremental demand for blue boxes / green bins. 
 
You can certainly anticipate that there will be an incremental demand for 
blue boxes / green bins in Aurora (15,866 hhlds) based on similar 
experiences in other jursidictions such as Markham. 
 
Under a weighted comparison with Markham, you could expect an 
incremental demand for up to 500 green bins and over 300 blue boxes as 
residents that don't presently participate begin to and others seek options 
to divert more material from their garbage stream - this is certainly where 
you will experience an increase in your overall diversion rates.  Based on 
Aurora's present diversion rate (67%), I estimate that the introduction of the 
clear bag garbage program has the potential to increase diversion by up to 
85%. 
 












Advisory Committee:  ENVIRONMENTAL 


ITEM 
NO. 


MEETING 
DATE MEETING SUBJECT ACTION 


ACTION 
DEPT. 


RESPONSE 
DATE 


TYPE OF 
RESPONSE 


 


BOLD = UPDATES            February 6, 2014 Page 1 of 1 


 


1 2012-06-07 EAC 1.  Memorandum from the 
Manager of Environmental 
Initiatives 
Re: Green Municipal Fund –                    
Call for Funding Submissions 


THAT this Item be referred to the September 
Environmental Advisory Committee meeting 
with a report from staff.   


Manager of 
Environmental 
Initiatives 


  


2 2013-05-06 EAC 1. Memorandum from the 
Manager of Engineering and 
Capital Projects; Re: Creek 
Culvert Design Response (Item 
#4 on the Pending List) 
 


THAT David Tomlinson and the Manager of 
Environmental Initiatives be directed to meet 
with Infrastructure and Environmental 
Services staff to discuss details regarding 
swallow nesting platforms at the mouths of 
two to three culverts as a pilot project. 


Manager of 
Environmental 
Initiatives 


June 2013 David T. and Christina N. met with IES in June 
and scheduled to do a pilot project by adding a 
couple nesting platforms at the mouths of culverts 
in April 2014. The meeting is booked for Tuesday 
April 15, 2014. 


3 2013-10-03 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


2013-12-05 


EAC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


EAC 


1. Memorandum from the 
Manager of Environmental 
Initiatives 


 Re:  EAC Initiatives for the 
Upcoming Year 


 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Memorandum from the 


Program Manager, 
Environmental Initiatives  
Re:  Water Bottle Fill 
Stations   


THAT the following three (3) initiatives be 
endorsed by Council as the future primary 
focus of the Environmental Advisory 
Committee, by investigating ways to engage 
citizens in: 
1. Green procurement policy/procedure best 


practices; 
2. Hydration stations to reduce use of 


disposable water bottles; 
3. Community garden project. 
 
THAT this item be referred back to staff for 
clarification on the location of existing 
hydration stations; and  


THAT the 2014 budget line regarding item be 
deferred to the 2015 budget. 


 


EAC 2013-10-22 Endorsed by Council 


4. 2013-12-05 EAC New Business THAT staff be directed to report back on a 
dedicated environmental section on the 
Town website to assist users in readily 
locating Town of Aurora environmental 
information. 


EAC   


 








 


MEMORANDUM


DATE: February 6, 2014 
 
TO: Environmental Advisory Committee 
 
FROM: Christina Nagy-Oh, Program Manager, Environmental Initiatives 
 
RE: CEAP Progress Report 2013 Update 
   


 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
THAT the memorandum regarding CEAP Progress Report 2013 Update be received 
for information. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The Environmental Advisory Committee provided support and strategic guidance throughout 
the development of the Town’s Corporate Environmental Action Plan (CEAP).  In 
accordance with the Plan, staff have prepared a progress report outlining the progress made 
in 2011, 2012 and now in 2013 toward achieving the objectives laid-out in the Plan. The 
following is a listing of CEAP related initiatives that have either been completed in 2013 or 
which have been approved by Council in 2013:  
 
AIR Goal – Improve air quality by reducing emissions and developing a Climate 
Change   Adaptation Plan. 
 


 Second year of Town Hall Employee Bike Share Program in partnership with BionX 
International (two e-bikes available for staff use, to decrease vehicle usage). (Action 
2.1.2) 


 Clean Air Commute Week: 47 Clean Air Commuters avoided the creation of 650.48 
Kg of pollutants. (Action 2.1.2) 


 Installation of 2 electric vehicle charging stations at Town Hall and the Community 
Centre in October, currently no charge for public and staff. (Action 2.1.3) 


 Partnered with other municipalities to provide a tailored Planning Implications of 
Climate Change webinar to Town staff. (Action 2.1.4) 


 
FIRE (Energy) Goal – Reduce the Town’s overall energy consumption through energy 
efficiency measures and the use of renewable energy sources. 
 


 Town Hall HVAC has been upgraded to an Energy efficient, all automated system. 


 The compressor at the AFLC has been upgraded to an Ecochill system, which uses 
both less energy and less water to both make and maintain the ice for the ice rink. 


 LED lights installed in dressing rooms of the SARC and AFLC. 
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 Budget approved to retrofit parking lot lights at AFLC, Town Hall and SARC, with 
LED technology. Cost recovery due to energy savings estimated at less than five 
years.  


 Library LED parking lot lights installed. 


 Installation of 2, 10 kW solar PV projects at Town Hall and the Public Library in June 
2013. (Action 2.2.5) 


 Contractor renewed the application with the OPA for the development of a 600 kW 
solar PV project on the roof of the Stronach Aurora Recreation Complex (roof lease) 
(government approval decision to occur in 2014). (Action 2.2.5) 


 Town participating in PowerStream’s Roving Energy Manager program in order to 
identify additional ways to reduce corporate electricity demand and reduce Town’s 
electric bills. (Action 2.2.3) 


 Staff participation in WWF’s Earth Hour and National Sweater Day. (Action 2.2.2) 


 Implemented a Green Path Program which expedites the building permit process for 
home renovation projects aimed at reducing energy or conserving water within 3 
business days. Eligible projects include solar electrical panels, solar domestic hot 
water systems, wind turbine support structures and geothermal energy. (Objective 
F2) 
 


EARTH (Land) Goal – Plan and manage Aurora’s ecology by protecting wildlife 
habitat, promoting alternate modes of transportation and utilizing sustainable land 
use planning. 
 


 E-Waste collection bin installed at Town Hall in association with Global Electric 
Electronic Processing (GEEP), a local e-waste recycler. (Action 2.3.14)  


 Encouraged employee carpooling through the use of Carpool Zone and by raising 
awareness of economic, social and environmental benefits of carpooling  


 (with support from Smart Commute Central York). (Action 2.3.11) 


 Provided input into the development of the proposed Stronach Eco Park and 
Environmental Interpretive Centre. In November GC approved the Zoning 
Amendment Application related to the subject lands. (Actions 2.3.4 and 2.3.9) 


 School travel planning program passed by Council in December, intended to help 
promote active (and safe) travel to and from school for students between 
kindergarten and grade 12. (Objective E5) 


 Installation of E-waste bins at the Seniors Centre (2013). 


 Roll-out of organics collection at the Seniors Centre (2012). (Actions 2.3.14 and 
2.3.15) 


 Town hosted two E-Waste collection events at 9 Scanlon Crt. for E-Waste generated 
by both the Town and the community; in association with a local e-waste recycler. 
(Action 2.3.14)  


 A Trails Master Plan has been developed and implemented through the Town’s 
Official Plan. (2.3.8) 


 The proposed Aurora Promenade Community Improvement Plan (CIP) contains 
incentive programs which would promote the decommissioning and redevelopment 
of “Brownfield” or contaminated sites.  The CIP is scheduled for Council approval in 
the first quarter of 2014. (Objective E3) 
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 Installed 420 m of new sidewalk on both Earl Stewart Drive and 2,160 m on Industrial 
Parkway South. (Objective A1) 


 Economic Value of Natural Capital Assets Report completed in June 2013. PDS and 
PRS to utilize the report in dealing with development applications and 
rehabilitation/enhancement of natural features.(Action 2.3.4) 


 1500 trees/shrubs planted with the Neighbourhood Network and local school groups 
in April. 250 trees planted in a new tree nursery on town lands to supply trees for 
replanting due to Emerald Ash Borer. Removal of invasive species in Case Wood Lot 
with the assistance of the Stewardship Rangers. 425 trees planted in conjunction 
with TD Bank and Evergreen.(Action 2.3.4) 


 Completed Flora Aurora Phase 3 of Arboretum Action plan (Action 2.3.7) 


 Retained a consultant to prepare a Community Wildlife Park Master Plan. The 
hydrological study completed in 2013 and balance of Plan to be completed in 2014. 
(Action 2.3.2) 


 Landscape Standards: Vegetation Management guidelines have been adopted and 
applied to new subdivision developments to steer vegetation preservation, removal 
and compensation plantings. (Action 2.3.5) 


 Implemented a signage strategy as part of the Trail Master Plan, sign installation to 
be completed in 2014. (Action 2.3.8) 


 Completion of the Salt Management Plan and Winter Policy. (2.3.13) 


 Master Transportation Operations Study (MTOS) update was completed and 
endorsed by Council in May 2013. (2.3.12) 


 
WATER Goal – Reduce corporate water consumption; and utilize stormwater 
management technologies to improve control of stormwater quantity as well as 
enhance stormwater quality. 
 


 Installed ice plant retrofit at the Aurora Family Leisure Complex, achieving reduction 
in water and hydro consumption, with support from the Region of York. (Action 2.4.1) 


 Developed a standardized way to document water loss, information provided to YR 
on an annual basis. 


 Completed the Remediation and Maintenance of 2 Existing Stormwater Management 
Facilities at C2 and WC3. (Action 2.4.3) 


 Stormwater Management Facility Block Design, Safety and Maintenance Policy was 
revised in November 2013. (Action 2.4.4)  


 TOA Comprehensive Storm Water Management Master Plan (CSWM-MP) is being 
developed and has included a comprehensive consultation process. The final draft to 
be completed in 2014.   


 
The CEAP Progress Report 2013 will be presented to EAC in March and then made 
available to the public via the Town’s website and printed copies. 
  
ATTACHMENTS 
 
None 








 


MEMORANDUM


DATE: February 6, 2014 
 
TO: Environmental Advisory Committee 
 
FROM: Christina Nagy-Oh, Program Manager, Environmental Initiatives 
 
RE: Smart Commute Workplace designation for 2014 
   


 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
THAT the memorandum regarding Smart Commute Workplace designation for 2014 
be received for information.  
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The Town of Aurora was recently awarded the Smart Commute Gold Workplace 
designation for 2014. This is Aurora’s third year with the Gold Workplace designation.  The 
achievement of the Gold designation is a clear indication of our organization’s commitment 
to promoting and supporting sustainable travel options for our employees. We have gone 
beyond the basics of this program, making significant investments of time and resources to 
ensure the program’s success.  
 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
Designation letter from Metrolinx 
Smart Commute Workplace Certificate 
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9. CONSIDERATION OF ITEMS REQUIRING SEPARATE DISCUSSION 
 


1. General Committee Meeting Report of January 14, 2014 
(6) IES14-006 – Implementation of a Clear Bag Waste Program   


 
Moved by Councillor Thompson    Seconded by Councillor Pirri 
 
  THAT report IES14-006 and the delegate presentation from Delegate (a) be 
  referred to the Environmental Advisory Committee. 
 
      CARRIED  
 


 


EXTRACT FROM 
COUNCIL MEETING 14-03 


TUESDAY, JANUARY 21, 2014 







   


 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. DELEGATIONS 
 
(a) Mr. Dave Douglas, Vision Quest 
 Re: Item 1(6) – IES14-006 – Implementation of a Clear Bag Waste Program 
 
 Mr. Dave Douglas presented information on the implementation of a clear bag waste 
 program for the Town of Aurora. He advised that Markham currently sees a 85% 
 diversion rate with their clear bag program and provided some clarification on the use 
 of privacy bags. 
 
 Moved by Councillor Gaertner      Seconded by Councillor Pirri 
 
  THAT the comments of the delegate be received and referred to Item 1(6). 
   
      CARRIED 
 


EXTRACT FROM 
COUNCIL MEETING 14-03 


TUESDAY, JANUARY 21, 2014 







 


     GENERAL COMMITTEE REPORT   No. IES14-006  
 
SUBJECT: Implementation of a Clear Bag Waste Program 
    
FROM: Ilmar Simanovskis, Director of Infrastructure and Environmental 


Services  
 
DATE: January 14, 2014 


 
 


RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
THAT report IES14-006 be received; 
 
THAT Council endorse the replacement of black garbage bags with clear garbage 
bags as the acceptable means to set out waste for collection; and  
 
THAT Council endorse the work plan for roll out of the clear bag program with 
soft launch starting July 1, 2014 and compliance to come into force January 1, 
2015.  


 
PURPOSE OF THE REPORT  
 
The purpose of this report is to seek Council approval to initiate a program that replaces 
black garbage bags with clear garbage bags as the acceptable means to set out waste 
for collection. 


 
BACKGROUND  
 
York Region’s Integrated Waste Management Master Plan was initiated in 2011 and 
adopted by Regional and Local Councils in late 2013. It was created to increase 
sustainable waste management across the Region. York Region and the nine area 
municipalities have been working closely in developing the plan which focuses on the 4 
“R’s” of Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Recovery. Some of the key areas are increased 
producer responsibility to better manage materials and packaging before they enter the 
waste stream, increase resident participation, and increase diversion through 
optimization of curb side collection. 
 
Markham is one of a growing number of Municipalities that are moving beyond recycling 
and adopting a sustainable Zero Waste approach to waste management. In April 2013 
Markham launched a clear bag program and since then has increased their waste 
diversion from 71 percent to 81 percent.  
 
Nova Scotia is also considered a leader in applying this concept. Currently, 13 Nova 
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Scotia Municipalities, which have had the program in place for two years, experienced a 
41% decrease in residential waste, a 35% increase in residential recycling and a 38% 
increase in residential organics collection. 
 
Clear bag programs are also in place in Ontario, Prince Edward Island, New York, 
Wisconsin and Nebraska. There are reported to be fourteen clear bag programs in 
Ontario. The best know program is Guelph’s wet dry system which requires clear bags 
for garbage, green bags for organics and blue bags for recyclables. 
 
Studies completed by Ontario’s Stewardship Effectiveness & Efficiency Fund report that 
clear bag programs are successful in decreasing the amount of recyclables being 
landfilled or incinerated. The majority of jurisdictions with clear bag programs also have 
mandatory recycling by-laws and landfill bans in place. 
 
In recognizing the various benefits of waste reduction and increased recovery, and as 
requested through a motion of Council, staff have prepared the following report on a 
process to implement a clear bag program for Aurora. 


 
COMMENTS  
 
Aurora’s waste diversion rates have remained relatively unchanged since 
introduction of the green bin program in 2007 
 
Prior to the introduction of the green bin program in 2007, Aurora’s diversion rate was 
averaging 44 percent. With the introduction of the green bin program, diversion 
increased to 67 percent very rapidly. This program was well received and provided a 
significant incremental increase in diversion rates for the Town. 
 
Almost seven years after implementing the green bin program the Town continues to 
see success in our diversion, however there has not been any notable increases in the 
overall rate of diversion since 2007.  
 
In looking for opportunities to further advance the diversion rate, the clear bag program 
has been identified as an option that has demonstrated success in increasing diversion 
with minimal impact to conventional waste management practices.    


 
Introduction of the York/Durham Incineration Facility introduces increased 
consideration for material collected as waste 
 
The York/Durham Incineration Facility is planned to start operations in late 2014. As this 
facility approaches completion, municipalities will be required to bring more attention to 
the types of waste being collected. In particular, there will be a strong need to ensure 
that banned substances and materials not conducive to efficient incineration operations 
are minimized in the waste collection stream. Examples of these types of materials 
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include batteries and household electronics. There will be an increased education 
campaign through 2014 however, any additional steps that can be taken to minimize 
contamination of the waste stream will only benefit the overall waste management 
program.   
 
Recyclable or uncollectable material is often found in garbage bags for various 
reasons 
 
Although recycling compliance is high for our community, recyclable material is still 
found in garbage bags. Experience both in Aurora and across the province finds that 
participation can change for various reasons. Such things as convenience in a one bag 
approach (black bag), not replacing lost or broken bins and disposing of those materials 
in the waste stream, privacy issues, lack of interest in supporting the recovery programs 
that emerges over time, and not being familiar with what materials go where. Other 
materials found in black bags include soil, grass clippings or construction material that 
should be disposed of through other channels. 
 
Key Benefits of converting to a clear bag system 
 
The benefits of moving to a clear bag system for waste collection are summarized as 
follows: 
 


 Ensures a cleaner waste product for use at the new York Durham incineration facility 


 Increases diversion rates due to less material being “hidden” in the waste stream 


 Reduced risk of disposal of other unacceptable materials in the waste stream  


 Potential operating cost savings due to redirected materials going to proper 
channels 


 Increased resident awareness of the necessity to separate materials properly 


 Reduced risk of injury of collectors when dangerous materials are hidden in black 
bags  


 
Social change is a significant aspect of the clear bag program 
 
The current success of the Town’s waste diversion and recycling program is primarily 
driven through social change. As new programs are introduced, there is initial 
resistance, conscious compliance and eventual acceptance and support. How many of 
our programs today could we do without? Blue box and green bin use is no longer a 
novelty and for many it is no longer an option, it is part of our way of life.  
 
The same social barriers may appear through implementation of the clear bag program. 
However some of the documented beneficial social behaviour changes that can be 
expected include: 
 


 Increase awareness through recognizing materials that should not be in the garbage 
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bag when it is a clear bag 


 Support social responsibility as a community when clear bags are visible by all 


 Improve waste collector’s safety by minimising the risk of concealing hazardous 
materials, electronics, recyclables and organics in the garbage. 


 Clean waste supports cleaner air and energy where clear bags remind us to be 
careful about what we throw in our garbage. 


 
Key success factors in implementing a clear bag program 
 
In addition to the immediate increased diversion rates seen with clear bag programs, 
successful municipalities have also followed similar steps in creating a smooth transition 
for the community. Staff have researched both successful and less successful 
implementations and have identified the following key success factors: 
 


 Have the necessary by-laws in place that support the program 


 Engage the community and community groups  


 Engage retailers to ensure that there is ample awareness of the program and that 
clear bags are readily available to the community.  


 Provide education and promotion material to prepare the community in advance of 
the transition 


 Partnership with waste collection contractor 


 Have a voluntary period prior to enforcement of the program 
 
These factors have been considered in the Aurora Clear Bag Program plan.   
 
Clear Bag Implementation Plan 
 
The following summarizes the tasks that will be completed towards implementing the 
clear bag program.  
 


Task Timeline 


Council Approval of Clear Bag Program January 2014 


Council Approval of Updated Waste By-Law  February 2014 


Community Group Engagement (EAC) March 2014 


Retailer Engagement March 2014 


Resident Awareness Campaign April-May 2014 


Contactor Awareness  June 2014 


Council Update on Clear bag Program pre-launch June 2014 


Soft Launch (6 month Voluntary compliance)  July 1 to Dec 31, 2014 


Commissioning of York Durham Incinerator Q4/2014 


Launch (Compliance) January 1, 2015 


Council Update on Clear Bag Program April 2015 
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Council Approval of Clear Bag Program 
 
Pending Council approval of the clear bag program, staff will engage the necessary 
support services to initiate the work plan outlined herein. 
 
Approval of Updated Solid Waste and Recycling By-law 
 
The Town’s waste and recycling by-law is currently under review and will be brought 
forward for consideration in February 2014. The changes anticipated to the by-law can 
be placed in two categories, 1) increased harmonization with the N6 partners to 
streamline enforcement through our collections contractor, 2) increased reduction of 
waste contamination in support of a cleaner incineration feed stock. 
 
The changes related to category two include banning of e-waste and batteries from 
curbside collection, and implementation of the clear bag program and related conditions 
of the program. The basic conditions of the clear bag program are as follows and will be 
further detailed in the by-law: 
 


 Clear bags will be required January 1, 2015 


 There will be no limit to the number of clear bags that can be placed out for 
collection 


 An unlimited number of typical grocery bags can be used for household waste 
collection and placed within the clear bag for placement at the curb 


 If a clear bag is not used after January 1, 2015, the bag will be tagged and left for 
the resident to rectify for the following pick up  


 If inappropriate material is identified in a clear bag, the bag will be tagged with the 
violation and left for the resident to resort and place out the following collection 
week.   


 
Community and Partner engagement and awareness campaign 
 
The first group to be engaged will be the Environmental Advisory Committee. This will 
come through a report and staff presentation of the program details. The purpose of the 
engagement will be to inform the committee members of the program benefits and seek 
guidance on other stakeholders that would benefit from increased awareness of the 
program. 
 
A consultant retained to support the Town in implementation will play a key role in 
working with the retail community to ensure that the transition from black bag to clear 
bag stock occurs effectively. In addition to the retailers becoming aware of the changing 
needs of the community, Glad Canada has also provided confirmation of support 
through initial donations of a significant number of clear bags that can be provided 
directly to the community through various Town function planned for 2014.  
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There will also be a public media campaign to inform and educate the community on the 
transition to clear bags. Incentive programs such as a Gold Star award could be used to 
reward those residents that adopt the clear bag transition early. This was a feature of 
the Markham program that gained great popularity as residents earned their stars. In 
addition, there will be web based information as well as a question and answers sheet 
for customer service staff to be readily able to respond to inquiries.   
 
Staff have already had preliminary discussions with our contractor Green For Life and 
have discussed the program principles. They are in support of the program and will play 
a key role as the front line staff to the curb side collection program.   
 
Council Update Report and Pre-Launch Check In 
 
A report will be brought to Council in advance of the soft launch date of July 1, 2014. 
This report will provide a status on the community and partner engagement and 
education campaign and will gage the pre-launch perception of the program. It is 
anticipated that community acceptance will be high as increased awareness of the 
benefits and minimal inconveniences from a clear bag program will be readily 
supported. 
 
Council endorsement of the pre-launch status report will set the stage for the soft launch 
to start July 1, 2014. 
 
Soft Launch Education Period 
 
The soft launch will occur from July 1 to December 31, 2014 and will be promoted 
through media releases, staff information and web site updates. This period will 
encourage use of clear bags, provide clear bags to the community through various 
events and respond to inquiries from the community. There will be no enforcement of 
the program, however this will be the time when participation stars are placed on the 
resident green bin or blue box for early compliance to the clear bag program.    
 
Official Launch January 1, 2015 
 
The by-law and related support material will be geared to a launch date of January 1, 
2015. At this time, clear bags will be mandatory and residents not supporting the 
program will have their bags tagged with the appropriate message. Compliance will 
consist of either using the proper clear bag, or removing material that is visible in the 
clear bag but that does not comply with the by-law. This enforcement practice is exactly 
the same as current practices when waste or recyclable material is not in compliance 
with the by-law and should not result in significant issues for the residents. 
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Post Program Council Follow-up 
 
After 3 months of the program, staff will compile results of diversion rates and material 
tonnage rates to determine the impact of the program. Based on these results staff may 
provide additional recommendations for the program. 
  
 


LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN 
 
Promoting and advancing green initiatives: through the use of clear bags to 
encourage increased diversion of recoverable and recyclable materials ensure a 
cleaner fuel source for the York Durham Waste Incineration Facility.  
 
 


ALTERNATIVE(S) TO THE RECOMMENDATIONS   
 
Council may choose to either defer or cancel the proposed clear bag program. 
 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS  
 
The launch of the clear bag program will require external consulting support due to the 
significant education and retailer coordination efforts required. Staff have been in 
consultation with the firm of Vision Quest located in Aurora. This firm came highly 
recommended from the Town of Markham staff as the firm they successfully used for 
their implementation. The experience and skills of this firm are well suited for this 
program as they have extensive retail experience and understand the needs of the 
retailers and how those needs can be aligned to meet the needs of the community and 
the Town.  
 
Vision Quest has submitted a work plan based on the tasks that were required in 
Markham and scaled to serve Aurora’s needs. The Consulting budget is set at $30,000.  
 
In addition, there will be a need for additional promotional and educational publications 
to support the implementation. The budget for this work is $15,000. 
 
There is sufficient funding available in the 2014 proposed operating budget to support 
these program costs.    
 
In the Markham experience, it was found that total cost for waste disposal dropped 
significantly due to the removal of heavier materials such as electronics and sod/garden 
waste which should not be in the garbage stream to begin with. Based on this, it is 
anticipated that the waste collection program should see a net savings of $20,000 to 
$50,000 per year.  
 











 


Attachment A 


December 19th, 2013 


Ms. Amanda Newman 
Waste  / Recycling Coordinator 
Waste Management Department 
Town of Aurora 
1 Municipal Drive, Box 1000 
Aurora, Ontario, L4G 6J1 
 
Dear Ms. Newman, 
 
 On behalf of GLAD Canada (Division of the Clorox Company of Canada Ltd.) we thank you for meeting earlier this 
week to provide an overview of a potential initiative - pending Council approval in January 2014 - to transition the existing 
curbside collection program for refuse (garbage) to a clear plastic bag program with a target implementation for the Fall 
2014.     
 
 GLAD Canada has assisted Canadian municipalities with the implementation of a similar clear bag refuse 
collection program (testimonials attached) which has proven to effectively increase the diversion of recyclable and organic 
material out of the waste stream in a very cost effective and efficient manner. 
 
GLAD Canada is pleased to offer the following initiatives to support the Town of Aurora with this initiative, specifically: 
 


• No charge provision of 15,000 GLAD Clear Bag Sample Packages & Coupons for distribution to all applicable 
residential (single family & apartment) dwellings as part of the promotional & communication outreach strategy; 


• No charge provision of an additional 7,500 GLAD Clear Bag Sample Packages & Coupons for distribution at 
applicable local (Aurora) functions (ie. Aurora Rib Fest, Concert(s) In the Park, Aurora Farmers Market; 


• Consumer outreach activities at local retail locations (subject to retailer approval) ;  
• Additional outreach activities (sample distribution) at public locations (ie. Aurora Go Station); GLAD 


advertisement / coupon offer in local community newspaper(s) - ie. The Auroran, The Era Banner;  
• Provision of a complimentary supply of GLAD Clear Bag retail packages to the Town of Aurora (300 packages) for 


direct distribution to constituents by Aurora officials on an as required basis; 
• Inclusion of a GLAD advertisement / coupon offer in the 2015 Aurora Waste Management Guide & Recycling 


Calendar as per applicable rates charged by the Town of Aurora; 
 
 All of the above initiatives would be provided to the Town of Aurora at no charge.  Should Town officials have 
other initiatives in mind, we remain open to investigating opportunities to expand upon support by the GLAD Company of 
Canada. Should you have any questions, please contact the undersigned directly at 905-595-8340  or 
Rachelle.Somerville@clorox.com. 
 
 Sincerely, 
The Clorox (GLAD) Company Ltd. 
 
Rachelle Somerville 
Brand Manager - GLAD  
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Attachment C 
Frequently Asked Questions Regarding the New Clear Bag 
Program for Garbage  
 
 
Q. Why change from black/solid bags to clear bags? 
A. The Town of Aurora is implementing a clear bag program for regular garbage in order to 
maximize recycling and composting and minimize the disposal of waste in landfills. Also, with 
the shift to incineration in late 2014, there will be more stringent material acceptance criteria for 
waste diverted to incineration. Materials such as batteries, electronics and other materials not 
suited for incineration will be required to be removed from the waste. Changing to a clear bag for 
waste will encourage responsible waste separation and results in increased diversion and 
recycling. 
 
Clear bags will also aid the collector in quickly identifying materials that are unacceptable and/or 
are dangerous. Non-transparent garbage bags can hide a multitude of materials that should 
not be in the garbage. Unacceptable materials include toxic items such as paint, solvents, 
batteries, and sharps/needles, in addition to recyclables and food waste. 
   
Q. What is the clear bag program? 
A. A clear bag waste program is a program to enhance our diversion of recoverable materials by 
encouraging more use of the blue and green bin programs.  The clear bag program is the 
replacement of standard black garbage bags with clear bags for the collection of municipal 
household waste. The purpose of this change is to increase awareness of the materials we place 
in these bags as waste and through this awareness, reduce the amount of waste generated for 
disposal. The recycling program will continue under the same guidelines that are currently in 
place today.  
 
The program will be rolled out in two phases 1) Voluntary phase and 2) Compliance phase. The 
voluntary participation phase will start October 1, 2014 and will allow residents to receive 
continual assistance and education based on their participation in the program. Residents are 
encouraged to take advantage of the voluntary participation phase prior to the full compliance. 
The compliance phase will begin January 1, 2015 after which household waste will not be 
collected unless placed in a clear bag.  
 
Q. What do I do with all the black/green bags I have now? 
A. Use them up during the three month implementation period. Although the clear bag program 
began October 1, 2014 it will not be enforced until January 1, 2015, this will allow residents and 
businesses a chance to use up dark bags before starting with clear bags. Any left over bags can 
be donated to charities or used for other purposed such as seasonal cloths storage or other waste 
disposal needs that go directly to a community environmental centre 
 
Q. Where do I get clear bags? 
A. Local stores will be stocking shelves with clear bags in both large and kitchen catcher size. 
 







Q.Will there be a limit to the number of clear bags I can place on the curb 
A. No, there will no longer be a limit to the number of bags. It is anticipated that the increased 
awareness on what material should be placed out for garbage will result in a reduction in overall 
waste volumes thereby resulting in a limited number of clear bags being required per collection.  
 
Q. What about my privacy? 
A. Your normal household waste can still be placed within grocery size bags prior to placement 
in the clear bag. There is no limit to the number of grocery sized bags you can place in the clear 
bag. Waste that is not private can be placed directly in the clear bag or in a grocery sized bag if 
more convenient.     
 
Q. What about confidential or sensitive letters/papers 
A. This material is best to be shredded and placed within your green bin for composting. 
 
Q. What if I use solid colored bags under my sink (i.e. grocery bags), can I tie 
them up and throw them in? 
A. Yes, you can continue to do this with the clear bag program. All that is asked is that you 
consider what you place in the bags under you sink and recycle the materials that can be 
recycled.   
 
Q. Can I still use my garbage can to bring my waste to the curb? 
A. Yes, plastic or metal garbage cans can still be used just as they were with black bags. You 
have the option of either placing your waste directly in the garbage can or placing a clear bag 
within the garbage can and placing your waste within the clear bag.  
 
Q. What happens if I don’t participate? 
A. On January 1 2015 only clear garbage bags will be collected. Those who choose not to use a 
clear bag will have their bag(s) left at the curb to be emptied into a clear bag for the next 
collection. Clear garbage bags that contain recyclables, food waste that can be backyard 
composted or other banned materials will also be left at the curb to be resorted for the next 
collection. Bag(s) left at the curb will have a sticker indicating the reason why it has been left 
behind. 
 
Q. Has the curbside recycling program changed? 
A. No, recycling program will remain the same with blue bin and green bin containers still being 
collected. However, we have seen that the amount of these materials does increase when a clear 
bag program is introduced so residents may want to purchase additional containers from the 
municipality should their recycling quantities increase.  
 
Q. Can I use a clear bag for recycling? 
A. No, recycling must be placed in the blue boxes or in the green bins for organics materials. 
 







 


You are a star! 


CONGRATULATIONS! 
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MEMORANDUM 
DATE: November 7, 2013 
 
TO: Environmental Advisory Committee 


 
FROM: Christina Nagy-Oh, Program Manager, Environmental Initiatives 
 
RE: Green Purchasing Best Practices Part A 
  
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
THAT the memorandum regarding Green Purchasing Best Practices be received; 
and 
 
THAT the Environmental Advisory Committee provide direction.  
 
BACKGROUND 
 
At the EAC meeting on October 3, 2013, the Committee chose the following three (3) 
initiatives as a primary focus for the upcoming year. It was requested at the same meeting 
that staff begin discussing the first initiative at the November meeting. The following 
recommendation was endorsed by Council on October 22, 2013. 
 
Memorandum from the Program Manager, Environmental Initiatives  
 Re: Environmental Advisory Committee (EAC) Initiatives for the  
   Upcoming Year 
THAT the following three (3) initiatives be endorsed by Council as the future primary focus of 
the Environmental Advisory Committee, by investigating ways to engage citizens in: 


1. Green procurement policy/procedure best practices; 
2. Hydration stations to reduce use of disposable water bottles; 
3. Community garden project. 


  
We have an Environmental Reserve Fund established on Sept 2012. Environmental 
initiatives often result in operating cost savings for equipment and facilities; but also often 
involve higher up-front costs as related to less environmentally-friendly alternatives. This 
fund has been established to cover the cost difference between environmental initiatives and 
conventional corporate initiatives; helping to ensure that these initiatives get implemented, 
and supporting implementation of the Town’s Corporate Environmental Action Plan. 
 


100 John West Way 
Box 1000 
Aurora, Ontario 
L4G 6J1 
Phone: 905-727-3123 ext. 4382 
Email: cnagy-oh@aurora.ca 
www.aurora.ca 


Town of Aurora 
Planning & Development Services 







 
 
 
November 7, 2013 -2- Green Purchasing Best Practices 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
  


A. Third Party Environmental Certification Programs 
B. Green Procurement Scan March 2012 
C. Green Purchasing Guide 
D. Retail Sustainability Report  (pg 13-24) 



patty thoma

Text Box

The Environmental Advisory Committee (EAC) has requested that the attachments not be reprinted. They may be accessed on the Town website on the November 7, 2013 EAC  agenda. Hard copies are also available upon request.








 Third Party Environmental Certification Programs 
 


 Founded in 1988 by the Government of Canada but now recognized world-
wide, EcoLogoTM is North America’s largest, most respected environmental 
standard and certification mark. EcoLogo provides customers – public, 
corporate and consumer – with assurance that the products and services 
bearing the logo meet stringent standards of environmental leadership. 


EcoLogoTM Standards are developed in an open, public, and transparent 
process  spanning approximately 12-18 months, and are designed so that 
only the top 20% of products available on the market can achieve 


certification. Consumers can trust that products bearing the EcoLogo 
certification mark truly represent environmental leadership and provide tangible human health 
and environmental benefits. 


More information: http://www.ecologo.org/en/ 
 
FSC is an international certification and labeling system dedicated to 
promoting responsible management of the world's forests.The Forest 
Stewardship Council (FSC) logo is your guarantee that the wood and 
paper products you purchase come from healthy forests and strong 
communities.FSC certification connects consumers to healthy forests by 
tracking products from forest to the store shelf through FSC's Chain 
of Custody system. Third-party Certifiers verify that the FSC Label is only 
placed on products that have been independently verified to come from 
forests, manufacturers, processors and distributors that meet FSC's 


rigorous requirements. 


More information: http://www.fsccanada.org/  


ENERGY STAR is the international symbol of premium energy efficiency. 
Products that display the ENERGY STAR symbol have been tested 
according to prescribed procedures and have been found to meet or 
exceed higher energy efficiency levels without compromising 
performance. Natural Resources Canada's (NRCan's) Office of Energy 
Efficiency (OEE) promotes the international ENERGY STAR symbol in 
Canada and monitors its use. 


More information: http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/equipment/energystar/11980  


The Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) program was launched in 
1994 as one of the U.S. forest sector’s contributions to the vision of 
sustainable development established by the 1992 United Nations 
Conference on Environment and Development. Its original principles 
and implementation guidelines began in 1995, and it evolved as the 
first SFI national standard backed by third-party audits in 1998. SFI 
certification also extends to the market. When they see the SFI label 
on a product, consumers can be confident they are buying wood or 
paper from certified forests or certified sourcing.  


More information: http://www.sfiprogram.org/index.php  


 


 


 



http://www.ecologo.org/en/

http://www.fsccanada.org/

http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/equipment/energystar/11980

http://www.sfiprogram.org/index.php





We develop life cycle-based sustainability standards for 
products, services and companies and offer third-party 
certification for those that meet the criteria in the standard. 
Green Seal has been actively identifying and promoting 
sustainability in the marketplace, and helping organizations be 
greener in a real and effective way since 1989.  


More information: http://www.greenseal.org  


 


The GREENGUARD Environmental Institute (GEI) was 
founded in 2001 with the mission of improving human health 
and quality of life by enhancing indoor air quality and reducing 
people’s exposure to chemicals and other pollutants. GEI 
certifies products and materials for low chemical emissions 
and provides a free resource for choosing healthier products 
and materials for indoor environments.  


More information: http://www.greenguard.org  


Rainforest Alliance Certified™ farms meet the comprehensive 
standards of the Sustainable Agriculture Network (SAN), a 
coalition of nonprofit conservation organizations, which address 
social, economic and environmental criteria. Certified farms and 
companies that source products or ingredients from certified 
farms are eligible to use the Rainforest Alliance Certified green 
frog seal, if they meet our guidelines.The Rainforest Alliance is 
the world's leading Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Forest 
Management certifier, with more than 20 years of certification 
experience. The Rainforest Alliance is accredited for FSC 
auditing and certification as a Certification Body.  


 
More information: http://www.rainforest-alliance.org/  


 
Fairtrade Canada is a national, nonprofit Fair Trade certification 
organization, and the only Canadian member of the Fairtrade 
International (FLO).  What we do can be broken down into three main 
categories: Certification, Licensing, and Promotion. Fair Trade is a 
different way of doing business. It's about making principles of fairness 
and decency mean something in the marketplace. For consumers and 
businesses, it's also about information. Fair Trade is a way for all of us 
to identify products that meet our values so we can make choices that 
have a positive impact on the world. 
 
More information: http://fairtrade.ca/  


 
 
Look for the Canada Organic Logo to be assured that the product is 
certified to the Canadian Organic Standards (COS), even on imported 
products. The use of the official Canada Organic Logo is voluntary, so it 
will not appear on all certified organic products. The name of the 
certifying body must appear on the label of organic products that are 
traded across provincial or international borders or that bear the 
Canada Organic Logo. 


More information: http://www.cog.ca/  



http://www.greenseal.org/

http://www.greenguard.org/

http://www.rainforest-alliance.org/

http://fairtrade.ca/
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Preamble      
 
Acknowledgments  
Clean Air Partnership (CAP) would like to thank the members of the Clean Air Council and 
the Green Procurement Community of Practice for their financial support, as well as their 
content, input, time and thoughtful reflections on this material.  CAP would also like to 
acknowledge the ongoing support of the City of Toronto and the Toronto Atmospheric 
Fund.  
 
About the Clean Air Partnership  
Clean Air Partnership (CAP) is a registered charity that works in partnership to promote 
and coordinate actions to improve local air quality and reduce greenhouse gases for 
healthy communities. Our applied research on municipal policies strives to broaden and 
improve access to public policy debate on air pollution and climate change issues. Our 
social marketing programs focus on energy conservation activities that motivate 
individuals, government, schools, utilities, businesses and communities to take action to 
clean the air and protect the climate. 
 
Clean Air Partnership’s mission is to transform cities into sustainable, vibrant, resilient 
communities, where the air is clean to breathe and greenhouse gas emissions are 
minimized.  
 
© Clean Air Partnership, 2012. All rights reserved. 
 
For more information, contact 
Clean Air Partnership 
75 Elizabeth Street 
Toronto, Ontario M5G 1P4 
Canada 
416-392-6672 
www.cleanairpartnership.org 
cap@cleanairpartnership.org 
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About the Clean Air Council    
 
Origins of the Clean Air Council  
 
In 2000 the Ontario Medical Association (OMA) declared air pollution "a public health 
crisis." This statement was based on strong scientific evidence linking air pollutants like 
ozone, nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide and tiny airborne particulates and acid 
droplets to various illnesses and breathing problems. According to the OMA's report, 
The Illness Cost of Air Pollution in Ontario, particulate matter (one type of air pollution) is 
responsible for almost 5,800 premature deaths per year (2005 updated numbers) in 
Ontario and almost half a billion dollars in health care costs (not including visits to family 
doctors) and lost productivity (as employees were too sick to come to work due to 
smog).  
 
Climate change is the most pressing environmental, social and economic problem 
facing the planet. The consequences of climate change are global and long-term. The 
synergies between the actions that address air pollution and climate change enable 
communities to address the two problems with common solutions. Southern Ontario is 
where the majority of Ontario residents live and it is where the majority of energy is 
used. The creation of lower carbon communities that are more efficient, livable, 
sustainable and resilient are one of the main tools that will enable us to tackle the air 
pollution and climate change challenge.  
 
In order to take action on air pollution and climate change, in 2000 CAP and the City of 
Toronto organized the first Smog Summit to explore solutions to the clean air and 
climate change problem. Based on the success and benefits of working via governmental 
and regional partnerships to address air pollution and energy use, the GTA Clean Air 
Council (GTA CAC) was launched at the 2001 Smog Summit. Based on the outcomes and 
benefits of working collaboratively in the GTA, municipalities in Southwestern Ontario 
formed their own Clean Air Council in 2008 (SWO CAC). The GTA and the SWO CAC work 
collaboratively and individually to ensure a balance between sharing experiences and 
learnings across regions while still retaining enough flexibility to ensure regional issues 
and opportunities are addressed.  
 
The Greater Toronto Area (GTA) and Southwestern Ontario (SWO) Clean Air Councils 
(CAC) promotes the reduction of air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions and 
increased awareness of regional air quality and climate change issues through the 
collective efforts of all levels of government. The Councils identify and promote effective 
initiatives to reduce the occurrence of air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions in the 
GTA and SWO, and their associated health risks. The Clean Air Councils work on the very 
simple premise that if one jurisdiction undertakes a clean air/climate change action that it 



http://www.oma.org/phealth/smogmain.htm�
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makes sense to share their experience and lessons learned with other jurisdictions. In 
this way it helps to promote and raise the bar for the implementation of actions that will 
lead us to lower carbon and more healthy and livable communities.  
 
There are many benefits to a collaborative approach to addressing air quality and climate 
change issues.  Having multiple jurisdictions at the same table enhances networking and 
the exchange of resources and information.  It ensures that no one group is working in 
isolation and that those efforts are not unnecessarily duplicated.  Inter-governmental 
and inter-regional cooperation also provides an opportunity to leverage scarce resources 
for research, outreach and other air quality improvement initiatives.  Bringing together 
multiple staff from different departments and municipalities across the airshed also 
helps break down silos that may exist within and amongst municipalities, and increases 
cooperation on air quality and climate change issues.  
 
Clean Air Council Mandate  
 
 To enable solutions to air quality and climate change challenges through a dynamic 


network that expands knowledge and enthusiasm, and encourages practical and 
successful policies and actions; 


 To promote a better understanding of air quality and climate change problems and 
their implications for public health among policy makers and to improve their ability 
to address these problems in an economically effective way; 


 To explore opportunities for joint initiatives to reduce air pollution and greenhouse 
gas emissions in the GTA and SWO;  


 To develop and report on progress of Inter-governmental Declarations on Clean Air 
and Climate Change;  


 To track and monitor the implementation and transfer of clean air and climate 
change actions across the jurisdictions; and  


 To liaise with municipalities in the GTA, SWO and Canada and internationally, and 
organizations with compatible mandates to share best practices for reducing air 
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.  


 
Clean Air Council Goals  
 
 Develop and promote a Resilient Region 1


 Identify and maximize synergies between clean air, health and climate change 
actions and improvements in community livability and resilience;   


 vision;  


 Identify financing and business case opportunities to move actions from pilot stage 
to business as usual and contribute to the building of the emerging green economy; 


                                              
1 A Resilient Region is defined as “A region that has developed capacities to help absorb futureshocks and 
stresses (ex. population, climate change, energy scarcity, environmental degradation, income disparity, socio-
political) to its social, economic, and technical systems and infrastructures so as to still be able to maintain 
essentially the same functions, structures, systems, and identity.” Source: ResilientCity.org 
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 Share lessons learned on the implementation of actions and report on the 
uptake/transfer/consistency of those actions across the region; and  


 Identify new opportunities being undertaken elsewhere and applicable/supportive of 
movement towards the Resilient Region vision in the GTA and Southern Ontario.  


 
About the Clean Air Partnership  
 
Clean Air Partnership serves as the secretariat for the GTA and the Southwestern Ontario 
Clean Air Council, facilitates and supports additional networks such as the Alliance for 
Resilient Cities and North South Climate Change Network, and participates in numerous 
others networks including but not limited to the Ontario Regional Adaptation 
Collaborative, Community Adaptation Initiative, and AMO’s Energy Management and 
Climate Change Task Force, and FCM’s Sustainable Communities and Green Municipal 
Fund. Background for Summary of Clean Air Council Environment and Energy 
Departments,  
About the Green Procurement Community of Practice and Purpose of the Green 
Procurement Policies and Actions Scan  
 
About the Green Procurement Community of Practice 
 
Since 2008, CAC jurisdictions have committed to work collaboratively to reduce energy 
use in government buildings and operations and to establish a Community of Practice 
(COP) to increase the implementation of environmental criteria in purchasing, lease and 
contract decisions in their respective corporations. In 2009, CAC jurisdictions extended 
the mandate and established the Green Procurement Community of Practice.  
 
The Green Procurement COP (GP COP) provides a forum for government purchasing 
staff to: regularly share environmental procurement knowledge, research, and 
experience; build capacity for green purchasing; pilot likely strategies; and promote the 
most successful strategies within their organizations.  
 
The main objective of the GP COP is to connect experts and practitioners and create a 
collaborative and cooperative learning environment. The peer-to-peer environment of a 
COP provides: 
 
 An opportunity to share interests and experiences that will generate useful and 


practical advice;  
 An opportunity for participants to seek information to solve immediate 


problems; 
 An opportunity to pool research needs; and  
 The ability to document procedures, activities and benefits of green/sustainable 


policy implementation and share experiences and lessons learned in the 
implementation of green/sustainable procurement actions and measures.  
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The goal of the GP COP is to build a supportive network that will enhance the ability of 
CAC member jurisdictions and staff to support each other’s efforts to develop and adopt 
green procurement policies and incorporate green criteria and policies into purchasing 
decisions. The GP COP will enable participants to share information, research, 
experiences, lessons learned, and collaborate on barriers and problem solving.  
 
In 2009 and 2010 the GP COP focused on highlighting lessons learned and experiences 
from jurisdictions across the GTA, Ontario and Canada who have developed Green 
Procurement Policies and/or Procedures. These lessons learned, experiences and 
resources were shared via meetings and webinars and participants requested the 
development of a Toolkit where all the resources could be brought into one place and 
template green procurement outreach materials could be developed and shared.  
 
 The online Toolkit can be accessed at:  


http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_toolkit 
 The overall Green Procurement Intranet can be accessed at: 


http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop 
 It is password protected, for your jurisdictions username and password contact 


Gabriella at gkalapos@cleanairpartnership.org 
 


2011 Green Purchasing COP Activities 
  
Webinars of Green Procurement Policies/Procedures and Activities  
 
In 2011 CAP focused on organizing webinar presentations by jurisdictions to share the 
actions they are undertaking that achieves energy efficiency and environmentally 
preferable purchases. Participants ask presenters questions and sought their guidance 
on factors they are dealing with in their jurisdiction. In addition, CAP worked to identify 
and collaborate with partners (Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Purchasing, 
Greening Greater Toronto, Partners in Project Green, Responsible Purchasing Network, 
etc.) to share resources and lessons learned.  
 
Presentations are not limited simply to Green Procurement Policies/Procedures but seek 
to share experience and expertise associated with the implementation of Green 
Procurement actions in specific areas. It is difficult enough to figure out the “more 
environmentally preferable choice” in one product area, never mind all the different 
areas of products and services purchased. So the goal is to have all the Clean Air Council 
jurisdictions share their experiences and lessons learned in a variety of areas where they 
have implemented green procurement actions. CAP then documents the experience and 
expertise around the region, works with Green Procurement COP participants to identify 
gaps and ask jurisdictions to self identify responsibility across the region for developing 
the experiences and expertise in the missing areas so that each jurisdiction would only 
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have to take on a limited area but all the resources and lessons learned would be shared 
across the region.  
 
Green Procurement Webinars (http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-
cop_meetings) 


 November 8, 2011: Sustainable Procurement Actions, Experiences and Lessons 
Learned - Town of Oakville and Town of Markham 


 September 29th, 2011: Sustainable Procurement Networks 
 May 12, 2011: Responsible Purchasing Network: Compostable Service Ware 
 April 12, 2011: York Region Green Power Purchasing and E-Procurement Actions, 


Opportunities and Plans 
 March 29, 2011:  Oshawa Cleaning Products and Brampton Green Procurement 


Activities 
 March 23, 2011: Green Procurement and Energy Star Opportunities and Resources 
 March 8, 2011: 2011 Green Procurement Workplan and Greening Paper Purchases  


Green procurement presentations planned for 2012 include but are not limited to: Life 
Cycle Costing, Clinton Foundation; Ryerson University and OPG Supplier Code of 
Conduct; Halton Region Local Food, International Centre Local Food, E-Procurement; 
Aggregate Recycling, Responsible Purchasing Network.  
 
Longer Term Green Procurement COP Activities 
 
Development of a Monitoring and Reporting Protocol to Track Progress on Green 
Procurement Decisions and Outcomes (Long-Term Goal)  
 
In order to monitor and track progress towards the development and implementation of 
green procurement policies and practices, a system needs to be developed that would 
enable the jurisdictions to track their progress in a consistent manner across the region. 
CAP developed a draft survey and will be seeking input from a steering committee to 
ensure that the survey collects pertinent and useful information over the short and long 
term.  
Link to draft Monitoring and Reporting Survey  
 
Delivery of Ongoing Green Purchasing Progress Reports (Long-Term Goal)  
 
The goal will be to use the above survey to undertake (biennial) progress reports to track 
green procurement outcomes and progress.  
 
 
 



http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_meetings�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/files/Appendix%20C%20-%20GP%20M%20&%20R%20survey.pdf�
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About the Green/Sustainable Procurement Policies/Procedures/Actions Scan  
 
On June 3, 2009, the GTA CAC member municipalities signed on to the Toronto and 
Region Inter-Governmental Declaration on Clean Air, committing them to take action on 
clean air and climate change.  The Declaration calls on the signatories to:  
 
Develop corporate Green Procurement Policies that increase the implementation of 
energy efficiency criteria in purchasing, lease and contract decisions.  
 
Update: Approved Green Procurement Policies/Procedures: Burlington, Brampton 
(Energy Star and EcoChoice label criteria); Hamilton (life cycle costing policy); Oakville; 
Pickering; Toronto. 
 
Green Procurement Policies in Progress: Caledon, Halton Region, Region of Peel, 
Markham, Mississauga, Oshawa, Richmond Hill, Vaughan, Whitby, and York Region.  
 
Green Procurement Practices in Place: One of the most common obstacles 
municipalities face in regards to green procurement is the challenge of identifying how 
to implement green procurement policies. Many municipal purchasing and other 
departments feel overwhelmed by how best to select the “environmentally preferable 
choice” in one area of purchasing must less in all the categories that need to be 
purchased. The purpose of this scan is to document green procurement actions being 
undertaken, share experiences and lessons learned, identify gaps so that each of the 
jurisdictions in the GP COP can volunteer to take on the research and develop expertise 
in one of the gap areas and then share them with all the other jurisdictions in the 
network and beyond. This will enable all municipalities in the GP COP to further their 
development and implementation goals in a much more efficient and effective manner.  
 
This report is a summary of the webinars, presentations and roundtables and is not 
comprehensive. The goal of this report is to provide CAC members with preliminary 
information, to share actions and lessons learned by CAC member jurisdictions and to 
solicit additional information from CAC jurisdictions. Please provide additional 
information or edits via email to Gabriella Kalapos at gkalapos@cleanairpartnership.org.  
 
The Clean Air Council has a series of scans that tracks clean air and climate change 
declaration actions. See below for a listing of the various CAC scans.  
 
 Land Use and Public Health Resources 
 Local Food Procurement Actions and Reports Scan 
 Green Energy Purchasing Scan 
 Green Energy Production Scan 
 Green Development Target Scan 



mailto:gkalapos@cleanairpartnership.org�
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 Clean Air and Climate Change Action Plans (GTA CAC) Scan 
 South Western Ontario Clean Air Plans Scan June 2010 Draft 
 Bicycle and Pedestrian Scan 
 Urban Forestry Scan 
 GTA CAC 2010 -2011 Declaration Prioritization Results  
 2010 GTA CAC Declaration 
 2008 - 2010 CAC Declaration Progress Report 


Clean Air Partnership is in the process of developing the following scan: 


 Monitoring and Reporting on Action Plan Implementation  


About Green/Sustainable Procurement  
 
Through their purchases, governments, corporations, universities, and other large 
institutions wield significant influence over the future of our planet. Nearly every 
purchase an institution makes, from office paper to buildings, has hidden costs for the 
natural environment and the world’s people. Shifting even a fraction of institutional 
spending away from harmful goods and services to more environmentally friendly 
alternatives can benefit ecosystems and communities as well as save money. Green 
purchasing can also send a powerful message to the market, showing manufacturers 
that institutional consumers of all kinds increasingly demand more sustainable options.  
 
According to the Association of Municipalities of Ontario (AMO), the buying power of 
Ontario municipalities is more than 30 billion dollars. In addition, a recent AMO report 
found that municipalities consume 6.6 billion kWh of electricity per year, second largest 
sectoral consumers of electricity after pulp and paper mills. The Clean Air Partnership has 
been working over the last four years to promote the benefits of municipal energy 
conservation opportunities to CAC jurisdictions. A particular emphasis has been placed 
on encouraging municipalities to incorporate energy efficiency criteria into purchasing 
decisions. Over the last few years CAC jurisdictions have identified ‘Green Purchasing’ as 
a priority action.  Green purchasing requires that environmental criteria (ex. energy 
efficiency), be considered along with other criteria such as price, reliability and quality 
when making all purchasing decisions and when allocating contracts.  
 
But there is still a long way to go. Few governments and organizations realize the 
tremendous potential of their purchasing to effect positive environmental change. 
Spreading the movement isn’t easy. Many political, legal, institutional and other hurdles 
prevent them from effectively harnessing this potential. Identifying and promoting 
effective polices/procedures and actions to achieve this goal may be one of the powerful 
tools available for shifting patterns of production and consumption in a more sustainable 
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direction. In addition, we need to track progress; share success and lessons learned and 
report on environmental and financial benefits achieved.   
 
Clean Air Council Green /Sustainable Procurement Policies/Procedures/Actions  
 
Town of Aurora 
 
 Some environmental purchasing considerations are factored into Aurora’s 


Corporate Environmental Action Plan.  Aurora is working to update its 
procurement policy to include environmental and sustainability considerations. 
Greening fleet is another priority area for 2012. 


 Facilities manager renegotiated the service contracts for all Town facilities 
committing cleaning contractors to use green products and practices.  This 
service was offered in the running for the contract so it did not cost any more. 
The Town is planning to promote the use of green products to staff by putting 
stickers on mirrors. 


 To reduce paper use, a number of directors have requested that council reports 
be digitalized.  Over time Aurora will endeavor to have council receive reports 
digitally as well.   


 
City of Brampton 
 
Policy and Implementation 
 Revised Purchasing Bylaw is currently under review and is scheduled for approval 


in early 2012.  The objective of this Policy to promote procurement processes and 
decisions which are consistent with the strategic objectives of the City, including 
preservation of the natural environment; waste reduction and recycling; co-
operative purchasing, where beneficial; and the support of local and Canadian 
business and industry when possible, provided that the objective of this Policy 
and the requirements of any applicable international or inter-provincial trade 
agreements are not compromised. 


 Environmental Master Plan is being developed and will include recommendations 
to develop greening procurement protocols.  


 Focused on third party certification of ENERGY STAR, Ecologo, Green Seal, CSA 
Standards and others.  
 


Building and Facility Management 
 Janitorial Service and Cleaning: External service contract groups manage the 


contracts for 120 various city wide facilities.  The purchasing policy allows us to 
provide green specifications in the contract language. The contract language 
ranges from a broad overview statement to provide a framework, to specific 
specifications.  
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 Janitorial Service and Cleaning: cleaning products are Green Seal certified, paper 
products are 100% recycled; hand and body soaps are GreenLogo certified; 
whether it is internal or external janitorial service providers they are required to 
use standardized certified products.  There are no products for specific sites; it is 
a city wide standard. 


 
Lighting and Energy Management 
 Have focused on HID lighting equipment, have seen sizable reductions of 25-38%; 


piloting LED installation in targeted areas and getting very encouraging results; 
light harvesting is also being used, and in current building entire floor has light 
harvesting (light harvesting takes advantage of the natural light and have sensors 
to turn off the artificial light and use the natural light.  We have strings of light turn 
off based on the brightness coming through the windows. City Hall does this as well 
and it has been very successful).  
 


Building Automation Systems  
 Have successfully networked 32 city facilities with building automation systems 


(BAS).  The automation systems are web based, and everything is standardized 
with three vendors; this allows the City to have excellent records of performance 
at all locations; working on mobile devices so people in the field can instantly be 
aware of alarms and respond to them; have the ability to access remotely and 
provide a level of service to assist with problems.  


 Every four months have a number of data loggers run a check through the system 
to benchmark how buildings are performing.  With this monitoring we develop 
lessons learned to incorporate into our educational opportunities, specifically our 
NR Can training sessions. We also do one-on-one monitoring. 


Water Conservation 
 Have aggressively pursued water efficiency especially those connected up with 


Region of Peel’s water rebate, so far had rebates of over $60,000; just received 
substantial rebates for the irrigation systems on Brampton soccer fields.  


 Through negotiations and openness by our maintenance staff,  have been able to 
extend our pool shut down system to every 18 months from every 12 months, 
which will save a huge amount of water.  


 Completed a cost/benefit analysis of installing solar hot water heater versus heat 
exchangers at our recreational swimming pools.  Heat exchangers were much 
better in terms of return on investment.  Currently installed a number of these, 
payback is under a year.  
 


Information Technology 


 IT Divison has engaged a 3rd party for environmentally responsible disposal of PCs 
and servers.  This program optimizes the recovery of recyclable components such 
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as plastic, steel, non ferrous and precious metals; ensures 100% diversion of e-
waste from landfill; Reclaims component parts; completes end-of-life destruction; 
eliminates environmental liability; provides full compliance with all environmental 
regulations. 


 Every computer in City is Energy Star Certified 
 Every computer in the City now has a power down sticker on them.  This ensures 


that not only do we purchase computers that are best in terms of energy 
consumption, but encourages energy conservation behaviour. In one night of 
monitoring produced over a five percent reduction in our daily energy load at city 
hall.  


City of Burlington 
 
 The City of Burlington passed a report recommendation to approve a green 


procurement policy in late 2011. Amendments to the existing procurement by-law 
69-2005 were made through by-law 93-2011 adding the following Green 
Procurement section.  


 
 The City of Burlington will endeavour to acquire goods and services that minimize 


impacts on the environment, and perform efficiently and effectively. While 
evaluating goods and services for purchase (including all aspects related to the 
production, transportation, use or operation, and replacement or disposal of 
goods), the following environmental factors will be considered in addition to the 
specific requirements of the good or service.  
 Durable, and reusable , as opposed to single use or disposable items 
 Non-toxic or least toxic option, preferably compostable or biodegradable 
 Reduce greenhouse gas and air pollutant emissions 
 ENERGY STAR® rated if available or most energy efficient option 
 Recyclable, but if not recyclable, may be disposed of safely, or, vendor will 


take back product at its end of life 
 Made from recycled materials 
 If made from raw materials, they have been obtained and manufactured in 


an environmentally sound, sustainable manner 
 Results in minimal or no environmental damage during normal use or 


maintenance 
 Minimum packaging (consistent with the care of the product), preferably 


made of reusable recycled or recyclable materials 
 The lifecycle cost of the product through the acquisition, operation, and end 


of product life, including environmental impacts (a cradle to grave approach) 
 Reusable shipping packaging 


 
 All departments and staff will be required to comply with the Green Procurement 


Policy when making all purchasing decisions. To assist in the implementation of 



http://cms.burlington.ca/AssetFactory.aspx?did=19208�

http://cms.burlington.ca/AssetFactory.aspx?did=19292�

http://cms.burlington.ca/AssetFactory.aspx?did=19292�

http://www.burlington.ca/clerks/by-laws/html/69-2005.htm�

http://www.burlington.ca/clerks/by-laws/html/69-2005.htm�

http://www.burlington.ca/clerks/by-laws/html/93-2011.htm�
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the Green Procurement Policy the City of Burlington has developed Guidelines 
that covers life cycle costing and how to protect against green-washing and a 
checklist reviewing the environmental, packaging and disposal attributes of the 
goods. Throughout early 2012 the Manager of Purchasing, the Senior 
Sustainability Coordinator and the Sustainability Project Coordinator will organize 
a series of meetings to ensure that staff are aware of their roles and 
responsibilities. 


 
 The Green Procurement Policy requires the Finance (Purchasing) department to 


report annually to the Budget and Corporate Services Committee on the progress 
made on the implementation of the City’s Green Procurement Policy. The annual 
report will cover: 
 Corporate green procurement initiatives;  
 Costs and benefits of green initiatives pursued throughout the year; and,  
 Quantifiable data where available. 


 
 Prior to the adoption of the above Green Procurement Policy the City of 


Burlington was active in green procurement measures in the below areas.  
 The Towards Zero Waste Strategy which encourages staff to reduce, 


reuse, recycle in everyday operations. 
 The purchase of hybrid and fuel efficient vehicles that are right sized for 


their function. 
 Bulk purchases are made in many instances to reduce packaging. 
 Lighting retrofits at city facilities to improve energy efficiency. 
 Reuse of concrete and asphalt for road work. 
 Recycled oil is being used in vehicles. 
 The upgrade to the former print shop to the digital copy shop that 


minimizes the use of chemicals.  
 Green cleaning products are used. 
 The green fleet transition strategy requires staff to complete a checklist 


prior to acquiring vehicles to ensure they are right-sized for the job and are 
fuel efficient, with reduced emissions. 


 
 Related policies include: 


 
• Corporate Energy Policy  
• Corporate Sustainable Building Policy  
• Greening the Corporate Fleet Transition Strategy  
• Toward Zero Waste Strategy  
• Implementation Plan to Restrict the Sale of Bottled Water (in city facilities)  


 
 
 



http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/files/Burlington%20Green%20Procuremnet%20Guidelines.pdf�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/files/Burlington%20Green%20Procuremnet%20Checklist.pdf�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/files/Burlington%20Green%20Procuremnet%20Checklist.pdf�

http://cms.burlington.ca/Page2893.aspx�

http://cms.burlington.ca/AssetFactory.aspx?did=14287�

http://cms.burlington.ca/AssetFactory.aspx?did=8955�

http://cms.burlington.ca/AssetFactory.aspx?did=13259�

http://cms.burlington.ca/AssetFactory.aspx?did=13699�
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Town of Caledon 
 
 Have a Green Procurement policy in Purchasing By-Law and are working on green 


procurement procedures. The purchase of environmentally responsible products 
and services may be given preference during the evaluation stage of a submission 
where the tender/proposal document either directly calls for “green” products or 
where “green” products may be priced as an option. Environmentally preferable 
products and services have characteristics that include but are not limited to the 
following: use recycled materials; are durable, reusable or are designed to be 
recycled; contain post-consumer recycled material; reduce waste and make 
efficient use of resources, including energy; have a long service life and/or can be 
economically and effectively repaired or upgraded; produce fewer polluting by-
products and/or safety hazards during manufacturing, and/or are certified by an 
independent accredited organization; and/or services that use environmentally 
responsible practices. 


 Through communications with the Environmental Progress Officer the Manager 
of Purchasing and Risk Management will keep apprised of environmentally sound 
products and services in order for the Manager of Purchasing and Risk 
Management to consider best purchasing practices for responsible 
environmental Procurement.  


 Have ENERGY STAR referenced in purchasing policy, based on life cycle costing, 
but ENERGY STAR is referenced in the RFPs. For larger purchases require 
proponent to show savings. 


 IT dept currently uses some “remanufactured printer cartridges” 
 Caledon is reviewing the need to revise purchasing policy. Council has identified 


energy management, efficiency and renewables as priority actions. Looking at a 
green development standard for LEED silver for buildings, looking to purchase 
renewable energy certificates.  


 
Town of East Gwillimbury 
 
 A member of the York Purchasing Cooperative, which strive to manage common 


procurement activities of the member agencies to effectively lower costs through 
economies of scale and improving efficiencies, as well encourage a positive 
environmental impact through the procurement of sustainable goods and 
services. 


 Have implemented a program called Employee Generated Savings; where 
employees submit ideas on how to save the municipality money and how to 
improve environmental actions. 


 To reduce paper use, Council and Town staff have taken steps to provide all 
Committee and Council meeting agendas electronically. 
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The City Guelphi


 
  


 The City of Guelph has embedded commitments to environmentally sound 
purchasing that clearly define program priorities (i.e. waste reduction) into their 
corporate Purchasing By-law (2009). Guelph promotes cooperative purchasing in 
their Purchasing By-law and has been successful in helping to develop a joint 
janitorial contract that provides green cleaning supplies and garbage bags.  
 


Town of Halton Hills 
 
 Put geothermal in 2 fire stations, that are also going LEED. New libraries are going 


LEED too. This factors in life cycle costing and requires ENERGY STAR where 
applicable.  


 
Halton Region 
 
 Green purchasing policy and local food policy have been accepted by senior 


management. Should be going to council by late 2011 or early 2012. Targeting 
lighting products, paper, pest management and take out containers from 
cafeteria.  


 Has a scent free policy.  
 The purpose of Halton Region’s Green Procurement Policy is to acquire goods and 


services (“products”) from suppliers that generate positive environmental 
outcomes, and to integrate sustainability considerations into product selection so 
that negative impacts on society and the environment are minimized throughout 
the full life cycle of the products.  Suppliers/Service Providers are expected to 
carry out their work in an environmentally responsible manner that includes, but 
is not limited to:  Efficient use of natural resources; waste minimization; toxicity 
minimization; use of high quality materials that can be repaired or upgraded; use 
of renewable, recycled and recyclable materials; use of reusable parts; protection 
of indoor and outdoor air quality. 


 Have a Green Procurement Project team that meets quarterly to review products 
and services. 


 
The City of Hamilton  
 
 The City of Hamilton has incorporated life cycle costing into purchasing decisions 


via their Corporate Energy Policy.  
 A driving goal of this initiative has been reducing energy costs and the City of 


Hamilton’s goal to reduce energy use by 20% from 2005 levels by 2020. 
 One initiative is scrubbing the methane from wastewater and selling the bio-


methane to Union Gas.  
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 A key part of the work is the relationships between the City and their utilities. 
These include Horizon Utilities and Hamilton Community Energy, both of which 
are operated through the City. These groups all share the same goals, and talk 
back and forth extensively to achieve them. 


 Any proponent who brings forward an energy project in the city has to show that 
they are in line with the city’s corporate energy policy. 


 The key is that you can’t always choose lowest cost capital projects, you really 
should be figuring out what your operating costs are likely to be in order to gage 
an accurate understanding of overall costs.  


 The important piece of this policy is to ensure that people think about alternative 
projects, not always the “off-the-shelf” designs that are the easiest for 
consultants to put together.  


 The lessons learned are that personal relationships are important. People are 
often in a rush and see any more policies or options as roadblocks to them 
getting their project finished on time. Consultants also often balk at being asked 
to do a life cycle analysis; they consider them more time consuming than just 
using an off-the-shelf design. 


 It is very common for contractors to bid low and issue change orders, so you have 
to monitor and track the project frequently and assure that it stays true to the 
vision and the specifications that were originally agreed upon. 


 A key question is “What is the threshold to determine when a life cycle analysis 
should be done”?  It’s a hard question to answer, and really varies by municipality. 


 Some of the life cycle analysis tools can be overwhelming to staff that don’t have 
experience with energy management etc.  For that reason we worked with 
Efficiency Engineering Inc. to develop an easier to use Life Cycle Analysis Tool.  


 Since them we have been requiring our consultants to use that tool (or a similar 
type tool) to provide us with Life Cycle Costing of our options.  


 From 2006 until the end of 2011 cumulative energy savings for the City of 
Hamilton has exceeded $23 million ($10.8 million electricity and natural gas rates; 
$3.1 million cash back; and $9.1 million in energy conservation).  


 For more information on Hamilton’s energy efficiency and life cycle costing 
actions see March 2012 GP COP Webinar proceedings.  


 
The City of London ii


 
   


 Integrated sustainable purchasing commitments into corporate Procurement of 
Goods and Services Policy (2009).  The Policy provides goals and objectives related 
to sustainable purchasing and outline priorities for a related program and 
procedures as well as supplier expectations.  


 
 
 
 



http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/march2012gpcop�
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City of Mississauga 
 
The City of Mississauga is in the process of implementing their Living Green Master Plan 
(LGMP). The LGMP is Mississauga’s first environmental master plan. It is primarily a 
document to prioritize City policies and programs into actions to meet the environmental 
objectives of the Strategic Plan. It identifies 49 actions for the City and its partners to 
implement over the next 10 years. The following excerpt from the LGMP describes the 
actions which are specific to Green Procurement: Purpose Goals Research &Engagement 
 
Organization and Policy - Green Procurement 
 
Action 19: Include training on green procurement options as part of staff training on 
existing procurement policies and procedures. 
 
Action 20: Determine corporate priorities regarding the procurement of green goods 
and services and develop the culture, policies and practices to support these priorities. 
 
 The City’s Purchasing By-law (374-2006) includes the following principle: “Efforts 


shall be made to acquire goods and services that will conserve energy and help to 
preserve and protect the ecosphere.” This principle and other supporting 
procurement documents have enabled many green purchases, including: 
 Green power; 
 LED traffic signals;  
 Green roofs;  
 Energy-efficient lighting retrofits and building automation systems 


installations; 
 Solar photovoltaic panels at the Hershey Centre; 
 Use of recycled products certified under the Environmental Choice 


Program for all janitorial paper products, paper towels and toilet paper at 
all City facilities;  


 Hybrid vehicles for parking enforcement, leadership team and inspectors; 
and, 


 Hybrid transit buses. 
 
 Some of the challenges associated with green procurement include a need for 


greater direction as to what extent factors such as the sustainability of a product 
or service compares to other considerations (such as price). For generic products 
in particular, specifications need to provide flexibility so that green products can 
be considered. In addition, in some cases the green option is more expensive, and 
there may be no pure economic benefit or business case for spending the 
additional money. Coupled with this, budgets are frequently determined well in 
advance of the procurement process, at which time the total lifecycle cost of the 
product may not have been considered. As a result, the window of opportunity to 
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consider greener but higher cost options identified at the time of purchase may 
not be viable. It is important that procurement policies and practices continue to 
support and advance the City’s green initiatives. The City should enable green 
procurement where green options are available. To this end, the culture and 
practices of the City need to: 


 
 Require green services and products;  
 Include a willingness to pay for green services and on-shore products that 


may cost more; 
 Include an evaluation process that considers vendor business practices 


and their commitment to sustainability, environmental and ethical 
practices, and to the entire supply chain; 


 Invest time and effort into thorough research, budgeting and planning for 
lifecycle procurement; and 


 Consider the impact of the services the City consumes.  
 


 The complete final draft of the LGMP may be viewed at the following link: 
http://www5.mississauga.ca/marketing/websites/livinggreen/downloads/LGMP20
11_FinalDraft.pdf  


 
Town of Markham  
 
 Sustainable purchasing policy being developed along with a sustainable 


procurement guide, developing training program for departments and staff. 
Likely to develop a community based social marketing initiative following the 
adoption of the sustainable purchasing policy.  


 The Directors Forum are aware of the project, meetings with the 21 Business Units 
have been arranged to discuss the GPG.   


 The Purchasing Department has drafted language and clauses for RFP’s, to help 
support the procurement of environmental products and will be included in the 
guide. 


 Within the 21 Business Units in the Town of Markham, there are various 
procurement practices of which the purchasing guide will highlight the most 
promising and innovative. Ex. Food/Catering/Local Food Plus, Janitorial Supplies 
(EcoLogo). 


• The Sustainable Paper Purchase and Use Guidelines were adopted in 2010, by the 
Community and Fire Services Commission which includes, Fire, Parks, 
Waterworks, Operations, Asset Management, Environmental Services 
Departments, as well as the Art Gallery, Theatre, Museum, Libraries and 
Community Centres. 2010 was used as the benchmark year and 2011 was the first 
year of implementation. A 10% reduction target in paper use was adopted for 2011.  
 


There are 3 main components to the Guidelines:  



http://www5.mississauga.ca/marketing/websites/livinggreen/downloads/LGMP2011_FinalDraft.pdf�

http://www5.mississauga.ca/marketing/websites/livinggreen/downloads/LGMP2011_FinalDraft.pdf�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/files/Paper%20Guidelines.pdf�
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i) Conserving and reducing paper use 


Markham uses 8.0 million sheets of paper annually for photocopying and printing. 
Community and Fire Services used 2.4 million sheets of paper in 2010. To reduce 
consumption, the Guidelines call for changing staff behaviour (through reduction 
targets, education, tips, best practices, reminders etc.)  and through operational 
changes (such as eliminating hard copies of administrative forms, like absentee 
forms and invoices).  


ii) Producing and promoting printed materials from sustainable sources 
All publications are required to have 100% post consumer waste paper content 
(minimum 85%) and have their environmental attributes labelled.  
Outside printing is to be done by a Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified 
printer and is to bear the appropriate FSC label showing the % of recycled fibre.  
Internal printing from the print room (which is not FSC certified) is also to be 
labeled to show post consumer waste content according to the guidelines 
standards. All other attributes and certifications of the paper content are to be 
shown on all printed documents – i.e. processed chlorine free, renewable energy 
used. 


iii) Purchasing environmentally friendly office supplies 
When ordering office supplies, the Guidelines require staff to:   
• choose products with the highest percentage of post consumer waste fibre 


content; 
• avoid plastic products (plastic report covers, folders, bindings); and,  
• choose products with the Eco Logo certification, where possible, since that 


certification is recognized by the Federal Government. 
 


• Communications and outreach about the Guidelines was conducted in all 
departments and at lunch and learns. The wide range of business operations and 
staffing resources (part-time, summer, contract) in the Commission makes a 
sustainable paper program challenging to delivery.   


• A benchmark for Commission paper use was calculated for 2010 using paper 
purchase orders. For 2011, a trained representative from every department and 
facility input their orders on a spreadsheet which was posted Commission wide. 
This data was then cross checked against purchase orders for 2011. Examples of 
all printed publications are also submitted for an audit to determine compliance 
to Guidelines. A mid-year progress report card was published and a final report 
card for 2011 will be published along with recommendations shortly.  


 
 


Town of Newmarket 
 
 Green Fund in place: established in April 2007 with full support from the Council. 


Rational was to encourage green purchasing; Initially, $25,000 was allocated to 
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the Fund; fund is used to cover the extra cost green purchasing vs. the 
conventional ones; fund focuses on GHG emission reductions and not solely on 
energy use reduction; rebates and operational savings of the green products are 
reallocated to fund. 


 Barriers: need a dedicated fund for green purchasing (dedicated funds can be 
challenging to set up); need to develop a culture of collaboration (this takes time 
and significant staff resources).  


 Lessons learned: establish a responsible department in order to implement the 
Fund; Establish eligibility criteria for fundable projects up front.  


 Purchasing Department has an RFP process which employs green procurement 
through RFPs.  Purchasing department undertakes all corporate purchases and 
have been piloting various green purchases over the last few years.  


 Have a statement in our purchasing by-law.  Purchasing staff are working on a 
green procurement policy and guideline. Environmentally Friendly Products and 
Services:  The purchase of environmentally-responsible products and services will 
be considered at all times.  These products and services are defined as those 
having a lesser or reduced effect on human health and the environment when 
compared to other products and services that serve the same purpose.  
Specifications will include, unless otherwise justified, environmentally-responsible 
products that: use recycled materials; are durable, reusable or are designed to be 
recycled; consume fewer resources in their manufacture and/or their use; and 
services that use environmentally-responsible practices. 


 Have an energy coordinator and corporate energy policy, so more of our 
purchasing for lighting and HVAC equipment is energy efficient.  Have a green 
fleet transition strategy to help green fleet (using hybrids and rightsizing, etc.).  
And council recently adopted a Corporate Green Building Policy where LEED silver 
is targeted for city facilities greater than 500 square metres or major facility 
retrofits.  Council has also approved a Zero Waste Strategy and a plan to restrict 
the sale of bottled water in city facilities.   


Town of Oakville 


 Oakville’s definition of sustainable procurement: “The purchasing of 
environmentally preferable products, goods and services that have a lesser or 
reduced effect on human health and the environment when compared with other 
goods and services that serve a similar purpose.” Policy does state that the 
sustainable criteria should not undermine the efficacy of the product or service.  


 The sustainable purchasing procedure (SPP) was adopted in 2009. Town has a 
sustainable policy and the sustainable procurement procedure hangs under that 
policy, as does the green fleet procedure and a few other procedures.  


 Of the 7 sustainable purchasing goals, the idea is to achieve a minimum of 3 of the 
7 goals with every purchase, and fulfilling more is preferred. (1. make efficient use 
of natural resources; 2. minimize waste; 3. give preference for high quality 



http://www.oakville.ca/assets/general%20-%20business/purch-purchby-law2010-130.pdf�
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materials that can be repaired or upgraded; 4. minimize toxicity; 5. use renewable 
or recycled materials; 6. contain reusable parts or has reusability; 7. protect 
indoor and outdoor air quality).  


 Initial focus on making departments and vendors aware of sustainable 
procurement procedure. The procedure applies to all purchases and to all 
departments.  


 Developed internal website to support implementation of the procurement 
policy. Developed tip card and guide. Future Guides will be in online format to 
ensure updated information.  


 Made sustainable procurement presentations to all departments. Presentations 
made to council and to all executive and senior management.  


 Have trained staff on signs of green washing to look out for and how to look for 
third party certified products. Priority on third party certified products: ENERGY 
STAR; EcoLogo; FSC; and the difference between recycled content and post-
consumer recycled content.  


 Worked with Staples to provide a specific green guide so that green products are 
not hidden away in the big catalogue. Also worked with them to ensure that 
when Town of Oakville staff are browsing the Staples website the greener 
product is highlighted in their searches. Oakville also returns all boxes and 
catalogues  to them.  


 Vendors are encouraged to go to the Towns purchasing website bidding to 
register their green or sustainable products and services. Once all their 
documentation is received, they receive an Electronic-Certification from the 
Town.  


 The E approved logo allows vendors to prove that they are environmentally 
friendly before even bidding on a contract.  They can apply for this certification 
through the Town. 


 Local Retail Purchases. Have gone through highly used stores websites, checked 
their certified greener products and have highlighted those products to 
streamline the green options.  


 Green fleets and green buildings are being dealt with through other procedures.  
 Have placed a strong focus on contracted services. Rewriting contracted services 


to extend producer responsibility. 
 Oakville has decentralized purchasing, which means that there are a lot of staff 


members that make purchases to fulfill the needs of their department.  This 
makes it difficult to track purchases, as there are so many purchasers throughout 
the town. 


 Anything that goes to an RFP has to come through the sustainable purchasing 
procedures, but it makes it a lot more difficult to track individual purchases. 


 Vendor awareness was key; and the Town did their best to inform vendors that 
their priorities and requirements were changing. 


 The Towards Zero Waste (TZW) Program has worked well in conjunction with the 
Sustainable Purchasing Procedure (SPP). Thanks to the TZW program, the 
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disposal options of a purchase are considered before a purchase is made, which 
has helped with the SPP. 


 During the past waste reduction week, the Town of Oakville won two  Recycling 
Council of Ontario awards, thanks in large part to the TZW and SPP. 


 The Tip Card that was given out to staff was aimed at creating brand awareness 
and to ensure that purchasers know the trusted certifications  as opposed to 
some of the Green-washing that can go on. 


 There was a hard cover manual given out to a few select purchasers, but now the 
preference is to route departments through the website, which includes links to 
Whistler, BC’s sustainable purchasing guidelines. 


 The environmental department has been paying for some of the pilot projects to 
absorb the costs of greener projects, which has helped with adoption in more 
budget-sensitive departments. 


 In 2006, there was a small clause in the purchasing bylaw, but then in 2010 there 
was a bylaw change that went much further. Schedule J was added, which 
ensures that environmental considerations are taken into account in every 
purchasing decision. 


 The 2010 bylaw changed the purchasing framework, making it so that 
environmental considerations are taken into account right from the first step of 
the purchasing decision.  While not everyone in the town goes through the entire 
purchasing bylaw, for those that do work on purchasing, the framework has 
proven to be quite helpful.  


 Packaging has been considered under schedule K which requires vendors to take 
responsibility for the packaging waste and to recycle or dispose of it responsibly. 
For example, some of the materials have been delivering products to the Town in 
refillable totes that are taken away by the supplier and refilled. The specifications 
under schedule K also allow for some of the purchasing decisions to be sent back 
to the environmental department to ensure that the SPP is being followed.  


 Third party certified products were the first priority for example green cleaning 
products and EcoLogo certification is now the norm. A challenge for using 
EcoLogo cleaning supplies has been in the arenas, where they haven’t been able 
to find a product that takes the black marks off of the boards.  


 The cafeteria made many changes, including stopping selling bottled water, 
bringing in compostable cups and take-out packaging, removing Styrofoam, 
switching to fair trade coffee and tea, which incurred a higher cost on their part.   


 Sustainable purchasing for services is something the Town has been working on 
by adding environmental considerations into service RFPs. For example 
Shredding of confidential materials is done on site, so often the shredding truck is 
idling for a long time, so that was a consideration in the RFP. 


 In the past, building demolition or furniture removal was done where the 
furniture was kept in a storage facility until there could be an auction.  Junk Co 
collects furniture, refurbishes what they can and sells them at their re-use store. 



http://www.whistler2020.ca/whistler/site/genericPage.acds?context=1967998&instanceid=1967999�
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 Measurables are very important.  You need to track what you’re doing and 
illustrate your successes although this has been difficult.  


 Lessons learned: top down support is important – the change won’t likely happen 
without council and senior management support.  


 Need various forms of communications: internet, face-to-face presentations and 
training, hard copies of outreach resources.  


 Need to make sure you get the information to people, cannot expect them to 
hunt it down; need to make it easy for them to change their old habits.  


 Monitor progress: Sustainable procurement has been easier to monitor than zero 
waste. We have been putting monitoring process as the responsibility of suppliers 
and vendors. For example, Staples tracks the percentage of products that are 
green. They have a very good tracking system. Have also inserted language into 
lighting contracts to track use and return of CFLs.  


 Need to give credit to those taking the lead. Intranet site highlights who is doing 
what within the various goals and programs.  


 For more information on Oakville’s sustainable purchasing actions and resources 
see the CAC Green Procurement November 2011 and December 2009 webinars. 
(http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_meetings) 


City of Oshawa 
 
 Presently working on Oshawa Strategic Plan (OSP) that has an overriding 


principle of sustainability. The development and implementation of a green 
purchasing policy has been identified as an action in the OSP.  


 The Oshawa City Hall Revitalization Project, including a new Council Chamber and 
retrofit of existing Rundle Tower, was built to LEED certified standard.  The City is 
gaining knowledge and expertise of green considerations of purchases via that 
process. For example, have selected Interface carpets  for New City Hall. Past 
priority actions included recycled paper. Other priority areas include green 
cleaning products.  


 The commitment to build LEED standards has provided an opportunity to try to 
implement green strategies.  This has included the purchase of Interface 
carpeting, low VOC furniture and paints, ENERGY STAR appliances and IT 
equipment. 


 Received credit by adopting a Green Cleaning Strategy which involved amending 
service contract with cleaners and limiting the purchase of chemicals and cleaners 
from suppliers to those products that met Green Seal or equivalent standard. 


 A second innovation LEED point was the City’s Scent Free policy: biggest obstacle 
was Human Resources department who felt this was a human rights issue. 
However, since Council had approved us pursuing this LEED point it went ahead; 
had to get buy-in from the Unions, a policy approved by HR and establish 
guidelines. Process - HR put out a newsletter that explained the City was 
becoming a scent free workplace, what the transition period was, what it meant, 



http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_meetings�
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why we were doing it (policy and flyer available at the March 2011 GP COP 
webinar proceedings: http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/node/547) 


 Important to factor concentration and amounts needed when undertaking 
financial costs; Green Seal or Eco logo  green products on the Swish program are 
very cost effective as they are often highly concentrated; certified products 
protects from potential green washing.  


 Have ENERGY STAR computers, having a challenge getting computers shut down 
as IT needs them on for software upgrades. Looking at software that would allow 
remote start up to overcome this obstacle. Identifying the business case of the 
costs of software versus the energy savings.  


 
Region of Peel  
 
 Developed a Lifecycle Cost Calculator Tool: consists of the total acquisition cost 


including: purchase price, permit and licensing cost, appropriate taxes, rebate - 
cost recovery, provides negative number for the lifecycle cost calculation; annual 
operating and maintenance cost (including training); environmental cost 
(regulatory compliance); disposal cost; salvage-cost recovery: provides negative 
number for the lifecycle cost calculation; and environmentally safe disposal cost.    


 For social housing only buy ENERGYSTAR appliances. While no ENERGY STAR 
policy is in place, lifecycle costing has been around for a few years in the Region 
and this automatically favors energy efficiency appliances but factors it in via life 
cycle costing so it does depend on the purchase price and operating costs.   


 For example, used LCC for replacement of windows, looked at savings and set a 
standard for the region. Also looked at the environmental impacts when it gets to 
the end of its lifecycle.  When new buildings are constructed, have to do lifecycle 
costing on major appliances.  


 Looking at E-Procurement, putting together a business case for changing the 
procurement process. 


 In the process of a research library for the extensive green procurement research 
materials and the lifecycle cost calculator and willing to share both research 
materials as well as the calculator with other municipalities.  


 Performance based specification is best to be included within the RFPs, especially 
where third party certification is already in place (ex. ENEGY STAR).  


 In Peel, in some cases the equipment performance will be checked with sub-
metering. If performance is not per the manufacturer’s specification, the vendor 
shall rectify this situation at the vendor’s expense. This rectification requirement 
shall survive the warranty period. 


 Doing sustainability training with various departments and stakeholders. 
Engaging client groups and providing them with training on how to factor in 
sustainability into purchasing decisions. Working with Natural Step to do 
Sustainable procurement training and plan. Have a draft procurement policy 



http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/node/547�
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working that through the approval process; but already working with a number 
of client groups to green purchases. Next focus is on green cafeteria products 
have a university student doing research on bio-based cafeteria products.  


 
City of Pickering 
 
 Purchasing Policy updated in late 2011 and includes sustainability considerations 


and promoting the use of GIPPER’s Guide to support the waste policy.  
 Sustainable Considerations include: Consider and where appropriate include one or 


more of the following matters when preparing specifications for the acquisition of 
goods and services:  
 reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
 protecting indoor and outdoor air quality 
 improving energy fuel and water efficiencies 
 improving biodiversity 
 protecting the quality and quantity of ground and surface water systems 
 minimizing packaging and waste 
 making efficient use of natural resources and using sustainable harvesting or 


extraction practices including Forest Stewardship Council FSC certified papers 
 giving preference to high quality durable materials that can be repaired and/or 


upgraded 
 requiring materials that contain reusable parts and/or that are made from 


renewable compostable or recyclable materials or can be taken back for 
recycling 


 reducing or eliminating hazardous or toxic substance 
 minimizing human health impacts 


 Pickering’s past green procurement measures focused on sustainable meetings, 
having caterers provide non disposable dish and glassware to cut waste, as well 
as biodegradable cutlery.  


 City of Pickering has been using FSC 100% recycled copy paper since 2007 and 
continues to integrate additional product lines which have recycled content 
ENERGY STAR, EcoLogo, FSC are considerations in purchasing decisions).  


 
Town of Richmond Hill 
 
 Completed Richmond Hill’s People Plan, which serves as the community 


sustainable action plan. http://www.town.richmond-
hill.on.ca/subpage.asp?pageid=people_plan_richmond_hill 


 Green procurement is identified as an action to be undertaken in that plan.  
 


 
 
 



http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/files/Pickering%20PurchasingPolicyPUR010.pdf�

http://www.town.richmond-hill.on.ca/subpage.asp?pageid=people_plan_richmond_hill�
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The City of Toronto  
 
 City of Toronto’s Green Purchasing Policy information can be accessed at: 


http://www.toronto.ca/calldocuments/pdf/environment_procurement.pdf 
 The goal of the environmentally responsible procurement policy is to increase the 


development, awareness and purchase of environmentally preferred products 
and services. This goal is pursued via continuously increasing the development, 
awareness and purchase of environmentally preferred products as new 
regulations, new products and new initiatives enter the marketplace through two 
sub initiatives: 


 
Development and Awareness: 


 
 Founding member and continuing member of steering committee of the 


Governments Incorporating Procurement Policies that are Environmentally 
Responsible (GIPPER) who's mandate is to educate and influence the 
procurement community by encouraging best practices in sustainable 
procurement and by promoting the use of environmentally responsible products 
and services. Toronto played a lead role in developing the GIPPER's Guide to 
Environmental Purchasing. The most recent third edition is a tool to assist 
purchasers in incorporating environmental considerations into procurement 
processes. It lists guidelines for frequently used products with a focus on 
reducing waste. GIPPER includes representation from federal, regional and 
municipal governments, and broader public service organizations including 
universities, school boards and standards organizations. 


  
Purchasing: 


 
 The environmentally preferred procurement policy is incorporated in Request for 


Proposals. Proponents are requested to submit with their bid how the products 
and/or services offered are environmentally preferred. Proposals are then 
evaluated on a points system including points awarded for environmental 
preferred proposals based on award point scoring criteria.  


 The environmentally preferred procurement policy is incorporated in Request for 
Quotes. Bidders are to state if their offered products meet Environment Canada's 
Environmental Choice Program certifications or other G-7 recognized 
environmental equivalent certifications. Where no Environmental Choice Program 
certifications exist or the marketplace has limited competition, "ER3" 
environmental load reducing components are specified.  


 The City of Toronto RFP and RFQ Environmental Criteria listing provides sample 
text for environmental criteria for various purchases and services that can be 
added to RFPs and RFQs.  


 



http://www.toronto.ca/calldocuments/pdf/environment_procurement.pdf�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/files/City%20of%20Toronto%20Green%20Procurement%20Sample%20EnvCons%20wording%20for%20Contracts%20and%20RFPs.doc�
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City of Vaughan  
 
 Green Directions Vaughan, the Community Sustainability and Environmental 


Master Plan identifies green purchasing as a priority action. 
(http://www.vaughantomorrow.ca/EMP/empreport.html)  


 A Green Procurement policy has been drafted and integrated into the Purchasing 
Services Manual and is expected to be presented to Council in early 2012. Heavy 
emphasis on building capacity of staff through training and dissemination of 
information as well as promoting green procurement to suppliers.  


 Have successfully integrated green third party certified products/service 
specifications into new City owned building, New City Hall janitorial services and 
supplies contract, copier paper, envelopes, stationery , LED street lights.  


 
York Region 
 


 Regional policy requires that new corporate facilities be built to a minimum 
standard of LEED® Silver.  This encourages the use of materials that are recycled, 
regional, rapidly renewable, sustainably harvested and low-emitting.  


 York Region’s Sustainability Strategy and Corporate Air Quality Strategy require 
green procurement.  A Sustainable Product Policy and Work Plan are being 
developed under the umbrella of LEED® for Existing Buildings at the Regional 
Administrative Centre.  This will include ongoing consumables, durable goods 
such as furniture and electrical equipment, reduced-mercury lamps, materials 
used for facility alterations, and green housekeeping products and services.  


 York Region has invested in software to support computer based collaboration 
and virtual meetings to reduce the need for travel among Regional staff  


 York Region purchases commercial grade PCs and printers and this has allowed 
the Region to extend the useful life of these devices to a minimum of  4 years for 
PCs and 5 years for multi-function printers  


 York Region has migrated the majority of the Regions servers in the data centers 
to Blade Technology, which saves floor space, electricity and cooling 
requirements.  


 York Region has implemented Server Virtualization technologies in the data 
centers enabling much more efficient server utilization and a reduction in the 
need for more server equipment. 


  York Region moved to a Voice over IP network technology which has eliminated 
the need for separate data network and separate voice network equipment.  


 
 
 
 



http://www.vaughantomorrow.ca/EMP/empreport.html�
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Town of Whitby  
 
 A Green Procurement Policy has been identified as a key objective, and a 


dedicated Purchasing Analyst will draft, implement and track the Policy. The 
policy will ensure that the goods and services necessary for the provision of 
municipal services are obtained in an effective and environmentally friendly 
manner at the best overall value. 


 The Greening the Fleet initiative started with purchasing the first hybrid vehicle in 
2007. The fleet now has four hybrid vehicle used by By-Law, Parking Enforcement 
and Operations Staff.  


 Hired a consultant to examine the potential opportunity to participate in the FIT 
program. The Town is assessing the feasibility of installing solar PV units on 
municipal facilities.  


 Procuring green cleaning products for use in Town facilities through Swish. 
 A Whitby Sustainability Advisory Committee will be set up once the Sustainability 


Coordinator position has been filled. 
 Municipal Information Systems (MIS) are introducing the installation of auto-


awake systems that can be turned on by MIS at off-peak hours for upgrades and 
updates to staff computers. This allows desktops to be shut down during off 
hours to save energy. 


 The majority of the Town’s data centre is VMware based. Whitby currently runs 
the equivalent of 40 servers off three. Energy consumption has been dramatically 
reduced by moving to a Virtualized Server environment.  


 Have procured new desktops that are Energy Star 5.0 and have power supplies 
that are up to 90% energy efficient. LED Monitors are also Energy Star 5.0 and 
EPEAT Gold rating, arsenic-free glass, mercury-free panel, BFR/CFR-PVC-free parts 
(excluding cables) and a chassis that features more than 25% post-consumer 
recycled materials. 


 Public Works is utilizing reclaimed asphalt wherever possible in road construction 
projects.  


 Public Works is also replacing traffic signal bulbs and pedestrian signals with LED 
bulbs. 


 Town facility lighting has been upgraded to high-efficiency lighting helping to 
reduce energy usage and cost. 


 Registered with the Recycling Council of Ontario’s Take Back the Light Program 
an environmental initiative working towards proper disposal of lamps, ballasts 
and fixtures. 


 Have purchased and installed timers for parking garage lights, as well as 
Intelligent Parking Lot Controllers for exterior engine block heater circuits 


 Participating in the Durham Strategic Energy Alliance's Electronic Vehicle To Grid 
project. The project has two goals: The first is assessing the impact of electric 
vehicles on the smart grid throughout Durham, and second, evaluating potential 
business models for owning electric vehicle charging infrastructure. Durham 
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College Whitby is now home to one of seven electric vehicle charging stations in 
Durham Region. Charging stations will also be set up Iroquois Park Sports Centre 
and Whitby Hydro. 


 The Town has committed to include requirements build to LEED equivalent 
standards in any future major municipal construction contracts.  


 Launched the “Sort it Right” public space waste minimization program. The 
program features new standardized four-stream sort waste containers for 
recycling, green bin waste and garbage. The “Sort it Right” program offers 
additional opportunities to minimize the waste going to landfill by placing the 
new bins in public spaces in nine Town facilities including libraries, community 
centres, recreation and sports facilities, the marina and the Seniors’ Activity 
Centre. 


 Have procured and upgraded Building Automation Systems in most major 
Municipal Facilities. These systems control HVAC and lighting systems as well as 
provide load shifting for large motor startups. Building Automation Systems 
enable significant energy savings to be realized. 


 
City of Windsor  
 


• The City of Windsor has an environmental consideration built into the Purchasing 
by-law.  


• The development of an environmentally friendly purchasing policy has been 
identified in the Environmental Master Plan as being important in order to 
increase resource efficiency, conserve water and energy and reduce waste.  


• Therefore, the Environment and Sustainability department is currently 
collaborating with the Purchasing department to develop a Sustainable 
Purchasing Policy to further guide the department when acquiring goods from the 
community. 


• Windsor is currently making sustainable procurement decisions by purchasing 
hybrid buses, high post consumer recycled paper, LED lights and non-toxic 
janitorial products.  


 


Non CAC Canadian Municipal Green/Sustainable Policies/Procedures/Actions 


Resort Municipality of Whistler (RMOW)  


 Sustainable purchasing Framework came out of the Whistler 2020 Community 
Sustainability Plan.  


 RMOW worked with The Natural Step on their Sustainability Plan and the 
Sustainable purchasing. 
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 Sustainable procurement policy was adopted in December 2006. It applies to all 
municipal departments and each are trained on how to implement the policy and 
they are held accountable for their purchasing decisions.  


 If a green product or service is not available they are then required to send a 
message to the supplier to let the supplier know what they are looking for.  


 Lessons learned: the decentralized approach has the benefit that experts and 
knowledge of various green products and services can be spread across 
departments. Specialized knowledge is not kept in any single department or 
person but spread across the jurisdiction. Just need to make sure there are 
mechanisms and strategies in place to ensure that knowledge and expertise is 
shared. The decentralized approach however benefits greatly from an overall 
policy direction from council in the form of a green procurement policy. Green 
purchasing doesn’t necessarily cost more – need to get that message out there. 
Taking a life cycle cost into consideration can often deal with different purchase 
price considerations. Also need to factor in the cost of not sticking to your 
commitments and message.  


 Challenges: Collaboration and sharing of stories was required to gain the change 
in behaviour, information alone will not be able to change behaviour. Sharing 
success stories and finding local champions in various departments was crucial.  


 There is a big focus on measuring and monitoring the progress the policy is 
having.  


 RMOW’s Steps to go through in increasing sustainable purchasing. 1. Identify the 
products service. 2. Assess the need for the product. 3. Identify the products 
contents. 4. Identify current sustainability impacts, both positive and negative. 5. 
If product is not available, envision what a more sustainable product would look 
like and share goal with suppliers. 6. Identify and prioritize more sustainable 
options. What this stepped process has done is open up conversations and 
thought processes that did not exist before. There are worksheets that help 
people with these steps and questions.  


 RMOW has a whole series of resources that are available at RMO whistler website 
(http://www.whistler2020.ca/whistler/site/genericPage.acds?context=1967998&in
stanceid=1967999) 


City of Thunderbay 
 
 Thunderbay adopted a Sustainable Environmental & Ethical Procurement (SEEP) 


into their new Supply Management By-Law.  They are presently developing a 
measurable implementation plan to enhance their commitment to SEEP.  


 Have developed Supplier Code of Conduct which outlines City’s environmental 
and social expectations of supply partners.  


 Also encourage supply chain practices that have a positive impact on sustainable, 
ethical and environmental procurement (SEEP). 



http://www.whistler2020.ca/whistler/site/genericPage.acds?context=1967998&instanceid=1967999�
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 The City’s CIT department  have a procedure which supports remanufactured 
cartridges and also supports environmentally responsible computer equipment 
with ENERGY STAR rating.  


 
City of Edmonton iii


 
  


 Edmonton’s Sustainable Purchasing Policy developed an action plan early on in 
the program design phase. The plan outlined milestones, key actions, 
responsibility, timelines, and current status.  


 Online software was used to “house” the Action Plan. This enabled the project 
team to login at anytime to view current status of action items and provide 
updates on work completed. 


 Edmonton has dedicated one full-time employee (i.e. Senior Buyer) to oversee 
the implementation of their Sustainable Purchasing Policy and program.  


 In 2009, the City formed a cross-functional sustainable purchasing 
implementation team that included representatives from Materials Management, 
Office of the Environment, Office of Diversity and Inclusion and Corporate 
Communications. 


 Edmonton recently organized a sustainable purchasing tradeshow for key staff to 
learn about sustainable products and services and the new Sustainable 
Purchasing Policy and program.  


 This was an important communication event that engaged administrative staff 
who make low value purchases and are decentralized across the organization.  


 Edmonton’s sustainable trade fair was also a great opportunity to engage a wide 
variety of their vendors, who were invited to showcase their sustainability 
options to administrative buyers. 


 Edmonton has also been engaging with key suppliers, such as their office supplies 
vendor, to identify options for increasing the purchase of green alternatives and 
also developing a packaging take-back program. 


 
City of Vancouver iv


 
 


 Developed an action plan to guide the development of the second phase of the 
Sustainable and Ethical Purchasing Program. It outlined project elements, 
milestones, action items, timelines, and provided space for noting status of action 
items and milestones.  


 It is updated regularly by the project team and is delivered to management, 
periodically, as a status report for program development. 


 In 2009, a new Corporate Purchasing Policy was developed by purchasing staff 
and approved by Council. This new policy integrated the requirements of the EPP 
as well as additional environmental and economic sustainability requirements for 
purchasing practices.  
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 This embedded triple-bottom-line commitments into corporate purchasing policy, 
ensuring that sustainability was no longer a stand-alone issue.  


 The City of Vancouver recently created Category Manager Positions that are 
accountable for implementing new Corporate Purchasing Policy, which includes 
triple-bottom-line sustainability commitments.  


 In 2009, Vancouver retained external subject matter expertise to help design 
program implementation tools, procedures and other resources.  


 
City of Calgary v


 
 


 In response to a City Council directive, Calgary City staff developed a 
comprehensive triple-bottom-line purchasing policy, the Sustainable, 
Environmental and Ethical Purchasing Policy (SEEPP), in 2007.  


 The SEEPP is a comprehensive, 8-page policy that clearly defines purpose, scope, 
procedures, accountability and linkages to other City policy and the Supplier Code 
of Conduct. 


 In 2006, City Council directed the development of the SEEPP to broaden their 
purchasing commitments beyond the existing Green Procurement Policy and to 
align their practices with other city policies, such as the Triple Bottom Line Policy, 
the Environmental Policy and other related initiatives. 


 
Town of Olds vi


 
 


 Olds demonstrates a strong commitment to social, environmental and economic 
sustainability in their purchasing practices by meeting Transfair Canada’s “Fair 
Trade Town” standards (see http://transfair.ca/en/get-involved/fair-trade-towns) 


 This means being dedicated through policy and practice to serving only Fair Trade 
certified coffee, tea and sugar in their facilities and promoting consumption in 
their community. Fair Trade Certified products meet third-party standards for 
social, economic and environmental sustainability. This ensures that products are 
produced under fair conditions (e.g. safe, healthy conditions and fair pay) and 
sustainable agricultural practices. 


 
City of Ottawa vii


 
 


 The City of Ottawa developed a Supplier Code of Conduct (SCC) to define the 
minimum labour standards for the City’s Ethical Purchasing Policy (2007).  


 The Supply and Finance Department tracks performance and provides a status 
report update on the implementation of the City’s Ethical Purchasing Policy and 
the vendor compliance practices to the Corporate Services and Economic 
Development Committee.  


 The report outlines financial and legal implications of implementing this policy 
and provides recommendations for advancing performance related to this policy.  



http://transfair.ca/en/get-involved/fair-trade-towns�
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 During the first year of implementing their EPP, the Supply Branch engaged with 
the services of the Maquila Solidarity Network (MSN) to develop methods for 
improving implementation.  


 MSN is a well respected labour right organization that leads Canadian efforts for 
workers rights in global supply chains to win improved wages, working 
conditions, and quality of life. 


 All suppliers and subcontractors to the City must comply with the SCC standards 
and the City publicly discloses the names and locations of manufacturing facilities 
in order enable reporting of violations of the SCC in these facilities.  


 
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo (RMWB) viii


 
 


 RMWB retained external subject matter expertise to support the development of 
the Sustainable Purchasing Administrative Directive. The consultant provided 
customized sustainable purchasing policy language that was integrated into an 
overarching new directive. 


 
Halifax Regional Municipality ix


 
 


 To support their green fleet sustainable purchasing initiative, Halifax has 
developed a Vehicle Right-Sizing Filter and Life Cycle Evaluation Methodology 
that are formally applied to annual budgeting and business planning processes.  


 Implementation of these tools required the development of standardized 
collaborative processes between Fleet Services, clients and Financial Services, 
enabling continued progress in sustainable procurement initiatives that meet the 
measures of the Corporate Local Action Plan to Reduce Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions.  


 Halifax has tapped into provincial sustainable purchasing online training 
programs. This resource has been important in providing the knowledge and skills 
needed for purchasing staff to advance sustainable purchasing performance.  


 
City of Whitehorse x


 
 


 Whitehorse recently sourced City jackets for staff that were made of recycled 
fibres by a Canadian supplier. Staff were made aware of the sustainability 
attributes to demonstrate how the City is striving to integrate sustainability 
considerations into their supply chain. This also provided the opportunity to 
gather feedback on the product as well as staff’s perceptions and expectations of 
sustainable purchasing in general.  
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City of Saskatoon xi


 
 


 Saskatoon’s purchasing department tracks their sustainable purchasing 
performance and reports the number and type of sustainable contracts issued 
every six month to senior executives.  


 


Provincial Green/Sustainable Policies/Procedures/Actions 


Province of Nova Scotia 


 Sustainable procurement came out of legislation (Environmental Goals and 
Sustainable Prosperity Act (EGSPA).  


 Sustainable procurement policy approved since August 2009. Applies to all 
provincial government departments.  


 There are 19 government departments in Nova Scotia and about 11,000 staff. 
Government owns or leases 2000 buildings; 2,300 vehicles in fleet; and each year 
spend $750 million dollars in goods and services.  


 If we were to add in the spending of the rest of the MUSH (municipalities, 
universities, schools and hospitals) sector, at least double that amount, providing 
a huge opportunity to influence the market.  


 Nova Scotia’s definition of Sustainable Procurement: “procurement that factors 
in environmental, economical and social criteria and attempts to achieve best 
value on all three fronts.” Government departments have looked at 
environmental procurement in the past (esp. Environment and Energy 
departments) but have now added social criteria to the mix.  


 There are 9 key areas to consider: Fiscal Responsibility; Support for Local 
Economy; Life Cycle Costing; Toxics Use Reduction; Waste Reduction; 
Greenhouse Gas Reduction; Health and Safety; Inclusiveness and Fair Wage; 
Health Promotion.  


 Bringing vendors and suppliers up to speed on where we are at now and where 
we want to be. 


 Priority products include: paper towels; toilet tissue; garbage bag; re-
manufactured toner cartridges; printers and multifunction devices; computers.  


 There are a whole bunch of purchases made that are outside the standing offer 
route and working with departments to help train them to factor in sustainable 
criteria into purchasing decisions. Developed training program to do that. 
Training program will be on-going.  


 Also developed specific training programs for specific departments to factor in 
their selective purchasing.  


 Developed new purchasing cycle: Identify need; determine best way to meet 
need; envision a sustainable purchase; describe your requirements; get quotes or 
tender; evaluate quotes or bids; manage the contract or purchase. 
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 Policy has shifted from lowest bid to best value so that allows sustainable criteria 
to be factored in. In tenders, environmental criteria are inserted into the tender 
agreement.   


 The policy applies to provincial departments only, but part of the policy is to work 
with the MUSH sector. Have developed a network to work together on 
specifications and reduce the duplication of work and provide some consistency 
to make it easier for vendors. The Province’s purchasing documentation; 
resources and training are all available to the MUSH sector.  


 Nova Scotia Sustainable procurement website: 
https://www.gov.ns.ca/tenders/sustproc/ 


 


Unites States Municipal/State Green/Sustainable Policies/Procedures/Actions 


City of Portland 
 
Portland’s Code of Conduct for Apparel Contractors (2008) specifies minimum standards 
and is based on the principle that contractors, subcontractors and suppliers comply with 
all applicable laws and regulations, including ILO labour conventions. 
 
The Code also specifies that all suppliers comply with the United Nations’ Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights and Rights of the Child conventions and that all forms of 
discrimination of women be eliminated from supplier workplaces.  
 
City of Seattle 
 
Boilerplate language pertaining to anti-idling of delivery vehicles, use of 100% post-
consumer waste copy paper, mandatory duplex printing as well as desirable custom 
specifications have been created to support purchasing staff in addressing sustainability 
in solicitation documents. 
 
Seattle staff worked closely with the Responsible Procurement Network (RPN) as well as 
Office Depot to develop their office products RFP. The RPN was able to provide support 
on product specification development while Office Depot provided expertise on 
developing a web portal for online ordering to simplify identifying green office supplies.  
 
King County 
 
In their 2009 Environmental Purchasing Annual Report King County summarizes the data 
collected for their environmentally preferable product purchases and reports on 
communication and publicity efforts for their program.  
 



https://www.gov.ns.ca/tenders/sustproc/�
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The report documents the how much money was spent on environmental products and 
how much money environmental purchasing and recycling efforts saved the County (i.e. 
$1.5 million). Reporting this data is important in demonstrating the value of their 
environmental purchasing and recycling programs and generating further support.  


Green/Sustainable Purchasing Networks  


The Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Purchasing  
 
 Nine municipalities of various size and geographic distribution formed the 


Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Purchasing (hereinafter the Collaboration) 
in the summer of 2010 (see list of participants below). The main goal of the 
Collaboration is to advance sustainable purchasing across Canada within the 
municipal sector by sharing resources, knowledge and best practices. Participants 
want to learn effective methods for embedding corporate sustainability 
objectives within the purchasing function in order to realize the financial, 
management, environmental and socio–economic benefits of sustainable 
purchasing.  


 
 The Collaboration includes the following nine municipalities: Whitehorse, Yukon; 


Edmonton, Alberta; Olds, Alberta; Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo, 
Alberta; Guelph, Ontario; London, Ontario; Ottawa, Ontario; Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan; Halifax, Nova Scotia 


Greening Greater Toronto Green Procurement Group  


With a Leadership Council of 45 public and private sector procurement executives 
representing $45 billion in annual purchasing, the Green Procurement Initiative aims to 
facilitate green procurement practices in organizations across the GTA and help drive the 
success of Ontario’s green sector. GGT leverages the expertise and purchasing power of 
this exceptional group of volunteers to develop and execute the programs and materials 
below.  


Commitment to Buy Green 


 To date, GGT has secured a Commitment to Buy Green from a number of large 
private and public member organizations that commits them to continuous 
improvement in reducing their environmental impact through the greening of 
procurement.  


Green Exchange Events 



http://blog.reeveconsulting.com/resources/�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/commitment.asp�
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 More than 150 buyers and vendors have attended four discussion-oriented 
meetings on specific sustainable procurement topics including information 
technology, lighting and waste as well as a Reverse Marketplace.  


Green Marketplace 


 The 2009 Marketplace event saw 25+ green suppliers, 100+ senior procurement 
executives as well as industry experts’ network and explore green technologies 
and services. The outcome report, Buyers and Sellers Don’t See Eye to Eye, 
summarizes surprising results collected during the event’s follow-up survey.  


Document Hub 


 Portal hosted on the GGT and Partners in Project Green websites with more than 
300 green procurement-related documents and other practical resources 
developed by our member organizations and other contributors.  


Green Supplier Cluster Analysis  


 A preliminary assessment of green supplier clusters across Ontario, including 
green products, services, and technologies, highlighting regions where higher 
concentrations of business activity exist (2009). 


Green Paper Report 


 Developed by participating corporate buyers, this report addresses the 
complexities involved in buying paper and helps organizations identify how to 
improve the sustainability of their purchasing practices (April, 2011).  


Partners in Project Green  


Partners in Project Green is a community of businesses working together to green their 
bottom line by creating an internationally-recognized 'eco-business zone' around 
Toronto Pearson Airport Area. Through new forms of business-to-business collaboration, 
Partners in Project Green delivers programming that helps businesses reduce energy and 
resource costs, uncover new business opportunities, and address everyday operational 
challenges in a green and cost-effective manner. Partners in Project Green is creating the 
Pearson Eco-Business Zone, envisioned to be an internationally recognized community 
known for its competitive, high performance and eco-friendly business climate. 
Greening Procurement is one area of activity for PPG. Resources developed include: 


• Green Procurement Companion Guide – a guide to support the implementation of 
a green procurement program. 



http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/pdf/GGT%20Marketplace%20Findings%20Summary%20-%20FINAL%2020090714.pdf�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp�

http://www.partnersinprojectgreen.com/resources/ebmp?ggt=1�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/pdf/GGT%20Cluster%20Analysis%20-%2031Aug2009.pdf�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/pdf/GGTGreenPaperReport.pdf�

http://www.partnersinprojectgreen.com/�
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• Online Collection of Case Studies – integration of case studies that highlight green 
procurement in action. 


• Database of Documents – collection of documents used by others to 
operationalize their green procurement programs. 


 


Additional Green/Sustainable Purchasing Resources Summary   


Life Cycle Costing  
 
 ENERGY STAR has a lifecycle cost calculator to factor in operating costs that are 


slightly more upfront.   
 Region of Peel has a Life Cycle Costing Policy in place.  
 Hamilton has developed a lifecycle costing tool and requires all consultants/ 


contractors to provide life Cycle Costing Options (see March 2012 webinar 
meeting below for more information).  


 
LED Pathway and Streetlighting  
 
The Toronto Atmospheric Fund just held a Street Lighting Summit where they presented 
some case studies of municipalities testing out LED street lights.  Summit Proceedings 
here.  
 
The goal of the Lightsavers project is to take all the pilot projects being tested right now 
and they are being monitored on in the same way to enable them to be compared and 
the business case to be built on a lot more pilot projects than just their own.  
 
Clean Air Council Green Procurement Intranet Resources  
 
Meetings Page 
 
2012 
 March 9th, 2012: Life Cycle Analysis and Municipal Green Procurement Policies 


and Actions 
 
2011 


 November 8, 2011: Sustainable Procurement Actions, Experiences and Lessons 
Learned - Town of Oakville and Town of Markham 


 September 29, 2011: Sustainable Procurement Networks 
 May 12, 2011: Responsible Purchasing Network: Compostible Service Ware 



http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_toolkit_calculator�

http://www.lightsavers.ca/summit/presentations.html�

http://www.lightsavers.ca/summit/presentations.html�

http://www.lightsavers.ca/�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/march2012gpcop�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/march2012gpcop�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/node/610�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/node/610�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/node/597�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/node/585�
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 April 12, 2011: York Region Green Power Purchasing and E-Procurement Actions, 
Opportunities and Plans 


 March 29, 2011:  Oshawa Cleaning Products and Brampton Green Procurement 
Activities 


 March 23, 2011: Green Procurement and Energy Star Opportunities and Resources 
 March 8, 2011: 2011 Green Procurement Workplan and Greening Paper Purchases  


 


2009 


 December 2009: Green Procurement Activities- Nova Scotia and Oakville 
 October 2009: Greening Greater Toronto and Whistler, BC 
 February 2009: Newmarket Green Fund, Peel Life Cycle Calculator 


Resources Page 


Greening Greater Toronto Document Hub 


 Assessments and Supplier Evaluations 
 Calculators and Valuation 
 Case Studies 
 External Resources 
 Guides - General Green Procurement Guides 


Guides - Specific Products and Materials 


 Cleaning 
 Construction, Building 
 Electronics and Computers 
 Food 
 Green Energy, Credits and Offsets 
 Lighting 
 Paint 
 Paper, Wood and Fibre  
 Retail 
 Supply Chain 
 Vehicles, Machines and Transports 
 Water and Bottles 


  
 Policies and Programs - Corporates 
 Policies and Programs - Government 
 Reporting and Accountability -Corporate  



http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/node/550�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/node/550�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/node/547�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/node/547�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/node/546�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/node/542�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_meetings_december2009�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_meetings_october2009�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_meetings_february2009�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#Assessments�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#Calculators�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#Studies�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#External�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#GuidesGeneral�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#GuidesSpecific�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#Cleaning�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#Construction�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#Electronics�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#Food�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#GreenEnergy�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#Lighting�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#Paint�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#Paper�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#Retail�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#SupplyChain�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#Vehicles�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#Water�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#PoliciesCorporate�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#PoliciesGovernment�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#ReportingCorporate�

http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#ReportingCorporate�
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 Reports, Articles and Thought Leadership 


Partners in Project Green Document Hub 


 Green Procurement Sustainable Opportunities Database  
 Green Procurement Case Studies  
 Green Procurement Programs Database 


 


Labelling Programs 


 Energy Star in Canada 
 Canada Eco Logo Program 
 Forest Stewardship Council of Canada 
 Natural Resources Canada Energy Programs 


   


 Other Networks 


 The Natural Step Canada 
 BC Sustainable Purchasing Network 
 Ontario Institute of Purchasing Management Association of Canada 


 
Green Procurement Toolkit Table of Contents  


 Green Procurement Draft Monitoring and Reporting Survey  
 GTA Green Procurement Policies and Resources 
 Non-GTA CAC Sample Green Procurement Policies 
 Product Criteria and Specifications Resources 
 Green Procurement Outreach Resources 
 Green Procurement Calculators 
 Local Food Procurement 
 Bottled Water Bans 
 Sample Green Procurement Toolkits 
 Additional Green Procurement Reports and Resources 


 
                                              
i Information taken from: Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Purchasing - Trends and Best Practices in 
Canadian Municipal Sustainable Purchasing: Prepared by Reeve Consulting, December 2010.  
ii Information taken from: Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Purchasing - Trends and Best Practices in 
Canadian Municipal Sustainable Purchasing: Prepared by Reeve Consulting, December 2010.  



http://www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca/initiatives/documenthub.asp#Reports�

http://www.partnersinprojectgreen.com/component/opportunities/view/11?gid=0&amp;ngid=0�

http://www.partnersinprojectgreen.com/index.php?option=com_bestpractice&pid=11�

http://www.partnersinprojectgreen.com/index.php?option=com_programs&pid=11�

http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/residential/energystar-portal.cfm�

http://www.ecologo.org/en/�

http://www.fsccanada.org/default.htm�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/files/NR%20CAN%20Energy%20Programs%202.pdf�

http://www.thenaturalstep.org/en/canada/�

http://web.buysmartbc.com/�

http://www.ontarioinstitute.com/�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/files/Appendix%20C%20-%20GP%20M%20&%20R%20survey.pdf�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_toolkit_gtapolices�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_toolkit_non-gtapolicies�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_toolkit_productcriteria�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_toolkit_outreach�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_toolkit_calculator�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_toolkit_localfood�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_toolkit_bottledwaterbans�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_toolkit_sampletoolkits�

http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/intranet_gp-cop_toolkit_additionalresources�

http://blog.reeveconsulting.com/2011/05/11/new-report-reveals-trends-best-practices-in-canadian-municipal-sustainable-purchasing-and-ethical-sourcing/�

http://blog.reeveconsulting.com/2011/05/11/new-report-reveals-trends-best-practices-in-canadian-municipal-sustainable-purchasing-and-ethical-sourcing/�

http://blog.reeveconsulting.com/2011/05/11/new-report-reveals-trends-best-practices-in-canadian-municipal-sustainable-purchasing-and-ethical-sourcing/�

http://blog.reeveconsulting.com/2011/05/11/new-report-reveals-trends-best-practices-in-canadian-municipal-sustainable-purchasing-and-ethical-sourcing/�
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iii Information taken from: Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Purchasing - Trends and Best Practices in 
Canadian Municipal Sustainable Purchasing: Prepared by Reeve Consulting, December 2010.  
iv Information taken from: Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Purchasing - Trends and Best Practices in 
Canadian Municipal Sustainable Purchasing: Prepared by Reeve Consulting, December 2010.  
v Information taken from: Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Purchasing - Trends and Best Practices in 
Canadian Municipal Sustainable Purchasing: Prepared by Reeve Consulting, December 2010.  
vi Information taken from: Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Purchasing - Trends and Best Practices in 
Canadian Municipal Sustainable Purchasing: Prepared by Reeve Consulting, December 2010.  
vii Information taken from: Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Purchasing - Trends and Best Practices 
in Canadian Municipal Sustainable Purchasing: Prepared by Reeve Consulting, December 2010.  
viii Information taken from: Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Purchasing - Trends and Best Practices 
in Canadian Municipal Sustainable Purchasing: Prepared by Reeve Consulting, December 2010.  
ix Information taken from: Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Purchasing - Trends and Best Practices in 
Canadian Municipal Sustainable Purchasing: Prepared by Reeve Consulting, December 2010.  
x Information taken from: Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Purchasing - Trends and Best Practices in 
Canadian Municipal Sustainable Purchasing: Prepared by Reeve Consulting, December 2010.  
xi Information taken from: Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Purchasing - Trends and Best Practices in 
Canadian Municipal Sustainable Purchasing: Prepared by Reeve Consulting, December 2010.  
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE


Making purchasing decisions with environmental 
impact in mind can lead to dramatic environmental 
improvements while delivering considerable cost savings. 
The green procurement process is part of a broader value 
chain and life cycle approach that takes into account an 
organization’s activities, from sourcing, to operation and 
maintenance, to disposal. This Guide is a resource for any 
organization looking to green its purchasing processes, 
whether they are in the initial stages of incorporating 
environmental considerations into decision-making, 
or have already taken great strides towards improving 
their procurement practices. Case Studies and Tools 
contributed from public and private sector organizations 
of all sizes provide the foundation of this Guide.


As more organizations tackle environmental issues and 
challenges through their purchasing, best practices emerge 
and evolve. There is great opportunity in building on 
each other’s successes and solutions, and we encourage 
organizations to contribute their own experiences and case 
studies to continually improve this resource. 


WHAT IS GREEN PROCUREMENT? 


For the  purposes of this Guide, ‘green procurement’ 
is considered the selection and acquisition of 
products and services that most effectively minimize 
negative environmental impacts over their life cycle 
of manufacturing, transportation, use and, ultimately, 
recycling or disposal. Though organizations’ definitions 
of green procurement may vary, green procurement or 
greening procurement signifies a shift away from goods 
and services that negatively impact the environment 
towards those that are more environmentally sound. 


OVERVIEW
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS


This Guide was developed by a working group convened 
by CivicAction’s Greening Greater Toronto and its Green 
Procurement Leadership Council, with contributions by 
staff member Carolyn DuBois and volunteer Shannon 
White. Members of this group collectively represent a 
wealth of experience and resources drawn from their 
own efforts to leverage their purchasing practices with 
environmental considerations in mind. The working 
group members are representatives from the following 
organizations: BMO Financial Group, CIBC, the Clean Air 
Partnership, Ernst and Young LLP, KPMG LLP, Ontario 
Lottery and Gaming, Ontario Power Authority, Ontario 
Power Generation, RBC Royal Bank, Toronto and Region 
Conservation Authority, Stikeman Elliott LLP, Supply 
Chain Management Canada, Sears Canada, TD Financial, 
Toronto Hydro, the Toronto Transit Commission and 
Unisource Canada Inc. 


Greening Greater Toronto’s green procurement activities 
have been supported by the Conservation Fund of the 
Ontario Power Authority, which provides support for new 
and innovative electricity conservation initiatives that 
build the ability of Ontario’s residents, businesses, and 
institutions to reduce their demand for electricity.


The opinions, findings, interpretations, and conclusions 
expressed in this guide reflect the views of Greening 
Greater Toronto and members of its Green Procurement 
Leadership Council, and do not necessarily represent the 
individual views of the contributing organizations.


ABOUT GREENING GREATER TORONTO


Greening Greater Toronto (www.greeninggreatertoronto.ca) is 
an initiative of CivicAction (www.civicaction.ca), a coalition 
of thousands of civic leaders who develop and launch 
solutions to pressing social and economic challenges in the 
Toronto region. More than 200 partners from corporations, 
industry, government, and the non-profit sector have joined 
the Greening Greater Toronto initiative. They and others are 
engaged in programs to support the vision of a flourishing 
region through environmental action and innovation, 
including: driving adoption of energy efficiency measures 
in Toronto region office buildings; investing in community 
emission reduction projects; and leveraging organizations’ 
purchasing decisions to reduce environmental impact. 
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Green procurement creates a “shared value” that enhances 
the competitiveness of a company while simultaneously 
advancing the economic and social conditions in the 
communities which is operates. It has become a business 
imperative that provides many benefits, including:


ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP


Implementing a green purchasing strategy demonstrates 
good environmental stewardship and a commitment to 
meeting local and global environmental objectives such 
as reducing greenhouse gas emissions, protecting air, 
soil and waterways from harmful pollutants, and using 
resources sustainably. Implementing a green procurement 
program also ensures organizations are prepared to meet 
current and future environmental regulations or legislation. 


COST REDUCTION


A major hurdle to overcome in organizations is the 
perception that green purchasing practices cost more, 
when in reality, switching to greener products or services 
can generate savings or be revenue neutral. Though price 
premiums do exist for some green products and services, 
a strong business case can often be made using full cost 
accounting. For instance green products often have lower 
total cost of ownership due to reduced costs associated 
with operation (e.g. energy and water use) maintenance, 
replacement (due to higher durability), disposal and 
environmental compliance.


RISK REDUCTION


Risk reduction is an incentive for organizations to 
purchase green. By buying greener products or services, 
organizations can avoid risks—which often translate into 


WHY GREEN 
PROCUREMENT? 


financial costs or losses—associated with: purchasing a 
problem (e.g. products which contain toxic chemicals); 
purchasing an offensive product (e.g. paper sourced 
from illegal logging practices); reputational risks 
associated with working with suppliers who have poor 
environmental track records (e.g. local pollution); 
supply chain disruptions (e.g. noncompliance with 
environmental regulations).  


REVENUE GROWTH


Improving the environmental sustainability of your 
organization’s purchasing decisions inevitably greens 
the products and services you offer. By delivering eco-
friendly products/services that reflect customer values, 
organizations can satisfy stakeholder demands, enhance 
brand image, gain an edge over competitors, and improve 
customer loyalty and satisfaction. 


SOFT IMPACTS  


Many benefits of green purchasing are quick and visible, 
such as reduced waste. However, other, equally significant 
impacts are by nature less tangible because they occur 
gradually or perhaps are more difficult to quantify.  
These ‘soft effects’ can include increased environmental 
awareness and engagement amongst employees, 
suppliers, and stakeholders with positive impacts on 
efficiency and brand image.  
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Many organizations recognize the benefits of greening 
procurement but are unsure how to formalize and 
implement their efforts. The remainder of this guide draws 
on the experience of professionals who have faced and 
overcome the challenges of developing and implementing 
a green procurement strategy. Given each organization 
is unique, no one approach fits all organizations. The 
following sections, as well as the case studies and tools 
referenced, can help guide this process. 


CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS


The following criteria help green procurement practices 
take hold and become part of how an organization 
operates:


 •  Direction from the top: For green procurement 
programs to be effective, organizations should embed 
sustainability in their key principles, including the 
procurement and supply chain. To make this happen, 
senior management, such as the CEO or head of 
procurement, must be onboard. 


 •  Commitment to green procurement in organizational 
policy and/or expressed in other documents: For 
many organizations, a formal green procurement policy 
makes sense as it gives rigour and ensures continuity; 
however, this commitment can be written in the form 
of guidelines or standards which support a corporate 
environmental policy, and can be detailed or more 
directional in nature, depending on how prescriptive the 
organization wants to be. Your organization may or may 
not have environmental policies that apply to greening 


HOW TO 
FORMALIZE 
YOUR GREEN 
PROCUREMENT 
EFFORTS


procurement practices. If such policies exist, they can 
be used to drive green procurement forward. If not, 
consider formalizing your organization´s commitment 
by: including a green procurement clause in existing 
policy; developing a stand-alone green procurement 
commitment document; or signing external green 
procurement pledges such as the Commitment to Buy 
Green or the Clean Air Partnership. 


 •  A clear and formal strategy for greening procurement: 
A strategy document ensures that your organization´s 
commitment to greening procurement is made 
operational. A green procurement strategy document will 
likely and necessarily evolve over time. The key tenets to 
include in a strategy document are outlined below. 


 •  Green procurement strategy is embedded within 
existing sourcing procedures: To be effective, your 
green procurement strategy must be embedded 
within existing sourcing procedures and understood 
by those making purchasing decisions. The inclusion 
of environmental criteria within supplier evaluation 
processes requires clear communication and strong 
inter-departmental collaboration. 


 •  Supplier engagement: It is important to clearly 
communicate your organization´s commitment to 
greening procurement to suppliers, and provide 
opportunities for them to adapt their processes to 
align with your organization´s environmental values. 


DEVELOPING A GREEN PROCUREMENT STRATEGY 


One of the first steps in institutionalizing the practice of 
green purchasing is developing a green procurement strategy 
document. Organizations will approach this differently.


Getting Started
In many cases, organizations choose to convene a group 
of people from different departments with a range of 
expertise to move this forward. Before beginning to 
develop the green procurement strategy, this group may be 
charged with the following tasks:


 •  Review relevant policies and commitments: As 
mentioned, some organizations will have already 
made commitments to include environmental 
considerations when making purchasing decisions 
and so the first step will be to conduct a review of 
existing relevant commitments and determine how to 
incorporate these into a broader and perhaps more 
ambitious green procurement strategy. 
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 •  Take stock of purchases and their environmental 
impacts: Determine the relative impact of the 
products and services your organization purchases. 
Though there are benefits to having a detailed 
understanding of the nature and scale of these 
impacts, begin with a rough idea of which products 
have the greatest impacts and consider whether these 
impacts can be avoided.  


 •  Determine which buy areas to focus on: Greening 
procurement is a process of continuous improvement. 
It is not necessary or expected that organizations 
tackle all buy areas at once. Many organizations begin 
by targeting certain buy areas, and expand the scope 
of application over time. For example organizations 
may want to focus initially on easy gains to build 
momentum (e.g. areas that have existing standards 
such as Energy Star or EPEATS, areas that generate 
positive financial returns, or have high environmental 
impacts). Consider using a heat map to prioritize the 
buy areas based on criteria such as how easy it will 
be to implement (resources, cost etc.) and potential 
gains (nature of the product, cost, brand). 


Using a heat map
To determine the extent of opportunity, decide what 
criteria you wish to consider (such as health and 
safety, brand, finance, environment and/or regulations). 
Characterize the impact associated for each with levels 
from 1 to 5.  Typically, levels 1, 3 and 5 are assigned 
definitions, while 2 and 4 are considered intuitive. For 
example, when rating financial criteria a company may 
define 1 = <50K, 3 = <250K and 5 = 500k (per 
annum), and environment could be 1 = no impact, 
3 = temporary positive impact, or moderate impact, 
and 5 = long term or significant positive impact . All 
criteria definitions should be scaled appropriately to 
each individual company. Thus, if you have an easily 
implemented, high opportunity situation this would score 
a 5 x 5 and be in the upper right of the matrix – the 
colour coding is a means of distinguishing low, medium 
and low priorities. Once all of the opportunities have been 
evaluated in terms of ease and opportunity plot them on a 
5 x 5 heat map. This will again show the relative priority 
and feed into the implementation strategy.


Health & 
Safety


Environment Brand Financial


Long term, significant 5


4


Moderate/temporary 3


Minor impact 2


No impact 1


1 2 3 4 5
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What to Include in the Strategy Document
There are a number of ways to document your 
organization´s green procurement strategy. Depending on 
the structure of an organization, the green procurement 
strategy may exist within policy documents, statements 
or organizational guidelines and standards. Whatever the 
case, this section suggests a framework which can help 
your organization articulate its green procurement strategy. 


Guiding Statement
 The keystone of a green procurement strategy is a guiding 
statement, which may stand alone or link to an organization’s 
broader environmental or corporate governance. 


Background
 This section should outline the general purpose and features 
of the green procurement strategy, what it will accomplish 
and how it ties into your organization’s environmental values 
and commitments. This section should also detail the process 
by which the green procurement strategy was developed, 
who was involved in developing its contents, how it will 
be implemented and renewed, and provide definitions for 
important terms used throughout the document such as 
‘green’ or ‘environmentally sustainable purchasing’. 


Benefits for greening procurement 
This section should outline the benefits of greening your 
organization´s procurement practices. In addition to the 
benefits outlined above (Why Green Procurement), your 
organization may reference the following:


  •  Enables your organization to meet its 
environmental targets 


  • Reduces costs
  •  Enacts a broader organizational strategy or guideline 


within procurement
  •  Manages or mitigates reputational or regulatory risks 
  • Demonstrates the priorities of the organization
  •  Cultivates a positive brand with employees and customers
  •  Helps achieve particular targets set by the organization
  • Helps align with suppliers and customers


Scope
This section delineates the scope of the commitment 
(to whom and what it applies). Answering the following 
questions can help to define the scope.


  •  Who/what group is the Policy intended for? Does it 
apply to those business and functional groups with 
responsibilities for the procurement of goods and 
services? All employees? External service providers 
acting on behalf of the organization?


  • Which people, geographies, functions are covered?
  •  Which spend categories are included (products, 


commodities, services)?
  •  What size of purchases are included and how will 


this be judged? 
  •  What depth in the supply chain is included- which 


tiers of suppliers (based on risk, size, materiality), 
and how much obligation extends to suppliers to 
evaluate their own practices?


  •  What scope of supplier practices are included - 
product manufacturing procured service-related 
activities or the enterprise-wide activities?


Environmental attributes of products and services 
 This section defines what environmental characteristics 
your organization will consider when purchasing products 
and services and should describe what preferences will be 
given. For example, your organization may give preference 
to suppliers that can provide products or services with the 
following environmental attributes:


  •  Energy efficiency: Demonstrate energy efficiency, by 
meeting Energy Star guidelines, or equivalent


  •  Efficient use of natural resources in the design of 
the product: Use recycled or reclaimed parts, and 
reduce packaging and product waste.


  •  Sustainable life cycle: Sustainable/long service-life 
and/or can be economically and effectively repaired 
or upgraded.


  •  Minimal Hazardous Substances: Reduce polluting by-
products and/or safety hazards during use or disposal.   


  •  End of Life concerns: Preferences for suppliers that 
take back the product, and ensure that it is disposed 
of in an environmentally responsible manner. 


  •  Supplier location and/or delivery method: To reduce 
emissions associated with transportation, where 
possible, preference will be given to local suppliers 
or suppliers who offer coordinated deliveries. 


  •  Supplier’s environmental commitments: An 
organization may want to align their suppliers 
with the same level of environmental commitment 
they have chosen. For example, they may have 
preferences for suppliers who have an environmental 
management system (e.g. ISO 14001); or they may 
prefer suppliers that have/maintain an Environmental 
Policy. They also may want to give preferences to 
suppliers that can help the organization reduce their 
significant environmental aspects (e.g. reduce paper 
and energy use). Note that this may be particularly 
relevant when assessing service providers. 
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Implementation
The implementation section of a green procurement 
strategy document describes how the policy will be 
executed. It will outline, for example, processes during 
the pre-selection (RFP stage), post-selection (assigning 
contractual language specific to environment), and/or 
through ongoing vendor management (through active 
engagement with the supplier). During the RFP stage, the 
organization describes how it will evaluate suppliers. 


For example, an organization may use an evaluation form 
or questionnaire and would need to describe the weight 
the environmental score will have against the total RFP 
evaluation. Note that this may differ depending on whether it 
is a product or service, and on the level of environmental risk


Governance and Ongoing Stewardship
This is a short section to describe the key audiences for 
an organization’s strategic document, as well as who is 
responsible and accountable for reviewing and implementing 
the plan. Specifically, this section should include:


 • Who owns the document 
 • Who is the subject matter expert
 • Who is responsible for execution
 • How often will it be reviewed 
 • How it will be communicated and to whom and 
 •  How the results will be measured and verified, and by whom


Appendices
The appendices of the green procurement strategy should 
include any additional documentation that may be required 
by the reader. Consider including relevant excerpts 
from organizational policy documents, environmental 
sustainability reports as well as any documentation (such 
as the environmental questionnaire and environmental 
standards) used in the supplier evaluation process. 


ENVIRONMENTAL QUESTIONNAIRE


Many organizations ask potential vendors to complete 
a questionnaire to describe the environmental impacts 
associated with their products or services. The 
environmental questionnaire may be part of the pre-
approval process or included as part of an Expression of 
Interest (EOI) or Request for Proposal (RFP). The types of 
questions included in the questionnaire should be aligned 
with the organization’s green procurement objectives.


Typically, organizations ask their suppliers whether 
they have environmental policies or environmental 
management systems in place including programs to 
mitigate environmental risk and cost. You may also wish 
to inquire about the level of environmental disclosure 
(e.g. report publicly, report based on the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI), report annually to the Carbon 
Disclosure Project). Product-specific questionnaires 
should also include a series of questions pertaining to the 
environmental impacts of the product itself, ideally over 
its entire life span.
   
Before developing the questionnaire, an organization 
should have a clear sense of how they will use the 
additional information collected in the questionnaire in 
the process of selecting suppliers. If the environmental 
questionnaire is part of the RFP, this process may include 
awarding points for environmental attributes as part 
of the overall scoring system. The weighting/scoring of 
each question will vary, based on how important it is 
to the organization. For instance, higher weights/scores 
are often assigned to questions relating to the greatest 
environmental risks or costs. Whatever process is used, 
it should be objective and repeatable using quantifiable 
criteria to the extent possible. For instance, unless the 
evaluator is the subject expert on environmental matters, 
it helps to collect Yes/No responses where possible.


EVALUATING 
SUPPLIERS 
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Appropriate means of proof include a technical 
dossier from the manufacturer, a test report from a 
recognized body showing compliance, or a declaration 
from the manufacturer, such as the ECO Declaration. 
‘Recognized bodies’ are test and calibration laboratories 
and certification and inspection bodies which comply 
with applicable regional, national and/or international 
standards. 


ECOLABELS AND ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS


Standards and Ecolabels bridge the gap between 
purchasing practitioners and environmental experts, 
allowing organizations to identify products and services 
with positive attributes. This said, some environmental 
certification schemes make false or ambiguous claims 
and the plethora of environmental certification schemes 
available can make it difficult for purchasers to distinguish 
credible standards from those that effectively ‘greenwash’ 
products and services.1 


Environmental marketing claims should have the 
following attributes:
 •  Have qualifications and disclosures that are clear 


enough to prevent deception
 •  Make it clear whether the environmental attribute 


or benefit being asserted refers to the product, the 
product’s package, or to a portion or component of the 
product or packaging


 •  Not overstate the environmental attribute or benefit, 
expressly or by implication


 •  Include a statement that makes the basis of 
comparison clear so that the consumer should be able 
to understand the claim


1  For guidance on standards see: http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/
eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/02701.html or http://www.fivewinds.com/
english/news-and-events/news/new-eco-labeling-guidelines-for-supply-
chains-developed-with-support-from-five-winds.htm


Some aspects your organization may wish to include in 
your evaluation/questionnaire include:


 • Supplier’s environmental practices
 • Environmental policy/commitments
 • Environmental management
 •  Employment programs (e.g. energy use/greenhouse 


gas emissions, waste reduction, hazardous waste 
management) 


 • Reporting


Environmental Attributes in the Supplier’s Product 
(examples):


 • Energy efficient
 • Produced from recycled materials
 • Designed for disassembly and/or recycling
 • Contains no/minimal hazardous substances
 •  Minimal packaging/packaging made from recyclable 


materials
 • Is the product reusable or recyclable?
 •  Does this product reduce waste and make efficient use 


of resources (e.g. energy and raw materials)?
 • Are there any special disposal requirements?
 •  Is the use of the product free from any emissions to 


air or water that may have an adverse environmental 
effect?


 •  Has the product been certified by an independent 
accredited organization (e.g. Environmental Choice, 
Green Seal or Energy Star programs)?


REQUEST DOCUMENTATION TO VALIDATE CLAIMS 


In some cases organizations may ask their suppliers to 
provide documentation to support information provided 
in the environmental questionnaire or elsewhere in the 
RFP process. Organizations may ask a supplier if they 
produce any public reports listing their environmental 
programs and commitments or whether they can provide 
policies or certifications (such as ISO 14000). For 
instance, if a supplier states they are carbon neutral, and 
reducing carbon emissions is among your organization´s 
central mandates, it may be necessary to verify this 
claim. Purchasers may also request that bidders 
present documentation from the product manufacturer. 


TIP
Recognize the effort it will take the 
supplier to complete the survey, and clearly 
communicate your reasons for asking them 
to do this and how their responses will be 
used in the selection process.
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MEASURING PROGRESS


Amassing the information necessary to measure the 
success of an overall program or individual contracts, while 
often cumbersome, is well worth the effort. Measuring 
success allows the identification of both the environmental 
and cost-saving benefits of an organization’s efforts. It 
also enables the identification of problem areas and allows 
an organization to meet reporting and record keeping 
requirements that may serve to justify the program. Below 
are simple steps for establishing a process to measure 
results identified by the National Association of State 
Procurement Officials (NASPO). 


Identify key performance criteria
As with any management system, good metrics are vital 
– they permit the determination of or extent to which 
objectives are being met. Metrics can be defined based 
on the desired goals: the number of new environmentally-
based contracts to be issued, the types of recycled 
materials an organization may want to target, or a certain 
level of purchasing (dollars) to achieve.


Establish a baseline on which to measure 
progress
A baseline is a point of reference for performance 
comparison – e.g. an objective could be a 50% reduction 
of XYZ by the year (future) based on the baseline year of 
(past or current). 


Track and document performance
Records of performance should be kept in accordance with 
records keeping practices – these practices should meet 
the attributes set forth in a variety of standards.


MEASURING 
AND REPORTING


COMMUNICATE PROGRESS
 
Communicating the success of green procurement 
efforts can help garner employee support and 
engagement in an organization’s green procurement 
program. Communicating progress to the public allows 
organizations to gain recognition for their leadership, 
often improving brand value. Communication channels 
may include: electronic newsletters; postings on intranet 
home page; environmental awareness blog; postings on 
Facebook, Twitter or other social networking websites; and 
reference in annual reports or executive speeches. When 
communicating your participation, consider highlighting 
tangible examples of how you have changed procurement 
practices and what impact it has had (i.e. amount of 
paper saved, electricity savings and other impacts), and 
offer opportunities for employees to get involved (for 
example ask for suggestions of where more improvements 
can be made).
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Canadian Standards Association Sustainable Forest
Management, the international Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification and Green Seal
help ensure specific environmental features have been
met. For example, a certification system can ensure:


 •  Virgin fibre was derived through sustainable forestry 
practices


 •  Paper products contain a minimum percentage of 
recycled material


 •  The presence of any added pigments, inks, and dyes 
is prohibited 


 • Reduced chlorinated bleaching 
 • Products are contained with minimal packaging
 • Reduced toxicity in packaging
 •  Manufacturers measure and limit toxins in effluent waste


The above list contains examples of some of the criteria that 
may be required for a certified paper product. The criteria for 
certification will vary from one standard to the next. The quality 
of the certification schemes can change over time and in some 
cases has improved significantly with consumer and non-profit 
stakeholder input. Any serious evaluation of a certification 
scheme should involve the stated features of the certification 
program as well as its governance and implementation.


Procurement Questions for Consideration
The following are questions that should be considered when 
procuring paper products:


 •  Are the products certified by a third party certification 
standard/program? 


 •  Does the certification adhere to sustainable forestry 
practices?


 •  What is the percentage of recycled content post 
consumer and/or post industrial recycled material? 


 • Is there efficient or excessive packaging?
 •  Was the use of toxic chemicals considered/minimized 


in the production and packaging?


This section provides an overview of environmental 
concerns, questions and issues for a number of key 
purchase areas for companies.


PAPER


Many organizations use a significant amount of paper 
through a range of paper products used in the daily 
function and operations of the business. For example, 
each office worker in North America consumes an average 
of 10,000 sheets of paper each year. Paper products can 
include not only copy paper but envelopes, notebooks and 
even tissue and other bathroom supplies.


Environmental Concerns
The pulp and paper industry and its final products can 
impose large environmental impacts, as manufacturing paper 
products can be resource intensive resulting in deforestation, 
heavy water and energy use. Paper products may also require 
the use of toxic chemicals and packaging materials that 
often end up in landfills. With the environmental impact 
and pervasive use of paper, procuring paper products with 
a low environmental impact is imperative in reducing an 
organization’s environmental footprint. 


The Environmental Paper Network has developed a Paper 
Calculator tool to aid businesses in their efforts to reduce the 
harmful impacts of their paper use. This will quantify the 
benefits of better paper choices and show the environmental 
impacts of different paper types across their full lifecycle.


Minimizing Impact
Acquiring paper products with a low environmental 
impact often involves purchasing paper certified by a 
recognized standard or program. Certification standards 
developed by organizations such as Environmental 
Choice, Forest Stewardship Council, Sustainable 
Forestry Initiative, Chlorine Free Products Association, 


GREEN 
PROCUREMENT 
IN PRACTICE


LOOK FOR PRODUCTS WITH THE FOLLOWING 
CERTIFICATION STANDARDS
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GREEN CLEANING PROGRAMMING


An organization’s cleaning practices not only improve the 
aesthetic feel of their facilities, but also play an important 
role in improving indoor air quality and raising employee 
productivity. A proper green cleaning program should not 
only ensure cleaning materials are non-toxic, but also 
cover how the facility should be cleaned. By looking at 
these elements, organizations can protect the health of 
their employees without harming the environment.


Environmental Concerns 
One of the biggest misconceptions is that cleaning 
products have to be toxic in order to work well; 
however, natural cleaning products are just as effective 
as conventional cleaning products. Given that many 
employees spend most of their time indoors, conventional 
cleaning products with their mix of carcinogens can 
impact indoor air quality and negatively impact the health 
and productivity of employees. A proper green cleaning 
program eliminates conventional cleaning products as 
well as introduces green cleaning practices, both of which 
when combined can improve indoor air quality and ensure 
the health of an organization’s employees.


Minimizing the Impact
When it comes to selecting green cleaning products an
organization should look for certification labels such as:
Green Seal, Eco-Logo, Greenguard, US EPA Design for
the Environment and Carpet and Rug Institute’s Green
Label Program. This ensures that products have met 
strict regulatory standards set by third party certifiers. 
An eco-label identifies overall environmental performance 
of a product or service within a specific product/service 
category based on life cycle considerations. 


A green cleaning program though isn’t complete without 
having the proper cleaning practices, thus an organization 
should not only ensure their cleaning service provider 
is utilizing green cleaning supplies, but also has strict 
policies around cleaning. To ensure a cleaning service 
provider  is following management policies that ensure 
indoor air quality, look for cleaning service providers  that 
utilize the Green Seal Environmental Standard for Green 
Cleaning (GS-42), the U.S. EPA’s Indoor Air Quality 
Building Education and Assessment Model (I-BEAM) 
Housekeeping Program, or whose policies will qualify 


the building for LEED Indoor Air Quality Points. The 
organization INFORM also provides a Green Cleaning 
Toolkit on its website which includes fact sheets, best 
practices and environmentally preferable products.
  
The costs for implementing a green cleaning program 
for industrial and commercial users depends upon their 
activities and operations, but any price increase should 
be marginal. The operational costs of implementing a 
green cleaning program though are considerably less, 
because liabilities are not incurred and regulatory 
compliance is improved. 


Procurement Questions for Consideration
The following are questions that should be considered 
when procuring a green cleaning program:


 •  Does the cleaning service provider use cleaning 
products that are certified by Eco-Logo, Green Seal, 
Greenguard or the Green Label Program? 


 •  Does the cleaning service provider have cleaning 
practices that conform to GS-42, I -BEAM’s 
Housekeeping Program or LEED Indoor Air Quality 
requirements?


 •  Does your organization have a green cleaning 
policy that is periodically reviewed, updated and 
communicated to employees and cleaning staff?


 •  Does your organization provide ongoing training for 
your cleaning staff to ensure that they are meeting 
the client’s green cleaning requirements?


 
OFFICE FURNITURE


Traditional office furniture requires a significant amount of 
natural resources and toxic chemicals to go from source to 


LOOK FOR PRODUCTS WITH THE FOLLOWING 
CERTIFICATION STANDARDS
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final product. Fortunately, the market to purchase eco-
friendly furniture is expanding, as many companies offer 
furniture made from sustainably harvested resources, use 
finishes that are non-toxic and are manufactured locally.


Environmental Concerns 
There are several environmental concerns for office 
furniture, including utilizing natural resources for 
construction, the use of finishes that emit harmful 
emissions both in manufacturing and end-use, as well as 
what to do with the furniture at the end if its life.


Minimizing the Impact
There are many ways to minimize the environmental 
impact associated with office furniture procurement:


 •  Lease, rent or buy used: If furniture is needed on a 
short term basis you may want to consider renting 
or leasing items. Furthermore, second-hand and 
vintage furniture requires no additional resources to 
manufacture and are often locally sourced. 


 •  Furniture made with recycled and reclaimed 
materials: Recycled and reclaimed materials decrease 
demand for virgin materials, reduce waste and help 
support the market for recycled materials. Recycled 
content may include metal, plastics, pressboard and 
fabric. Reclaimed wood can come from older furniture, 
houses, flawed wood, or from scraps from a factory. 
The Rainforest Alliance has a Rediscovered Wood 
Certification system. 


  •   Certified sustainable furniture: Procure furniture that 
would be accepted under Greenguard’s Indoor Air 
Quality Certification program or ANSI/BIFMA Furniture 
Sustainability Certification Standard, “Level” which 
evaluates furniture’s sustainability from multiple 
perspectives. For wood furniture specifically, prioritize 
products that have obtained third party certification 
such as those set by the Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC), Canadian Standards Association and 
Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI). A sustainably 
managed forest will avoid clear cutting forests and 
maintain a forest’s environmental services.


 •  Bamboo: Furniture produced using Bamboo is another 
way to decrease your environmental impact. Bamboo 
is fast-growing and can be grown with few to no 
pesticides. As it grows so rapidly, it is much easier to 
maintain healthy bamboo forests. 


 •  Low VOC: Furniture with low VOC content may include 
those with powder-based finished coats (opposed 
to solvent based wet paints). These contain less or 
no VOC’s, require less energy and create less waste. 
In addition, furniture that is untreated or treated 
with natural substances, like natural wood finishes, 
will help avoid negative effects to indoor air quality. 
Greenguard certifies products and materials, including 
furniture, for low chemical emissions. 


 •  Durability, Disassembly and Recyclability: Buying 
durable high quality furniture contributes to a 
sustainability program as it will not have to be 
replaced as often as lower quality pieces. When 
furniture does breakdown, good eco-friendly furniture 
should be easy to repair, disassemble, and recycle. 
These products can be easily taken apart, sorted 
into their constituent parts, and recycled at the end 
of their useful lives. Look for McDonough Braungart 
Design Chemistry (MBDC) certification program, 
Cradle to Cradle (C2C) Certified Products. 


Procurement Questions for Consideration
The following are questions that should be considered 
when procuring office furniture:


 •  Has the furniture obtained environmental certification 
from ANSI/BIFMA, FSC or SFI? 


 •  Is the furniture in accordance with Greenguard’s 
Indoor Air Quality Certification program?


 •  Is the furniture in accordance with LEED Materials 
and Resources - Sustainable Purchases credits and 
LEED Indoor Air Quality requirements? 


LOOK FOR PRODUCTS WITH THE FOLLOWING 
CERTIFICATION STANDARDS
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computers (e.g. LCD vs. CRT, desktop vs. notebook, 
sleep mode settings vs. no settings etc.). 


 •  Rent or lease: If a product is only needed for a short 
period of time (for corporate training, meetings or any 
other event) you may want to consider renting or leasing 
items (such as computers, AV and office equipment).  


 •  Recycle: Almost 90% of the material contained in 
electronic equipment including common metals such 
as copper, aluminum and steel, as well as glass and 
plastics, can be recycled. Organizations should develop 
the capacity and knowledge to collect and properly 
dispose all electronic equipment. Ontario Electronic 
Stewardship is the Industry Funding Organization for 
the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Program 
Plan. Under the program, 44 different products are 
eligible for diversion from landfill through a network 
of recycling and reuse partners. The program is used 
to recycle portable computers, computer peripherals, 
monitors, printers, fax machines, televisions, phones, 
cameras and audiovisual equipment. Consumers and 
businesses can find local collection locations for their 
electronic waste at www.recycleyourelectronics.ca.


Procurement Questions for Consideration
The following are questions that should be considered 
when procuring electronic equipment:


 •  Does it comply with an environmental certification 
standard (such as Energy Star)? 


 •  Is a purchase necessary or could it be rented or leased?
 •  Does the product contain fewer substances known to 


adversely affect human health and the environment?
 •  Can the product be upgraded, easily repaired and 


safely recycled? 
 •  How will the vendor properly dispose of your used 


electronics so that data is protected and resources 
are reclaimed?


ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT


With declining prices and rapid advancements, the number 
of electronic devices in the workplace is increasing, and 
often requires frequent upgrading or replacement with 
newer models. 


Environmental Concerns 
There are a number of environmental concerns resulting 
from electronic equipment, including their use of non-
renewable resources that have to be mined and processed, 
their use of electricity during their operation and how they 
are handled at the end of their life. In all of these phases, 
there is great potential for toxics to be released into the 
environment and impact society.


Minimizing the Impact
There are several ways to minimize the impact of 
electronic purchases:


 •  Energy Efficiency: Electronic equipment that has 
earned energy efficiency certifications through 
programs like ENERGY STAR will decrease operational 
energy use and save on energy bills without sacrificing 
the performance. Green-e Marketplace is a program 
that allows companies to display their logo when they 
have purchased a qualifying amount of renewable 
energy and passed verification standards. Below are 
some tools that can be used to calculate efficiencies, 
emissions reductions and cost savings:


   >  The Canadian ENERGY STAR Simple Savings 
Calculator is an interactive software tool designed 
to show volume buyers or procurement officials 
the direct economic and environmental benefits of 
purchasing an energy-efficient product.


   >  The EnerGuide for Industry offers comprehensive 
web-based information about the purchase, operation 
and maintenance of industrial equipment to help 
buyers select the most energy-efficient models. 


   >  The Electronic Product Environmental Assessment 
Tool (EPEAT) can also help institutional 
purchasers compare electronic products based 
on environmental performance. EPEAT registered 
computer products have reduced levels of 
cadmium, lead, and mercury and are easier to 
upgrade and recycle, in addition to meeting the 
government’s Energy Star guidelines. 


   >  The Low Carbon IT Savings Calculator, developed 
by US EPA and Department of Energy calculates 
cost savings and carbon reductions based on the 
type of computer purchased and the operation of 


LOOK FOR PRODUCTS WITH THE FOLLOWING 
CERTIFICATION STANDARDS
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Procurement Questions for Consideration
The following are questions that should be considered 
when procuring food and catering:


 • Is there a local green catering company in the area?
 • Are there vegetarian options?
 • Is there a system or option to compost excess food?
 • Is there an option to use reusable eating utensils?
 •  Are paper products certified by the Forest Stewardship 


Council, Canadian Standards Association or 
Sustainable Forestry Initiative?


 • Are all non-reusable products being properly recycled? 


BUILDING ENVELOPE


The building envelope includes the physical components 
such as the heating and cooling systems, lighting, roof and 
walls, doors and windows, and management systems, all 
of which have an important role in maintaining occupant 
comfort and the building’s use of resources.


Environmental Concerns 
Buildings demand significant amounts of energy to meet 
various operational needs such as heating, ventilation, air 
conditioning, lighting, and telecommunications, all of which 
result in large amounts of greenhouse gas emissions.


Minimizing the Impact
There are a number of ways to minimize the impact of a 
building’s operations, including:


 •  Building energy audits: Have the building inspected 
and analyzed to locate areas and work processes 
where energy can be utilized more efficiently and 
conserved without affecting outputs. 


 •  Request for Proposal (RFP): Ensure that suppliers 
who submit a proposal express how environmental 
considerations were taken into account and where 


FOOD & CATERING


While there is a need for bringing food into events and 
business meetings, there are many options to reduce the 
environmental impact of catered events. 


Environmental Concerns 
Business events and meetings that offer food and 
beverages can impose significant environmental impacts. 
Catering services can involve a lot of transportation 
and can create a significant amount of waste. The 
source of food being served is also a factor in the 
overall environmental impact. If the food is not locally 
produced it may travel long distances before it reaches 
its destination, resulting in higher associated greenhouse 
gas emissions, and products that are not as fresh as 
their local counterparts. Meat based diets have been 
demonstrated to have higher negative environmental 
impacts than vegetable based diets. A menu based 
on local fruits and vegetables will have significant 
environmental benefits, as well as provide healthy options 
for your guests.


Minimizing the Impact
There are a number of ways to minimize the impact of 
catering services, including:


 •  Solicit a green catering company to serve conferences 
and meetings


 •  Purchase foods low in the food chain, such as fruits, 
vegetables, grains and nuts


 •  Purchase food and beverages that are local and/or 
organic (e.g. Organic Canada, USDA Organic)


 •  Provide tap water instead of bottled water and soft 
drinks 


 •  Avoid unnecessary disposable items and use dishes, 
mugs, cutlery, linens that are re-usable


 • Avoiding single-serve containers or condiments
 •  Compost and recycle all excess food onsite or through 


the green catering company
 •  Use recycled paper products and recycle everything 


after use – if your building recycling program doesn’t 
accept these products, consider asking your caterer to 
dispose of these in the proper manner. 


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s website 
provides further information on economically, socially 
and environmentally beneficial food waste management 
strategies for large and small scale generators.


LOOK FOR PRODUCTS WITH THE FOLLOWING 
CERTIFICATION STANDARDS
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efficiency improvements will be realized. When 
developing the RFP it is important to request 
that products and services have environmental 
certifications or have been environmentally tested 
for efficiency, whether there are opportunities 
for financial incentives and subsidies and if the 
product/service is comparable to the most efficient 
specifications in their class (for example LED/ 
Fluorescent/CFL for lighting retrofits).


 •  End-of-Life: Using the procurement process, ensure 
that the vendor or contractor will properly dispose of 
any building systems that are removed in the most 
sustainable fashion as to avoid ending up in the landfill.


Procurement Questions for Consideration
The following are questions that should be considered when 
considering building envelope upgrades and/or retrofits:


 •  Have all areas of the building been analyzed and 
prioritized with regard to energy efficiency retrofits 
and process improvements?


 •  Have all incentive and financial assistance programs 
been evaluated and considered for the proposed 
upgrades? 


 •  Has the organization demonstrated that products and 
services procured meet strict environmental standards 
for their class?


 •  Are the building systems that are going to be recycled 
and reclaimed done so in the most sustainable fashion 
to avoid being land filled?


PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
 
Commonly an organization will procure professional 
services to be performed by a contractor or consultant. 
These professional services, for example, may be provided 
by accountants, attorneys, business consultants and 
development managers, distributors, engineers, law firms, 
real estate brokers and web designers.  


When soliciting a professional-service provider there 
are many ways to influence or choose a provider that 
promotes environmentally sustainable practices. There 
are certain characteristics of the service provider that can 
be considered when making a selection. Choosing those 
service providers that meet your environmental demands 
and follow environmentally sustainable practices will 
reward environmentally responsible providers, encourage 
individual providers to become more sustainable, and 
influence the market towards sustainable practices. 


Environmental Concerns 
There are various environmental impacts that a professional 
service provider can impose through its building operations 
and business practices. Impacts may include transportation 
emissions, energy and resource consumption, impacts from 
procurement decisions, indoor air quality deterioration and 
waste management impacts. 


Minimizing the Impact
To help change the market and encourage sustainability 
in the professional services market, give preference to 
service providers that: 


 •  Have a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
plan: A CSR plan will ensure that an organization 
is responsible and transparent towards its actions 
not only on the environment but to their consumers, 
employees, communities, stakeholders and all other 
members of the public. 


 •  Implement environmental management standards 
(EMS) (e.g. ISO 14000): An EMS will help an 
organization continually improve its performance 
with respect to decreasing its negative impact on 
the environment and complying with relevant laws, 
regulations, and other environmental requirements. 


 •  Are carbon neutral-organizations that purchase third-
party validated renewable energy, energy efficiency 
and reforestation projects to offset their emissions and 
assist in the fight against climate change. They may 
also provide the option for the client to purchase an 
offset equivalent to the emissions produced through 
the service being provided.  


 •  Can provide customized service upon request: 
The service provider, for example, can meet your 
environmental requirements outlined in the request for 
proposal. 


Procurement Questions for Consideration
The following are questions that should be considered 
when considering professional services:


 •  Does the service provider have environmental policies 
or management systems in place?


 •  Is there transparency and action towards mitigating 
and offsetting their environmental impacts?


 •  Are the service providers flexible and able to meet your 
standards for environmental performance? 


 •  Are there any negative allegations or criticisms against 
the service provider based on previous performance? 
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Design for the environment (DFE):
  A design concept that focuses on reducing 


environmental and human health impacts by thoughtful 
design and careful material selection.


Ecolabel (Type I/II/III):
  A mark, seal or written identification attached or affixed 


to products which provides consumers with information 
relating to the environmental characteristics of products 
and thus allows for comparison of environmental 
performance between products of the same type. Eco-
labels can be used to support sustainable purchasing 
efforts in the form of mandatory custom specifications 
for market solicitations (e.g. ITTs and RFPs). There are 
three basic types of eco-labels as defined by the Geneva-
based International Organization for Standardization. 
Type I is a multi-attribute label developed by a third 
party; Type II is a single-attribute label developed by the 
producer; and Type III is an eco-label whose awarding is 
based on a full life-cycle assessment.   


Environmental Audit: 
  A systematic and documented verification process of 


objectively obtaining and evaluating audit evidence to 
determine whether an organization’s EMS conforms with 
the EMS audit criteria set by the organization (i.e., ISO 
14001), and communicating the results of this process 
to management. The audit should facilitate management 
control of environmental practices and assess compliance 
with policy objectives and regulatory requirements.


Environmental Management Systems (EMS): 
  A framework for managing environmental issues within 


a well-documented, organized structure. An EMS can 
help improve environmental performance, reduce 
business risks, enhance customer relationships, reduce 
costs through increased efficiencies and enhance a 
company’s image with employees, regulators, investors, 
the public and other stakeholders. Establishing an EMS 
involves complying with an existing standards program 
or implementing self-defined standards. All EMS 
models follow a “Plan, Do, Check, Feedback” cycle of 
continuous improvement. 


DEFINITIONS Environmental Product Declaration:
  A description of the aspects and impacts of a product, 


system or service over its entire life, from raw material 
extraction, through manufacturing and use, to end-of-life 
disposal or recycling.


Green Procurement or Green Purchasing: 
  The selection and acquisition of products and services 


that most effectively minimize negative environmental 
impacts over their life cycle of manufacturing, 
transportation, use and, ultimately, recycling or 
disposal. Other terms for green procurement include: 
eco-procurement, environmentally preferable 
purchasing, green purchasing, environmental product 
procurement and environmentally responsible public 
procurement (EERP).


Greenwashing:
  Greenwashing is the act of misleading purchasers 


regarding the environmental practices of a company or 
the environmental benefits of a product or service.


Integrated Product Policy:
  Integrated product policy is an approach that begins by 


asking how the environmental performance of products 
can be improved most cost-effectively. It is founded on 
the consideration of the impacts of products throughout 
their life-cycle, from the natural resources from which 
they come, through their use and marketing to their 
eventual disposal as waste.


ISO 14000: 
  The ISO 14000 series is a family of environmental 


management standards developed by the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO). The ISO 14000 
standards are designed to provide an internationally 
recognized framework for environmental management, 
measurement, evaluation and auditing. They do not 
prescribe environmental performance targets, but 
instead provide organizations with the tools to assess 
and control the environmental impact of their activities, 
products or services. The standards address the 
following subjects: environmental management systems; 
environmental auditing; environmental labels and 
declarations; environmental performance evaluation; 
and life cycle assessment.


Life cycle assessment (LCA):
  Life-cycle assessment (LCA) is a process of evaluating 


the effects that a product has on the environment over 
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the entire period of its life thereby enabling the user to 
make informed decisions. It can be used to study the 
environmental impact of either a product or the function 
the product is designed to perform. LCA’s key elements 
are: (1) identify and quantify the environmental loads 
involved; including the energy and raw materials 
consumed, the emissions and wastes generated; (2) 
evaluate the potential environmental impacts of these 
loads; and (3) assess the options available for reducing 
these environmental impacts.


Lifecycle costing (LCC): 
  Assessment of the costs of a good or service over its 


entire life cycle, allocating total costs —including 
those traditionally grouped as “overhead” such as 
waste disposal, training, environmental permitting 
and waste and water treatment—to the products and 
processes responsible for generating the costs. This 
allows decisions about product design, purchasing and 
manufacturing to be based on a more complete picture 
of costs over a product’s lifecycle. An environmental 
LCC methodology takes into account the above four 
main cost categories plus external environmental 
costs. The latter may come from LCA analyses on 
environmental impacts, which measure for example 
the external costs of global warming contribution 
associated with emissions of different green-house 
gases. Environmental costs can be calculated also in 
respect of acidification (grams of SO2, NOX and NH3), 
eutrophication (grams of NOX and NH3), land use 
(m2*year) or other measurable impacts.


Lifecycle Management: 
  Takes the view that products need to be managed 


throughout design, production, operation, maintenance 
and end of life reuse or disposal. Product and 
packaging design (i.e. amount, size, and weight) affect 
the efficiency and effectiveness of a company’s SCL 
practices and, thus, logistics costs, waste, emissions 
and energy consumption.


Post-Consumer Recycled Content/Waste:
  Waste material generated by households or by 


commercial, industrial and institutional facilities in 
their role as end-users of the product, which can no 
longer be used for its intended purpose.


Pre-Commercial Procurement (PCP): 
  Concerns the Research and Development (R&D) phase 


before commercialization. Enables procurers to create 
the optimum conditions for wide commercialization and 
take-up of R&D results through standardization and/or 
publication and to pool the efforts of several procurers. 


Sustainable Purchasing (Procurement): 
  A management process used to acquire goods and 


services (“products”) in a way that gives preference 
to suppliers that generate both positive environmental 
outcomes, and that integrates sustainability 
considerations into product selection so that negative 
impacts on society and the environment are minimized 
throughout the full life cycle of the product. Green 
purchasing differs from sustainable purchasing as it 
solely addresses environmental issues. 


Sustainable supply-chain logistics:
  Explicitly manages the environmental, economic and 


social impacts of SCL activities; that is, the effective 
and efficient movement and storage of goods between 
the points of origin and destination or back again.


Third-Party Certifications: 
  An assessment carried out to measure the degree 


of compliance with a specification. Importantly, the 
assessment is carried out by an independent, third 
party organization that is qualified and licensed to 
issue certification when the assessment is successfully 
completed.  


Total Cost of Ownership (TCO): 
  A financial estimate whose purpose is to help 


consumers and enterprise managers determine the full 
range of direct and indirect costs of a product or system.
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Responsible Purchasing Network (RPN): 
www.responsiblepurchasing.org


Industry Canada: 
http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/sd-dd.nsf/eng/sd00548.html


National Association of Procurement Officials 
(NASPO):
http://www.naspo.org/content.cfm/id/Steps_to_Developing
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Letter from the Retail Industry Leaders Association 
 
 


On behalf of the Retail Industry Leaders Association (RILA) and our member companies, we are proud to 


present our first Retail Sustainability Report. For the past several years, RILA has provided resources to empower, 


enhance, and accelerate sustainability activities in the retail industry; this report is our first comprehensive look at 


the sustainability landscape. 


 


But of course all the retail efforts identified in this report are only the beginning. There is still much more to 


be done. We can confidently say that since RILA began working with our members’ sustainability executives four 


years ago, retailers have dramatically increased the reach and scope of their activities. Rather than stagnating 


throughout the recession as one might expect, retailers have redoubled their efforts–first focusing on their own 


operations, be it energy or landfill waste reduction in stores or customer engagement throughout the shopping 


experience, then reaching into their supply chains to ensure efficient operations and appropriate labor conditions.  


 


We hope this report illustrates the tangible progress the industry has made, often without precedent. But 


there is still work yet to be done and there are still challenges the industry faces. Regardless, the retail industry will 


continue to drive progress. 


 


 


 
 
Sandy Kennedy 
President 


 


 
 
Casey Chroust 
Executive Vice President,  
Retail Operations 


 


 
 
Adam Siegel 
Vice President, Sustainability & 
Retail Operations 
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About the Retail Industry Leaders Association 
 
The Retail Industry Leaders Association (RILA) is the trade association of the world’s largest and most 


innovative retail companies. RILA members include more than 200 retailers, product manufacturers, 
and service suppliers, which together account for more than $1.5 trillion in annual sales, millions of 
American jobs and more than 100,000 stores, manufacturing facilities, and distribution centers 
domestically and abroad. 
 
RILA’S RETAIL SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVE 
RILA’s Retail Sustainability Initiative (RSI) committee structure focuses on five sustainability areas key 
to successful retail programs: 1. energy and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions; 2. waste and recycling; 
3. products and supply chains; 4. environmental compliance; and 5. communicating, reporting, and 
engaging. The industry initiative engages retail sustainability executives for three primary objectives: 
 


RSI helps executives… By engaging with them through… 


Share best practices  
(What can we learn  
from  each other?) 


• Annual industry conferences  
• Benchmarking studies 
• Case studies 
• Interactive conference calls and meetings 
• Webinars with topic experts 
• Newsletters and more frequent news mailings 


Develop next practices  
(What do we need to  
collectively learn?) 


• Research studies with actionable results 
• Collaborative partnerships 


Communicate and advocate 
(What can we teach  
stakeholders?) 


• Commenting on regulations and rulemakings 
• Advocating on behalf of retail sustainability interests 
• Providing tools and resources for internal communication 


 
In 2011, RSI hosted monthly conference calls and two annual meetings for each committee topic to 
discuss a wide range of compliance and sustainability topics as well as the annual Retail Sustainability 
Conference. Some of the most crucial themes addressed by RSI in 2011 included defining 
“sustainability” as it applies to the retail industry, identifying the stakeholders necessary to the industry’s 


success on its sustainability journey, building relationships with those stakeholders, and initiating 
working projects to further the industry’s collective sustainability agenda. Those activities included: 
 


Project / activity 


Target 


stakeholder 2011 results 


Landlord-tenant  
collaborative dialogues 


Landlords • Energy, waste reduction toolkits 
• Study green lease toolkit 


Standard supplier 
sustainability questionnaire 
development 


Suppliers 


• Report that highlighted landscape of supplier 
engagement activities 


• Developing supplier questionnaire to minimize 
duplication and supplier survey fatigue 


Employee engagement 
research report 


Employees • Report that highlighted range of methods to 
engage employees for sustainability 


Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA) reform EPA • Building relationship with EPA policymakers 


Retail Sustainability 
Conference 


Retail & product 
manufacturers 


• Annual RILA Retail Sustainability Conference 
with nearly 400 attendees 


Retail Sustainability Report 
All retail 
stakeholders 


• This report to highlight retail practices and 
industry sustainability trends 
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This report is a culmination the retail industry’s activities, and specifically highlights the last year of retail 


sustainability efforts, which will continue to evolve and expand over time. 
 
HISTORY OF RILA’S RETAIL SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVE (RSI)  
The initial group of retail participants and others met in Plano, TX in May of 2007. The meeting was 
instigated by two trends in the industry: 1. an increase in regulatory enforcement actions against 
retailers with regard to issues ranging from storm water violations to hazardous material management 
and 2. the increase in sustainability activities throughout the industry. Both compliance and 
sustainability were understood to define the spectrum of environmental efforts necessary to run a 
successful retail company then and in the future. 
 
Representation at this meeting included key sustainability and compliance professionals from Advance 
Auto Parts, Auto Zone, BJ’s Wholesale Clubs, CarMax, H-E-B, JC Penney, Limited Brands, Marks & 
Spencer, Office Max, Pier 1 Importers, and Walmart. Many of the individuals from this initial committed 
group have been crucial to the development and success of the Initiative. 
 
Following this meeting, retailers worked through RILA to expand the Initiative to where it is today. RSI 
was first convened through a partnership between three organizations: Navista, The Shaw Group, and 
RILA. Navista, a public affairs group based in Washington, DC, specializes in coalition development 
and management, as well as strategic counseling. The Shaw Group is a global supplier of construction 
and engineering solutions, including environmental compliance, sustainability, and energy management 
consulting. 
 
In August of 2007, RSI was formalized with an initial focus on addressing regulatory compliance and 
sustainability challenges through a coordinated forum with peer organizations and leaders. It was 
staffed by Navista, Shaw Environmental, and RILA who together provided strategic counsel, project 
management, and retail and technical expertise to the network. The official kickoff meeting for RSI was 
held only a couple months later, in October of 2007.  
 
RSI has progressed significantly over the past four years, changing its structure and significantly 
increasing its retail membership. The Initiative has hosted four successful annual conferences, taking 
place each Fall and attracting almost 400 sustainability and compliance professionals from the retail 
industry to discuss best practices, develop collaborations, and identify future trends.  
 
While RSI began with a core and committed group of 11 retail companies, it has grown to include 
participation from a wide swath of the industry’s leading retailers: from large formats to small, and 


product categories ranging from apparel to automotive, electronics to toys, outdoor equipment to pet 
supplies. RSI will continue to grow and evolve, both in membership and focus, as the industry’s needs 


and efforts evolve. 
 
If you are interested in participating in the RILA Retail Sustainability Initiative, please visit 
http://www.retailsustainability.com to learn more. 
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About this Report 
 
This report highlights sustainability leadership in the retail sector. Those who are familiar with corporate 
sustainability efforts realize that it is a rapidly evolving field. Due to the size and dynamism of the 
industry and its sustainability activities, it is not feasible to report on the performance of all of RILA’s 


members. Therefore, this report will only provide a snapshot of retail’s efforts.  
 
This report discusses retail’s environmental, social, and community impacts—those impacts within a 
company’s four walls, in the products they sell, and in the local and global communities they touch. For 
the purposes of this report, “sustainability” is defined as operations that meet the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 
 
Data was collected from the most recent sustainability reports of 30 RILA retail member companies, 
which are representative of the industry’s diversity, from food to general merchandise to specialty 


stores, and from large to small format. 
 
In addition to sustainability report research, RILA members were invited to submit case studies for the 
report, and detailed interviews were conducted with the following 20 diverse retail companies: 
 


 Belk 
 Best Buy 
 Gap Inc. 
 H-E-B 
 The Home Depot 
 IKEA 
 jcpenney 
 Lowe’s 
 Meijer 
 Petco 


 PetSmart 
 Publix 
 Safeway 
 Sears 
 Staples 
 Target 
 VF Corporation 
 Walgreen 
 Walmart 
 Whole Foods Markets 


 
The authors would like to thank the 20 companies that were interviewed, as well as our industry 
advisory committee, comprised of six RILA member retail companies. 
 
If you are interested in engaging in this dialogue, your feedback is welcome. Please visit 
http://www.retailsustainability.com to submit your questions or comments. 
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Introduction 
 
For some retailers sustainability was built into their core values 
from the beginning; for others it has been embraced only more 
recently. Regardless of its origin, sustainability is becoming a 
core consideration for the retail industry, affecting strategy, 
operations, workforce engagement, and connection to 
consumers and communities. 
 
Retailers are evaluating their direct store, distribution center, and supply chain operations to 
uncover cost-saving and workforce-enhancing opportunities. While sustainability programs are 
reducing energy, greenhouse gases, waste, and chemicals, employees throughout the 
organization are being empowered to find even more innovations. 
 
Further, the retail industry is evolving to meet the changing needs of consumers and 
communities. As one of the most notable evolutions of the past decade, consumers have 
become progressively more concerned about their environmental and social impact. This 
concern has manifested in an increased demand for environmentally-friendly products, a rise 
in the availability of organic foods, and more. 
 
This report seeks to highlight sustainability trends in the retail industry, shedding light on 
retail’s evolving business practices and the challenges the industry still faces. The broader 
objective is to provide the retail industry and those it serves with a way to act on and engage 
in sustainability, through framing the critical issues, anticipating future trends, recognizing 
challenges, and sharing examples of how retailers are responding. 
 
While the retail industry has made great progress toward addressing sustainability issues, it 
recognizes there is still more work to be done. This report is intended to start a dialogue by 
illustrating the industry’s successes, challenges, and vision for the future.  
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Key Trends 
 


The retail industry plays a unique role in connecting product manufacturers, 
consumers, employees, and communities. From this vantage point, retail companies 
have insight into evolving manufacturing practices, consumer preferences, and 
community demands. Further, the traditional measures of competition—namely price, 
quality, service, and convenience—are now being supplemented by environmental 
and social considerations. These changing marketplace dynamics reinforce retailers’ 
efforts to identify and act on environmental and social concerns in their direct 
operations and product supply chains. 
 
KEY TRENDS 
 


During the development of this report, four key 
industry trends emerged: 
 
1. Working across sectors to achieve 


sustainability goals. Achieving the social 
and environmental goals that retailers are 
setting is a significant challenge, often 
requiring expertise not yet available within 
an organization. To forge a path forward 
where there often is no precedent, retailers 
are reaching out to nonprofits, academics, 
and governments, as well as to their 
suppliers, consumers, investors, vendors, 
and communities. These stakeholders 
provide diverse perspectives that can 
accelerate sustainable innovation. Such 
groups are working to incent retailers to 
reduce energy, improve product 
sustainability, ensure proper supplier labor 
conditions, and more. 


 


2. Turning from sustainability as a cost and 
risk reduction measure to an opportunity 
for business growth. The retailers leading 
the industry’s sustainability charge 
recognize that the benefits extend well 
beyond achieving business efficiencies. 
Sustainability programs are increasingly 
seen as a source of innovation, a way of 
differentiating a company that appeals to 
employees and consumers, and a platform 
for new product and market development. 


 


3. Developing systems for continuous 
improvement. As retailers build their 
sustainability programs, they have 
developed management, measurement, and 
IT systems for continuous improvement. 
Such mechanisms include environmental 
management systems, supplier 
scorecarding and management training, 
employee training and engagement, energy 
and waste reduction goals, sustainability 
reporting, and more. 


 
4. Fostering transparency in operations and 


in the supply chain. Opportunities for risk 
mitigation, coupled with increased public 
scrutiny, are driving the need for additional 
disclosure. Reporting on financial 
information alone can no longer articulate 
the complexities and intricacies of retail 
operations and global supply chains. 
Retailers are recognizing their responsibility 
to act on this by increasing the transparency 
of their operations—disclosing their 
activities, strategies, goals, challenges, data, 
and more. Doing so institutionalizes their 
efforts, adds public accountability, and 
invites stakeholders into the conversation. 


 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
A key aspect of researching initiatives and 
trends for this report was to determine the 
industry’s direction. Sustainability professionals 
in the retail industry will see their efforts 
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progressing in the next five to ten years in the 
following ways: 
 
 Sustainability will become integrated into 


the business. As sustainability strategies 
expand in scope, responsibilities will span 
across the organization and supplement the 
current centralized sustainability teams. 
Facilities management, real estate, supply 
chain, merchandising, marketing, and other 
teams will integrate sustainable thinking into 
their daily practices and decisions. 


 
 The drive to manage supply chain impacts 


will transform retailer-supplier 
relationships. Every stage of a product’s 
lifecycle, from raw materials processing to 
end-of-life, provides opportunity for 
innovation. Retailers can help spur positive 
change, making the supply chain a platform 
for continuous sustainability improvement. 
The retailer-supplier relationship will continue 
to evolve, using sustainability as an 
opportunity for generating shared value. 


 
 Industry collaboration will become the 


standard. Already the industry is starting to 
come together to address pressing social and 
environmental issues, such as managing 
product lifecycle impacts, human rights 
concerns in the supply chain, and the safety 
of products. This approach will become 
increasingly common; industry and 
stakeholder collaboration will help retailers 
identify and address the root causes of 
deeply embedded social and environmental 
challenges.  


 
 Business models will evolve as 


consumption habits change. Business 
models will embrace closed-loop product 
design and manufacture, recapturing 
resources and products and incorporating the 
value of ecosystems services. Innovations in 
how goods are produced and consumed will 
progress the consumer goods industry 
toward sustainability. 


 
 


BENEFITS OF SUSTAINABILITY 
Retailers understand that sustainability 
provides a suite of benefits for their business, 
the communities they operate in, people they 
touch, and environment we all depend on. 
Retailers identify many benefits while pursuing 
more sustainable operations and products: 
 
 Develop an efficient business. Looking at 


business operations through the lens of 
sustainability finds environmental and 
financial efficiencies through the reduction of 
energy, fuel, materials, waste, packaging, 
and other resources. 


 
 Actively mitigate risks. Decreasing 


dependence on natural resources like fuel 
and materials, both internally and in the 
product supply chain, reduces exposure to 
price fluctuations and market volatility. 
Ensuring proper labor standards, managing 
at-risk suppliers, and ensuring the safe 
manufacture and use of products mitigates 
brand risk. 


 
 Source new innovations. Sustainability is 


increasingly seen as a platform for identifying 
and driving innovative business practices. An 
eye toward reducing energy, water, waste, 
and toxic chemical use, as well as other 
environmental impacts leads to the 
development of new technologies and 
processes to save money, reduce risks, and 
identify revenue opportunities. 


 
 Recruit and retain top talent. Employees, 


now more than ever, enjoy working for a 
company they can be proud of. They 
appreciate employers that value their 
opinions, ideas, and skills. Strong 
sustainability programs attract and retain top 
employees by providing them with 
opportunities to positively influence society. 


 
 Enter new geographies. Retailers that 


constantly reinforce the value they bring to 
communities, beyond that of simply economic 
value or job creation, are more likely to be 
welcomed in new locations.  
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 Enter new product markets. As the green, 
natural, conscious, and healthy consumer 
segments grow, retailers will benefit from 
developing products and services that cater 
to these markets.  


 


 Improve reputation with the industry’s 
stakeholders. When sustainability efforts 
address the concerns of NGOs, suppliers, 
vendors, consumers, and other stakeholders, 
those stakeholders provide support rather 
than resistance to all dimensions of company 
growth—financial, social, and environmental.
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Chapter One: Operational Footprint 


 
The business case to use natural resources more efficiently while reducing 
dependence on nonrenewable materials is increasingly clear. For retailers, reducing 
direct environmental impacts like energy and water usage, waste generation, and land 
use provide opportunities to streamline business operations and save costs.  
 
Developing strategic and operational plans to address the environmental footprint of 
retail involves understanding impacts, prioritizing responses, tracking progress, and 
identifying innovative ways to improve retail’s operational footprint. Most important—
and most immediately tangible—are the facility operations that organizations control 
directly and can influence the most, including reducing energy and water consumption, 
minimizing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and increasing recycling rates to 
reduce waste.  
 
Through the process of measurement, assessment, strategy implementation, and 
reporting, retailers are building a foundation that will support continuous improvement 
in sustainability efforts. These efforts translate into superior operational performance, 
business and community leadership, and provide opportunities to show how the retail 
business model and sustainable practices intertwine.  
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The retail industry accounts for the largest energy bills and the second largest amount of greenhouse 
gas emissions in the entire commercial sector of the U.S. economy. Further, energy use is growing 
faster in the commercial sector than any other sector. These stark realities present an important 
challenge, and a great opportunity, for the retail industry to do what it does best—innovate and lead.  
 
Over the past five years, the industry has made notable progress in lowering its utility bills and 
shrinking its carbon footprint with help from EPA’s ENERGY STAR program. EPA looks forward to 


supporting the industry as it broadly embraces the value of energy efficiency and delivers significant 
financial and environmental savings. 
 
     Jean Lupinacci 
     Chief of U.S Environmental Protection Agency’s ENERGY STAR 
     Commercial and Industrial program 


 


Facility Energy Use


 
Energy is more than just an operational issue; it is the lifeblood of retail stores and 
distribution centers. Actively managing energy reduces costs in addition to reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions. These efforts can be noticed by customers in many ways; 
energy efficiency can create a more comfortable shopping experience and a place for 
active engagement among the company, its customers, and its employees. 
 
REDUCING ENERGY USE 
 
Managing energy starts with an understanding 
of energy usage, which can involve 
sophisticated building management systems 
and energy submeters, or simple methods like 
tracking monthly energy bills. Establishing an 
energy use baseline allows retailers to set 
reduction goals and to begin developing 
implementation strategies. Often, resources are 
leveraged in a variety of ways, such as 
incentive programs run by local governments 
and utilities. In addition, some retailers 
integrate greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
tracking into their energy measurement, and 
tools like EPA’s ENERGY STAR Building 
Portfolio Manager greatly simplify the 
calculation of building-related emissions. 
Target, for example, has committed to earn 
ENERGY STAR certification for at least 75-
percent of their U.S. buildings by 2015 (1). 
 
Techniques for an energy-efficient retail space 
include: 
 


 Install building automation systems that 
not only track energy use but also control 
temperature settings, monitor alarms, and 
help identify areas for energy savings. H-E-
B’s centralized energy management system 


will reduce their energy consumption by 
almost eight percent per store, per year (2). 


 
 Retrofit old heating, ventilation, and air 


conditioning (HVAC) systems with newer, 
more efficient models to reduce the energy 
needed to heat and cool retail spaces. 
Preventative maintenance and component 
upgrades, as well as centralized monitoring, 
also increases system efficiency. 


 
 Install low-energy lighting systems, 


including fluorescent and LED lamps, which 
use about 75-percent less energy than 
standard incandescent bulbs. Lowe’s 
completed a five-year sales-floor lighting 
retrofit in 2010 that put more than three 
million new energy-efficient fluorescent lamps 
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in stores (3). Motion sensors are becoming 
more common in food refrigeration cases; 
Target has installed these in all of its new and 
remodeled stores (1). 


 
 Incorporate daylighting and skylights, 


reducing the need for artificial lighting during 
daytime operational hours, saving energy and 
money. Walmart has incorporated daylighting 
in all of their new store designs, saving an 
estimated 250 million kWh a year (4). 


 
 Install advanced refrigeration systems for 


significant savings. For retail formats like 
grocery and convenience stores, refrigerators 
and freezers make up a significant portion of 
total energy use. Equipment with self-closing 
doors and motion-activated lighting and 
refrigerants with a lower climate impact will 
reduce GHG emissions.  


 
Installing energy-efficient equipment is only one 
approach to energy saving; engaging 
employees also leads to significant savings. 
Publix, for example, reduced its electricity 
usage by nine percent in existing stores 
through its Get into a Green Routine program 
that promotes green habits, such as turning the 
lights off and closing doors at work (5).  
 
Once energy-efficient equipment is installed, 
retailers monitor energy savings and verify the 
return on investment. In the case of many 
shopping centers, however, retail spaces are 
not submetered and energy is billed based on 
average usage across the entire shopping 
center. This arrangement provides little 
financial incentive for retail tenants to invest in 
energy reduction, as they cannot track the 
energy saved or benefit financially. In addition, 
leasing contracts are typically organized such 
that the landlord, not the tenant, is responsible 
for equipment upgrades. However, a trend 
toward green leasing will make it easier to 
share the benefits of energy efficiency. 
 
Minimizing energy use is a common first step 
toward reducing GHG emissions from a 
company’s facilities. Using renewable energy is 
the second step. Lastly, where renewable 


energy is not provided or is not cost effective, 
renewable energy credits and carbon offsets 
can be purchased to further reduce GHG 
emissions. 
 


 
STUDY: HOW GAP INC. SET THEIR 


CLIMATE IMPACT REDUCTION GOAL 
 
Setting an energy or climate goal helps gain 
buy-in throughout the organization, 
communicate long-term intentions, and build 
public accountability. While Gap Inc. originally 
set a goal to reduce the GHG emissions of its 
store operations by 11-percent between 2003 
and 2008, the company was able to reduce 
emissions by 20-percent in that time.  
 
In 2011, Gap Inc. announced a second goal to 
build on its achievements: a further reduction in 
absolute GHG emissions by 20-percent from 
2008 levels by 2015. To set the goal, Gap Inc. 
performed detailed GHG accounting for its 
stores, distribution centers, headquarters, and 
product transportation. That data was 
supplemented with Gap Inc.’s growth and 
expansion plans to forecast the company’s 
business-as-usual energy consumption.  
 
Concurrently, energy reduction pilot projects 
provided data to find even more opportunities. 
In one pilot, a voluntary program identified 
stores with high energy use and worked with 
managers to focus on energy conservation. In 
another, Gap Inc. is currently testing LED and 
CDMI technology in its pilot stores to evaluate 
the right efficient lighting solution going forward. 
 
The sustainability team, in conjunction with Gap 
Inc.’s real estate and strategy teams, used 
these analyses to set long-term goals that are 
ambitious yet achievable, and to allocate 
resources for the highest impact.  


 
 
On-site renewable energy is a long-term 
investment that hedges energy costs, saves 
money, reduces emissions, and provides 
reputational benefits. Rooftop solar energy 
systems and microturbines are among the most 
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common approaches. Multiple retailers are on 
the EPA’s list of top 20 on-site generators of 
renewable energy: Walmart’s California and 
Texas facilities place fourth and generate more 
than 36 million kWh; Kohl’s generates more 
than 20 million kWh; Safeway generates just 
less than 10 million kWh; and Macy’s California 
and Hawaii stores generate more than 5 million 
kWh (6). Fuel cells are also becoming more 
common at larger facilities. However, on-site 
generation is neither financially viable nor 
technically feasible in all locations. 
 


 
The retail industry is one of the strongest 
participants in the U.S. EPA’s Green Power 
Partnership. Leaders like Whole Foods, Staples, 
Walmart, Lowe’s, H-E-B, REI, and Giant Eagle 
have each made market-leading commitments 
to using clean, renewable energy. The American 
retail industry has the power—literally—to create 
the next generation of new, clean energy 
generation in the United States. 
 
    Blaine Collinson 


    Director 
    Green Power Partnership 
    U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
 
 
Purchasing renewable energy credits offsets 
GHG emissions and helps retailers progress 
toward their GHG goals. Programs such as the 
EPA’s Green Power Partnership are resources 
for organizations to find alternative energy 
producers, promote collaboration, and expedite 
implementation. The EPA’s top 20 retail 
partners use a total of 3.9 billion kWh of green 
power annually (6). 
 
A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE 
As retailers continue to make significant 
progress toward carbon neutrality and 
recognize the business benefits beyond just 
financial savings, others will follow suit with 
carbon neutrality commitments. Strategic and 
comprehensive energy and carbon reduction 
initiatives, like submetering, efficiency retrofits, 
and renewable energy generation, will become 
increasingly common. 


At the same time that energy consumption per 
square foot of retail space drops, progressively 
higher percentages of the energy that is used 
will be generated from low carbon sources. 
Investment in renewables, both by retailers and 
other sectors, will drive prices down, furthering 
the pace of renewable energy adaption. Doing 
so will ensure cost effective, reliable energy 
that is grid independent. In some cases, retail 
spaces may even serve as a net energy 
producer and feed clean energy into the local 
grid. But until the price of renewable energy 
generation has achieved parity with grid 
electricity, retailers will continue to invest most 
significantly in renewable energy in areas with 
strong financing and incentive programs. 
 


 
THE ROLE OF RETAIL DEVELOPERS 


 
In leased spaces, retail tenants can encounter 
barriers to eco-efficiency because of inflexibility 
in lease contracts or lack of organizational 
alignment. For example, a retailer located in a 
shopping center may want to retrofit lighting 
systems, but there is little incentive to do so if it 
shares an energy bill with the rest of the 
tenants in the complex. To achieve retail’s 
energy reduction goals, therefore, landlords 
and retail tenants must collaborate. 
 
To address this issue, in June 2011, RILA, the 
International Council of Shopping Centers, and 
Paladino & Co. brought landlords and retailers 
together for a roundtable on achieving 
sustainability goals. Those goals include: 
 
 Increase measurement and visibility on both 


sides of the relationship. 
 


 Develop continuous eco-improvement 
strategies that are financially beneficial. 
 


 Add value to the shopping experience and 
both industries’ shareholders. 


Toolkits are being developed to address those 
goals. 
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Minimizing Waste 
 
The core of retail’s business is the sale and distribution of physical goods. That does 
not mean, however, that waste is a necessary output. Through the hierarchy of waste 
reduction—material reduction, reuse, recycling, and then lastly disposal—retailers can 
radically reduce the amount of landfill waste produced, resulting not only in benefits to 
the environment but also cost savings and new revenue sources.  
 
From sales floors to distribution centers, actively engaging employees about waste 
reduction creates opportunities to involve and motivate employees, and to share 
positive effects with customers.  
 
WASTE MINIMIZATION IN ACTION 
 
Retail waste reduction programs first set out to 
analyze waste streams. Often this means 
working with waste haulers that track material 
volumes and perform audits of the waste 
content to illuminate reduction opportunities. 
However, for those retailers that share waste 
containers with others located in the same 
area, it can be difficult to gather waste volume 
data; in these cases, hands-on waste audits 
are particularly important. 
 
Similar to energy reduction, waste reduction 
goals are set at the corporate level to 
communicate intentions, build accountability, 
and inspire action. The type of goal set 
depends mainly on an organization’s culture. 
Some companies aim to reduce their waste by 
a particular percentage, like a reduction of 
landfill waste by 20-percent or more by 2015. 
Others commit to aspirational zero-waste goals. 
Company goals are then translated into store-
level waste reduction plans.  
 
Waste minimization starts with reduction 
and reuse. Retailers are updating procurement 
policies to minimize the volume of disposable 
material entering their facilities and engaging 
employees to reduce material consumption. 
Customers are also important allies in reducing 
waste; many retailers are introducing reusable 
shopping bags and some offer incentives to 
use them. CVS’s GreenBagTag program offers 


rewards and discounts when customers use 
their reusable bags (7).  
 
For the materials that cannot be eliminated or 
reused, retailers are maximizing recycling. 
Everything from plastic, aluminum, and 
cardboard to cooking oil can be recycled; 
donation banks can find a new life for used 
furniture and durable goods; and food waste 
can be composted or even used to make 
alternative fuels. 
 
Stores with proactive recycling efforts are 
saving, if not making, money when all recycling 
costs and revenues are considered (including 
new revenue streams, savings from avoiding 
landfill costs, and money saved on hauler fees). 
Current prices for recycled cardboard alone 
essentially mitigate any costs incurred for 
recycling other commodities, and regional 
variations in recycling costs can be balanced 
out by accounting for recycling on a nation-wide 
basis. 
 
However, retailers depend on local recycling 
infrastructures, including the programs 
landlords offer for retailers in shopping centers. 
To maximize opportunities for recycling, 
retailers are collaborating with landlords and 
fellow tenants. Some companies also partner 
with municipalities to develop local recycling 
and composting infrastructure or expand the 
types of materials that can be recycled. 
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Particularly innovative programs are directing 
operational wastes to product manufacturers, 
thereby closing the waste-to-product loop. 
Worldwise, a producer of pet products, creates 
products with Walmart’s recycled water bottles, 
cardboard, hangers, and bags (8). 
 
As with energy, employee engagement is an 
essential part of waste minimization. Effective 
recycling programs are designed for ease, 
understandability, and convenience, and 
participation is integrated into employee 
training, with clear store performance feedback. 


A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE 
Many retailers aspire to a long-term vision of 
zero waste, with all materials leaving the store 
being either used directly or recycled for new 
uses. However, there are many challenges to 
overcome, including the complexities of 
collecting and recycling different material types, 
and the lack of nationwide infrastructure. 
 
To achieve zero waste, retailers are looking not 
only at their operations but also deep into their 
supply chain. Reviewing product and packaging 
design reduces waste by eliminating the need 
for those materials from the beginning. 
Ultimately, anything that comes into stores will 
be sold, reused, or recycled; no materials 
eventually destined for the landfill will enter the 
retailer’s doors.  
 


 
THE ROLE OF MUNICIPALITIES &  


WASTE HAULERS 
 
In areas where full municipal recycling and 
composting programs are lacking, retail and 
community efforts to reduce waste are 
inhibited. Even where the proper infrastructure 
is in place, it can still be difficult to find a waste 
hauler that will provide tracking and 
measurement, along with affordable recycling 
options. To overcome these challenges, the 
retail industry’s needs include: 
 
 Inclusion in the discussion of any new 


programs, bans, legislation, etc. that could 
affect retail waste operations. 
 


 Waste stream tracking data by material and 
store when possible. 
 


 Recycling options for cardboard, shrink-
wrap, mixed plastic, mixed paper, pallets, e-
waste, foam, and mixed metals. 
 


 Composting options for organic food wastes. 
 
EPA WasteWise is a valuable resource to 
learn more about waste reduction. 
 


 


 
STUDY: HOW SAFEWAY DIVERTS THEIR 


WASTE FROM LANDFILL 
 
Last year, Safeway diverted approximately 
490,000 tons of materials from landfills and are 
progressing toward a goal of zero operational 
wastes. Recycling not only improves Safeway’s 


environmental footprint, it reduces costs. 
 
To achieve their waste reduction objectives, 
Safeway has engaged its stores, corporate 
offices, distribution centers, and manufacturing 
plants in a range of diversion programs. The 
company has developed a compost program 
and performed trash audits in each of its U.S. 
divisions. Store sustainability champions help 
ensure recycling procedures are followed and 
training programs reinforce proper recycling 
practices. Certain messaging has also proven 
to foster employee enthusiasm: framing the 
importance of recycling as “how Safeway is 


making a difference” and “how you can make a 


difference.” Its stores recycle materials like 


cardboard, plastics, compostables, food 
wastes, paper, construction materials, and 
more. In its southern California (Vons) 
operations, it is also piloting an initiative to turn 
fryer grease into biodiesel fuel. 
 
Safeway has also looked upstream for waste 
reduction opportunities. To further reduce 
landfill waste, the company has redesigned the 
packaging of some of its private brands to be 
compostable or recyclable. 
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Land Use & Development 
 
The key to optimizing land use and development is making new and existing sites as 
efficient as economically possible while physically integrating them into the 
community. Doing so not only saves money through energy and transportation 
efficiencies but also supports the vibrancy of the local area.  
 
One aspect of this trend is the move to smaller, more efficient stores on brownfield 
sites. These stores help retailers build their business, minimize their impact, and 
integrate closely into communities. 
 
MAKING THE MOST OF THE PROPERTY 
 
Retailers are acting to reduce their store and 
distribution center energy costs, water 
consumption, and carbon footprint. By 
understanding what it takes to make old stores 
more efficient, they are moving to creating new 
sites that can further minimize consumption 
simply through considering a few key areas. 
 
Store site selection weighs multiple factors. 
While sustainability attributes of a site are not 
the only criteria, they are becoming more 
prominent in site selection. Brownfield sites, 
urban integration, recycling infrastructure, 
alternative transportation, and opportunities for 
renewable energy use are desirable 
characteristics for new store and distribution 
center locations.  
 
Shrinking the size of stores and distribution 
centers is an industry trend. Big and medium 
box retailers are transitioning to smaller, 
specialized stores like Petco’s Unleashed, 
which caters to urban areas and offers a high-
end selection of pet products (9), and Best Buy 
Mobile, which specializes in mobile sales and 
services in shopping center locations (10). 
Technology like direct-to-store logistics, which 
bypasses distribution centers, buying trends 
like internet shopping, and smaller volume 
packaging are enabling the shift to smaller 
stores. 
 
Once a location is chosen, retailers implement 
strategies to efficiently develop and maintain 
their footprint: 


 
 Consider sustainability criteria in the 


design & construction phase. From the 
planning process to move in, the use of local 
and recycled construction materials, white 
membrane roofing, efficient HVAC systems, 
state-of-the-art coolers and refrigerators, 
polished concrete floors (that require less 
maintenance), efficient landscaping, solar 
panels, wind turbines, and other technologies 
are employed. Whole Foods’ new store 


construction, for instance, includes innovative 
green materials, such as medium density 
fiberboard, made from 100-percent recovered 
and recycled wood fiber; marmoleum, a 
natural linoleum product; and Forest 
Stewardship Council-certified wood (11). 


 
 Increase prevalence of LEED building 


standards. Developing to the U.S. Green 
Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED) certification is 
a growing trend in the industry. 
Environmentally-friendly practices include 
reusing store waste, using recycled material 
for construction purposes, sourcing 
alternative and renewable energy sources, 
and state-of-the-art refrigeration and cooling 
systems. Hannaford opened the world’s first 
supermarket to meet the LEED Platinum 
certification criteria. Among other innovative 
practices, the store uses two geothermal 
wells, located 750 feet underground, to 
regulate indoor temperature (12). 
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 Increase the availability of alternative 


transportation to stores. Communities 
thrive when citizens have access to many 
forms of transportation. Meijer uses its 
excess parking areas as commuter parking 
lots and bus stops for local veterans 
associations (13). IKEA, after determining that 
seven percent of its carbon footprint is from 
customer transportation to and from stores, is 
working with World Wildlife Fund for Nature 
(WWF) to define a comprehensive approach 
to customer transportation (14). Regardless of 
public transportation availability, retailers are 
promoting eco-friendly modes of 
transportation by installing bike racks and 
reserving premium parking spaces for hybrid 
and electric vehicles. Walgreens, among 
others, recently announced its plans to install 
electric vehicle charging stations at 800 of its 
stores by the end of the year (15). 


 
 Implement smart landscaping to improve 


water efficiency. Storm-water retention ponds 
and efficient irrigation systems help reduce 
runoff and water consumption. Target has 
324 acres of storm-water retention ponds 
helping to reduce excessive runoff and 
promote natural absorption of water in 
developed areas (16). Native plants and hearty 
shrubbery also minimize water use. When 
considering landscaping, H-E-B prioritizes 
water conservation and runoff filtering, and 
promotes native plant life (2). 


 
Although efforts are continuous, retailers face 
challenges in their land use initiatives. 
Sometimes outdated municipal regulations can 
hinder efficient building efforts. For example, 
municipalities may require a certain number of 
parking spaces based on the size of the 
building; often this number is greater than the 
actual need, increasing a store’s physical 
footprint. Also, certain municipalities have 
vegetation standards, which can require more 
water consumption than native plants. While 
both situations are intended to enhance the 
surrounding community, each unintentionally 
hinders sustainability progress. 
 


 
STUDY: HOW THE HOME DEPOT MINIMIZES 


ITS DEVELOPMENT FOOTPRINT 
 
The Home Depot is aware of the impact of its 
land use and development practices on the 
surrounding community. It therefore seeks to 
minimize its footprint through building and 
landscaping design, construction, and 
maintenance. 
 
Environmental consciousness begins with the 
company’s buildings. Its stores use local 


materials for concrete slabs and walls, and 
recycled metal for bar joists and decking. 
Carbon dioxide sensors have been installed to 
admit the minimum amount of fresh air required 
on an as-needed basis, keeping heating and 
cooling energy use down. And high efficiency 
rooftop air conditioning units and white roofs 
reduce the energy load and urban heat island 
effect. 
 
In its parking lots, all the lights are shut off an 
hour after closing, while security lights remain on 
at their lowest possible setting. The number of 
parking spaces required for each store has been 
cut, reducing impervious surface space and 
increasing green space. And all new stores 
feature bike racks—where appropriate—and 
have air lock vestibules and exits to reduce air 
infiltration. Energy management systems are 
used in all stores to control lighting and HVAC 
cycles. 
 
Additionally, The Home Depot has established 
eight planting zones nationwide that seek to 
eliminate or reduce the irrigation needed to 
maintain store landscaping, and allow for the 
use of local hardy plant species. More efficient 
irrigation heads have been installed that produce 
a rectangular spray, reducing water 
consumption by approximately 35-percent.  
 
Finally, the company is piloting the installation of 
rainwater retention tanks in 21 of its Florida 
stores. Each system will save 500,000 gallons of 
water per store per year, and a broader rollout is 
scheduled after completion of the pilot project. 
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A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE 
The face of retail stores will change in 
accordance with evolving community and 
consumer needs, as well as with sustainability 
priorities. Retail waste and carbon reduction 
goals, for example, will require retailers to look 
beyond common practice and ahead to 
innovative building designs and technologies. 
The increasing implementation of LEED 
certification and other holistic design 
techniques will continue to drive progress in 
new buildings and renovations. 
 


Efficient development will require retailers to 
evolve the criteria used for selecting new facility 
sites. The desire for urban integration will 
continue to drive brownfield development and 
careful consideration of local amenities like 
public transportation. Sustainable construction 
will also be instituted from the ground up, 
placing increasing prominence on recycled or 
locally-procured building materials, fuel cells, 
solar panels, and more. The most sustainable 
building practices will incorporate dramatic 
energy, water, and waste efficiencies while 
improving building functionality, air quality, and 
comfort.  
 
 


THE ROLE OF MUNICIPALITIES 
 
For this vision to become reality, companies 
must collaborate with additional stakeholders. 
Retailers, municipalities, developers, and 
other community stakeholders need to work 
together to improve alternative transportation, 
zoning, and municipal services that promote 
sustainability both at retail stores and more 
broadly in the community.  
 
In particular, municipalities will need to: 
 
 Adjust parking lot size requirements based 


on the specific needs of the local area and 
sustainability goals. 


 
 Modify landscaping requirements to 


accommodate native, low-maintenance 
plants. 


 
 Revise building codes to foster innovation 


in building design and construction, with a 
particular emphasis on green and energy-
efficient design and urban integration. 
 


 Offer public transportation options that are 
affordable and convenient for a range of 
local residents. 
 


 Align municipal regulations with state and 
federal regulations.
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There is phenomenal creativity happening in companies that engage employees in environment and 
sustainability education. This translates into clear savings in energy and other operating costs, and 
leadership in sustainability when executives and managers at all levels are committed to employee 
engagement.  
 
Thinking ahead, employee engagement will be even more vital as consumers, becoming more aware of 
the environment, ask questions about everyday company practices and the green attributes of products 
they seek to buy. 
 
    Diane Wood 


    President  
    National Environmental Education Foundation (NEEF) 


Employee Engagement 


 
Retailers view the collective energy of their workforce as one of their biggest assets in 
moving the needle on sustainability. In the United States alone, retail employs more 
than 10 million people. And, according to retailers, their employees have shown a 
great deal of enthusiasm for sustainability and a desire to get involved. 
 
Today, retailers are doing a great deal to engage their employees in sustainability 
initiatives, from hosting sustainability fairs at their headquarters to developing 
employee videos, intranet sites, blogs, and volunteer days. Through these efforts, 
companies have reaped many benefits: they have generated innovative ideas for 
running business segments, brought new products to the shelves, saved money, and 
motivated staff and customers alike. 
 
ENGAGING EMPLOYEES ON THE JOURNEY 
 
Ultimately the specifics of any engagement 
program depend on an organization’s particular 
culture. Successful employee engagement 
programs have executive leadership, foster 
collaboration across functional areas, harness 
grassroots passion, and embed sustainability in 
position descriptions. They also communicate 
to employees regularly with a balance of “push” 


communications and feedback mechanisms. 
 
In particular, retailers are engaging their 
headquarters and associate employees through 
the following channels:  
 
 Senior executive councils, composed of 


senior leadership that cut across functional 
areas, increase the credibility of sustainability 


programs and provide channels for input and 
feedback from employees across the 
organization.  


 
 Sustainability fairs and special events like 


an Earth Day activity provide opportunities for 
marketing to and engaging employees in 
corporate sustainability programs. Last year 
several retailers, including IKEA, Walgreens, 
and others, participated in Earth Hour, during 
which stores and employees are encouraged 
to turn off their lights for one hour on a 
Saturday in April (17), (18). 


 
 Extracurricular volunteer activities raise 


community awareness and camaraderie 
among employees. Target employees 
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volunteer to transform their local school 
libraries with their design and construction 
skills (19). Walgreens recently created a 
community leadership position in its stores; 
each community leader helps to address 
needs in the local community and organize 
volunteer programs (20). 


 
 Volunteer-led sustainability or health 


affinity groups put peers in charge of 
organizing activities and involving other like-
minded employees. 


 
 Green teams or ambassador programs 


empower employees to promote 
sustainability in their area of work, whether 
that is the store, distribution center, or home 
office.  


 
 Friendly store to store competitions to 


promote associate teamwork and drive 
improvements across the store portfolio. 


 
Communication through multiple channels 
is also crucial for engaging employees. 
Messages can be pushed to employees 
through traditional channels like company 
newsletters, posters, training programs, and 
executive and store manager outreach, as well 
as modern channels such as intranet sites, 
social media, sustainability reports, and more. 
Surveys, conversations, emails, intranet 
comment sites, and special events allow for 
crucial employee feedback. 
 
However, there are significant challenges to 
engaging retail employees. Retail, by the 
nature of the industry, has high turnover, 
making consistent employee involvement 
difficult. Also, associate employees often don’t 
have company email accounts or access to 
computers at work, making it difficult to reach 
them in a consistent manner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
STUDY: HOW PETSMART ENGAGES  


THEIR EMPLOYEES 
 
PetSmart launched a suite of strategic employee 
engagement programs in 2010 beginning with the 
development of a Sustainability Council. The 
council is composed of key associates from 
across the company, who lead their particular 
business unit. They disseminate information 
about PetSmart’s sustainability efforts and act as 
a conduit for feedback to the sustainability team. 
This set up provides each team with diverse 
business perspectives and a channel to reach a 
wide internal audience. 
 
To immerse employees in ways that relate 
sustainability themes to their work and home 
lives, the sustainability office has developed 
engagement activities that include: 
 
 Sustainable elements in their cafeteria like 


organic foods and educational signage, as well 
as prominently placed recycling containers in 
their headquarters office.  
 


 A Trip Reduction Program to help employees 
find alternative modes of transportation to work. 
 


 Teaser fliers posted throughout the office 
highlighting various sustainability events, 
initiatives, and factoids. 
 


 Annual employee engagement events: in 2010 
PetSmart hosted a Sustainability Fair that 
showcased local energy-efficiency vendors, 
utilities, and merchandise vendors. In 2011, it 
held a Drive Thru Recycling event that brought 
10 unique recycling vendors to their campus.  
 


 An informal, bimonthly Fresh Air Forum that 
brings together passionate employees to meet 
each other, discuss green issues in work and 
home, and learn from a guest speaker.  


 
Further, the sustainability team released an 
internal report to increase awareness of 
PetSmart’s environmental successes. The report 
acts as a talking point for the Sustainability 
Council and generates internal dialogue. 
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A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE 
With the Millennial generation beginning its 
careers, more employees than ever have 
passion and enthusiasm for their company’s 
sustainability activities. Americans are seeking 
employers that are socially responsible, and 
retailers recognize this. Employee engagement 
will be a crucial component as companies 
integrate sustainability into their organizations. 
 
In particular, retailers will seek to involve 
employees in sustainability through a diverse 
and broad set of activities, both through 
informal and formal channels. Green teams will 
give employees the opportunity to connect with 
like-minded peers to share their business and 
lifestyle sustainability ideas. Events like 


Sustainability Fairs will provide opportunities for 
employees to meet face-to-face and grow an 
ever-evolving dialogue. And personal goal-
setting programs will allow employees to 
develop a definition of sustainability that aligns 
with their personal values and needs. Strong 
programs will engage employees in ways that 
improve their sustainability performance at and 
outside of work. 
 
And formally, sustainability criteria will 
increasingly be included in employee 
performance evaluations and executive 
bonuses, providing incentives and holding 
employees accountable for achieving 
sustainability objectives and driving innovation. 
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Chapter Two: The Product Journey 
 
Products are at the heart of retail and present a significant sustainability opportunity 
throughout their lifecycle, from design and manufacture, to transportation and sale, to 
use and end-of-life. Sustainability opportunities range from reducing impacts at 
different points in the lifecycle journey—for example, in the case of reducing 
packaging, to fundamentally rethinking and redesigning products.  
 
The opportunities are myriad but are often hard to act on, not just for retailers but also 
for product designers and manufacturers. The core challenge is to improve the 
performance and value of the product to reflect consumers’ needs, while also 
continually improving the product’s environmental and social impact. 
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While the business case for sustainability is clear, retailers also increasingly understand that the 
customer of tomorrow will demand more information about the environmental and social impact of the 
products they buy. 
 
The consortium is working with major retailers including Ahold, Kroger, Safeway, Marks and Spencer, 
Walmart, and others to build a science-based system for measuring the sustainability of products, which 
is already helping them drive sustainable changes in their supply chains where it matters most. 


 
    Bonnie Nixon 


    Executive Director  
    The Sustainability Consortium 
 


Design & Manufacturing  


 
The ecological performance of a product, from manufacturing through consumer use 
and finally disposal, is significantly influenced by the product’s design. Depending on 
the product category, retailers calculate that a significant percent of their total 
environmental footprint can be traced to their supply chain and consumer use. 
Supplier manufacturing sites must also be assessed and monitored to ensure that 
working conditions are fair and conform to accepted standards.  
 
The challenge of sustainable design and manufacturing is that, while retailers can 
directly affect their immediate operations, influencing the supply chain can be much 
more difficult. Private label product design is under a retailer’s control, but the design 
of the majority of products sold is not. And consumer product value chains are 
complex webs that span the globe, from raw material sourcing through manufacturing 
and distribution. Materials flow through numerous countries and cultures, making 
product components difficult to track and social compliance important to enforce. 
 
However, consumer product and retail industries are fostering more transparent, 
communicative product supply chains with the aim of advancing social and 
environmental responsibility. In an effort to be strategic and proactive, retailers are 
developing technology and process infrastructures that promote continuous 
improvement in product supply chain costs, risks, safety, quality, and innovation—from 
design through manufacturing. 
 
ENGAGING MANUFACTURERS IN THE CONVERSATION 
 
Retailers are factoring sustainability criteria into 
their private label product design, as 
consumers look for product attributes like 
organic, sustainably sourced, high recycled 
content, and energy efficient. Many retailers 


now offer a line of more environmentally-
friendly products, such as Staples’s Eco Easy 
line or Safeway’s Bright Green natural product 
line, which earned the right to display the EPA's 
Design for the Environment label (21). 
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In addition, a number of retailers are looking 
beyond dedicated product lines to integrating 
sustainability across all offerings. IKEA, for 
example, has implemented an “e-wheel” to 


understand and track the impact of its products 
throughout their lifecycle (22). Product lifecycle 
assessment can evaluate environmental 
impacts from design to use to disposal and 
identify hot spots that offer the greatest 
potential for improvement. 
 
When it comes to manufacturing, most 
products are supplied by third parties. The 
retailer-supplier relationship of the past was 
characterized by an arms-length transaction 
between the retail buyer and supplier based 
primarily on the supplier’s price and ability to 
satisfy product requirements. Today’s emerging 
retailer-supplier relationship, however, is 
defined by increased collaboration and deeper 
conversations about supplier practices, 
including eco-efficiency and working 
conditions—promoting continuous improvement 
and reducing risk for both parties.  
 
Companies are assessing, reporting, verifying, 
and addressing the social and environmental 
impacts of their product supply chain. Some 
modes of engagement include: 
 
 Codes of conduct guide manufacturers in 


acceptable labor, health, safety, and 
environmental practices. Gap Inc.’s Code of 
Vendor Conduct has a focus on the health 
and labor standards within factories (23). To 
verify implementation, retailers audit 
manufacturing facilities to ensure that they 
meet standards and expectations. This 
process includes in-person audits as well as 
questionnaires integrated into risk 
management processes.  


 
 Restricted substance lists help ensure that 


no chemicals of concern are used in goods 
production. NIKE’s Sustainable Chemistry 
Guidance is intended to ensure that products 
comply with the strictest global legislation, to 
limit or eliminate targeted substances, and to 
enable greener product innovation (24). 


 
 Vendor surveys can help identify suppliers 


that are going beyond compliance in their 
environmental and social programs. 


 
 Building manufacturers’ management 


capacities enables them to effectively 
improve the environment, health, and safety 
of their operations. 


 
 Technical assistance and financing to 


retrofit plant systems. Walmart’s Supplier 
Energy Efficiency Project conducts energy 
audits and finances retrofits of its suppliers’ 
facilities. SEEP aims to save supply chain 
costs by sharing Walmart’s energy-efficiency 
expertise with its suppliers (25). 


 
 Supplier forums, conferences, meetings, 


etc. help retailers explain their evolving 
sustainability priorities and solicit questions 
and feedback from the supplier community. 


 
 Reporting impacts, goals, and progress is 


another key component of retail’s supply 
chain strategy. Reporting informs 
stakeholders about retailers’ sustainability 
efforts and creates public accountability. 
Public metrics-based goals can add further 
clarity to long-term objectives, demonstrating 
a credible commitment to stakeholders. 


 
Because working with the supply chain involves 
numerous parties with varying levels of control, 
collaboration is crucial. Best Buy, Gap Inc., 
jcpenney, Safeway, Target, REI, VF 
Corporation, Walmart, and many others are 
finding collaborative working groups like The 
Sustainability Consortium, the Sustainable 
Apparel Coalition, and the Global Social 
Compliance Program to be essential for 
developing comprehensive and consistent 
industry and product standards. These groups 
bring the business, government, nonprofit, and 
academic sectors together to share their 
expertise and resources. Doing so greatly adds 
to their combined efforts, but can be logistically 
and organizationally challenging. 
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STUDY: HOW WALMART SET & ACTS ON 


ITS GOAL TO REDUCE CARBON 
EMISSIONS IN ITS SUPPLY CHAIN 


 
In February 2010, Walmart set a goal of 
removing 20 million metric tons of GHG 
emissions from its supply chain by 2015. For 
the year prior to launching that public 
commitment, Walmart worked with its NGO 
partners to research and select the ambitious 
and meaningful goal. The commitment was 
determined as 150% of Walmart’s projected 
operational carbon footprint growth (scope I 
and II), and was intended to be a tool for 
Walmart to engage its suppliers and customers 
in dialogue around sustainability. 
 
Walmart’s supply chain GHG reduction strategy 
includes three approaches. First, it has 
reviewed its most major product categories by 
volume to estimate the value chain carbon 
flows and seek hot spots. Identifying the areas 
with the most potential allows the company to 
target their resources and have the greatest 
impact. Efforts have been launched across 
many categories, developing projects and 
systems that are transferable across suppliers 
and countries. 
 
Second, Walmart seeks to find innovative 
approaches from outside organizations like 
nonprofits and expert consultants. The diverse 
sustainability networks that Walmart has 
formalized introduce thought leadership, 
expertise, and resources that Walmart cannot 
access on its own. 
 
And finally, in parallel, the company is 
educating merchants about carbon reduction 
objectives and strategies. Merchants, who are 
the direct touch point to Walmart’s suppliers, 
can educate their suppliers in turn. 


 
 


A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE 
As consumer and regulatory pressures grow, 
product design will incorporate multiple 
environmental attributes, appropriately 
weighing energy, carbon, material, chemicals, 
recyclability, water, waste, and other needs, 
with functionality and performance criteria. 
Green chemistry, “cradle-to-cradle,” and design 


for the environment techniques will become 
increasingly prevalent in the design process for 
both private label and branded products. 
 
The level of transparency in consumer product 
supply chains will continue to rapidly expand, 
increasing visibility into working conditions, 
human rights, and environmental impacts in 
product manufacturing. A host of factors will 
drive this trend, most notably consumer, 
regulator, and investor demands for product 
and manufacturing information. 
 
Relationships between retailers and suppliers 
built on trust will foster more open and free 
information sharing, especially where the 
retailer has made the commitment to work with 
their suppliers over the long term. Collaborative 
groups like The Sustainability Consortium and 
the Sustainable Apparel Coalition will bring the 
business, government, nonprofit, and academic 
sectors together to share their expertise and 
resources. 
 
Both parties will develop and share supply 
chain goals to align priorities and track 
progress. Ultimately, retailers and their 
suppliers will continuously improve product 
manufacturing to reduce the process’s 


environmental and social impact. 
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THE ROLE OF 
PRODUCT MANUFACTURERS 


 
With manufacture often serving as the most 
significant component of the product lifecycle 
impact, retailers seek to continually reduce the 
environmental impact and improve the working 
conditions of manufacturing operations. In 
particular, retailers will look to suppliers to: 
 
 Measure and actively reduce their energy 


use, GHG emissions, water use and 
wastewater discharge, emissions, solid 
waste, and hazardous material footprints. 


 
 Implement environmental management 


systems and set targets for reducing impacts. 
 
 Identify and resolve human rights issues in 


production; ensure strong working conditions 
throughout the supply chain. 


 
 Engage their subcontractors in more 


environmentally and socially responsible 
operations. 


 


References for sustainable manufacturing 
operations and how to get started engaging 
your suppliers include: 
 
 Sustainable Apparel Coalition Apparel Tool, 


currently in public beta testing 
 
 The Sustainability Consortium 
 
 The Fair Factories Clearinghouse 
 
 The Fair Labor Association 


 
 Verité’s Fair Labor Toolkit 
 
Additionally, you can work with your industry’s 


trade association to develop industry-wide 
programs that address your needs and align 
with the leading standards.
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Retailers occupy a unique position between consumers and product supply chains and have a critical 
role in sending signals about the importance of sustainability issues to both. We have seen aggressive 
action from retailers to drive resource efficiency within supply chains and reduce and recover distribution 
packaging. However, action with regard to consumers has been much more limited.  
 
Significant opportunities exist for retailers to more aggressively communicate to consumers about the 
importance of conservation and recycling as an economic issue. I hope we are seeing an emerging trend 
for clear and collective priorities from the retail sector on communicating the importance of recycling to 
consumers, which would go a long way to bring a stewardship ethic to the fore in the U.S. This type of 
collective action will become increasingly important as economically strapped state and local 
governments look to industry for support in managing packaging. 
 
    Anne Johnson 


    Program Director 
    GreenBlue 


Packaging 


 
Packaging is crucial to the product supply chain. It helps protect and maintain goods 
during shipping, on retail shelves, and before consumer use, and plays an important 
role in communicating product attributes to the customer.  
 
However, inefficient packaging increases transportation costs and waste. The number 
of goods that can be transported in a single load, for example, is directly related to the 
size and shape of product and transportation packaging. Warehouse and store 
inventory sizes are also partially determined by product packaging, potentially leading 
to larger-than-necessary buildings and related land use impacts.  
 
Reducing the amount of packaging and using smarter packing methods also reduces 
costs, emissions, and material use. This optimization process includes an evaluation 
of current materials and packaging designs, analysis of alternatives, and education 
and engagement with product suppliers, transportation vendors, retail buyers, 
customers, and other stakeholders.  
 
SMART PACKAGING 
 
As they do for many other environmental 
impact areas, retailers begin by measuring 
and tracking product and transportation 
packaging. Doing so is necessary for 
developing a baseline and setting achievable, 
yet motivational goals.  
 


Not all retailers have complete control over 
packaging. In many cases, packaging and 
shipping methods are determined by the 
product manufacturer. Therefore retailers need 
to engage product manufacturers and 
transportation providers in order to see results. 
However, when retailers do have a significant 
influence over packaging, such as with private 
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label products, they can achieve significant 
reductions. Over the last year, Best Buy 
eliminated 886 tons of PVC (polyvinyl chloride) 
and removed 745 tons of other plastic from 
their exclusive brands packaging. They are also 
using recycled materials, nonsolvent coatings, 
and organic inks when possible (26). 
 
Reducing the package size and the amount 
of material used can result in significant 
savings. Apple changed the packaging for its 
popular iPhone 4, translating to 80-percent 
more boxes per shipping pallet relative to the 
original version (27). 
 
Rethinking packaging is another innovation in 
process. When Puma was looking at the 
packaging for its shoes, it decided to reinvent 
the shoe box. Working with a design firm, it 
transformed the box into a bag, at once 
extending the use of the packaging while 
enhancing the consumer experience of 
unveiling the product (28). 
 
Another important factor in packaging design is 
materials selection: lighter, safer, lower 
impact, and recyclable materials are preferable. 
PVC is often targeted for reduction or 
elimination because of the toxic nature of the 
material in production, use, and disposal. 
Limited Brands eliminated its use of PVC in 
Bath and Body Works products, while Victoria’s 
Secret’s personal care products line has 
reduced its PVC usage by 4.3 million pounds 
per year (29). In order to reduce the amount of 
shrink-wrap used, Staples is piloting a program 
to use reusable shipping sleeves and totes for 
Staples Advantage delivery customers (30). 
Some companies are selecting packaging 
components made of recycled materials. 
American Eagle Outfitters’ shoe boxes, for 
example, are made from 100-percent post-
consumer recycled material (31). 
 
Product suppliers must also be engaged to 
develop more sustainable packaging materials 
and designs. Best Buy held a summit with their 
Chinese manufacturers to discuss packaging 
requirements and to reinforce their packaging 


material guidelines, which restrict the use of 
heavy metals and other materials (26). 
 
Collaborating with peers and suppliers to 
develop industry standards is the long-term 
solution to reducing packaging and 
environmental impact. A number of retailers, 
including REI, Staples, Target, Starbucks, and 
NIKE, are members of the Sustainable 
Packaging Coalition, which strives to improve 
packaging performance through design and 
metrics for evaluating its impact. The Global 
Packaging Project, a group of manufacturers 
and retailers, have developed a common 
industry language for sustainability in 
packaging, and kicked off pilot projects to test 
more sustainable packaging materials and 
techniques. 
 
A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE 
Retailers and manufacturers alike will continue 
to recognize the financial and process benefits 
to packaging reduction and will expand their 
efforts to redesign products and packages. At 
the same time, packaging will continue to play 
an important role in communicating the 
sustainable attributes of products to 
consumers. 
 
Because packaging touches all parts of the 
product lifecycle, the key to effectively reducing 
packaging is collaboration around the way 
packaging is designed, used, and disposed. In 
addition, to support transformation, the industry 
needs a consistent method for evaluating the 
impact and benefits of packaging.  
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STUDY: HOW STAPLES ENGAGES ITS 
SUPPLIERS TO REDUCE PACKAGING  


 
Staples recognizes that driving more 
sustainable packaging requires suppliers’ 
involvement. To engage suppliers in the 
development of more sustainable packaging, 
Staples launched their Race to the Top 
program in the Fall of 2010. 
 
That program promotes healthy competition by 
calling on suppliers to develop innovative 
packaging techniques that use fewer or 
alternative materials, profitably driving more 
sustainable SKUs. In addition to traditional 
packaging criteria like cost, weight, size, and 
function, suppliers compete on dimensions of 
innovation and environmental attributes. 
 
In order to stimulate innovation, Staples and 
select suppliers made their supply chain 
operations visible to each other. Doing so 
allowed breakthrough thinking: Staples better 
understood the supply chain impacts of its 
packaging requirements and suppliers 
identified opportunities for packaging changes 
based on Staples’ processes. Working teams, 
composed of Staples and supplier associates, 
were established for each supplier, with the 
goal to identify specific packaging changes that 
benefited the customer and the businesses. 
The teams studied the entire supply chain as a 
single process and found innovations that 
reduce packaging requirements. Once an 
innovation is achieved at the supplier SKU 
level, Staples seeks to scale it across the entire 
product category. 
 
Some of the breakthrough ideas came in the 
form of reduction or removal of unneeded 
secondary packaging, reduction in master 
carton basis weight, reduction in the size of a 
primary pack, and ink reduction on delivery 
packaging. 
 
 
 
 
 


 
THE ROLE OF 


PRODUCT MANUFACTURERS 
 


While packaging is necessary to maintain the 
integrity of a product through distribution, it 
also contributes to a product’s ecological 
footprint. Retailers will look for their 
manufacturers to evaluate and minimize the 
lifecycle packaging impacts by: 


 
 Avoiding packaging materials that contain 


hazardous materials. 
 


 Using environmentally preferable 
treatments. 


 
 Reducing the volume of packaging material 


while maintaining consistent function. 
 
 Increasing the proportion of more 


environmentally-friendly materials, 
including post-consumer recycled content. 


 
 Designing packaging to enhance reuse and 


recyclability. 
 
 Redesigning products and packaging to 


increasing packing rates. 
 


The Global Packaging Project and the 
Sustainable Packaging Coalition will provide 
companies that are new to sustainable 
packaging with the resources to get started. 
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EPA supports the retail sector's efforts in integrating sustainable goods movement into their business 
models. Leading retailers are using the SmartWay Transport Partnership to assess their supply chain 
fuel efficiency and emissions footprint while also working directly with their service providers to 
incentivize and encourage freight sustainability. Their joint efforts are helping industry to reduce costs, 
while enhancing energy security and reducing emissions. 
 
    Margo T. Oge 


    Director of the Office of Transportation and Air Quality 
    U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
 


Transportation  


Once a product is manufactured it makes its way to the consumer via multiple stops, 
including time in the hands of suppliers, distribution centers, stores, and finally the 
consumer. Retailers see efficient transportation as a huge opportunity for savings. A 
more efficient fleet and transportation system means less fuel used and shorter time to 
market. Through external collaboration and operational improvements, retailers are 
optimizing fleet efficiency and further reducing their carbon footprints.  
 
IMPROVING TRANSPORTATION METHODS 
 
To reduce transportation emissions retailers 
are improving efficiency in five ways: product 
sourcing, packing efficiencies, route 
optimization, low carbon transportation 
methods, and shipping technology 
improvements. 
 
Focusing on locally sourced goods can cut 
transportation-related GHG emissions simply 
by reducing the number of miles traveled. 
Safeway, which has brought produce to their 
shelves from hundreds of local growers across 
the country, sees local sources as an 
opportunity for GHG emissions reduction and 
supporting the vitality of regional farms (21).  
 
Smart packing methods make transportation 
more efficient by maximizing the amount of 
product each shipping load can carry. REI 
redesigned its bike boxes, thereby reducing 
packaging by 68-percent and increasing the 
number of bikes per load by 10-percent (32). 
Safeway also reevaluated their packing 
methods to have more products per pallet and 


pallets per truck, reducing its 2010 carbon 
emissions by 9,667 metric tons (21).  
 
Route optimization involves assessing 
product transportation patterns and combining 
routes where possible. By reevaluating routes, 
optimizing space truck loads, and increasing 
fuel efficiency, CVS eliminated 11,000 routes 
and saved 500,000 gallons of fuel (33). 
 
Choosing the appropriate mode of 
transportation can also cut fuel consumption, 
costs, and carbon emissions. Air is the most 
expensive and carbon-intensive transportation 
method, followed by trucking, and then rail. 
However, other considerations like speed of 
delivery must also be taken in account when 
determining the appropriate method of 
transportation. 
 
Setting transportation efficiency goals, 
similar to store energy and landfill waste 
reduction goals, can drive innovation and align 
company departments. Target, for example, set 
a goal to improve the efficiency of inbound 
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transportation to distribution centers by 15-
percent and of outbound transportation by 20-
percent by 2015. It also aims to support the 
adoption of cleaner fuels and more fuel efficient 
practices (34). 
 
Retailers can move goods more efficiently by 
implementing new technology and 
processes. Maximum speed limits and no-
idling policies minimize unnecessary fuel 
consumption; both can be enforced by on-
board computers. By using these methods, 
Staples has improved fleet fuel economy by 
more than 20-percent since 2007; the company 
is saving nearly one million gallons of diesel 
fuel annually (30). In addition, a number of 
technological improvements can be integrated 
into trucking fleets: 
 
 Auxiliary power units provide the operator 


with heating, air conditioning, and electrical 
power, eliminating the need for the vehicle 
engine to be run when the driver is resting. 


 
 Replacing traditional dual tires with one 


larger tire reduces load on the engine by 
reducing the weight and rolling resistance of 
the wheels. 


 
 Aerodynamic skirts reduce drag, thereby 


reducing engine load. 
 
 Hybrid vehicles are more efficient than their 


conventional counterparts. Walmart and 
Daimler Trucks are collaborating to build a 
new hybrid-electric truck (4). 


 
 Alternative fuels, such as natural gas, 


biodiesel, and electricity are less carbon 
intensive than traditional fuels. In 2010, 
Staples tested and ordered 40 all-electric 
powered trucks (30). 


 
The EPA’s SmartWay Transport Partnership 
helps retailers reduce their transport-related 
carbon footprint. The SmartWay program 
provides resources for transportation 
companies to quantify fuel use and emissions, 
develop reduction goals, and create strategic 
plans of action. 


 
Achieving transportation fuel reductions is 
easier for some than it is for others, depending 
on a retailer’s size and business model. Some 


own their entire trucking fleet and have 
significant influence over trucking operations. 


 
STUDY: HOW LOWE’S ENSURES 


EFFICIENT TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS 
 
Like most retail companies, Lowe’s does not 


own a truck fleet. So in order for the company 
to reduce the carbon footprint of its product 
transportation, Lowe’s collaborates with its 


carriers to develop more sustainable practices.   
 
Lowe’s encourages its carriers to engage with 


EPA SmartWay. SmartWay is a voluntary 
program that promotes more efficient 
transportation technologies and practices and 
certifies carriers with more sustainable 
operations. In fact, all domestic shipments 
routed by Lowe’s are transported by EPA 


SmartWay Carrier Partners. Since 2005, the 
SmartWay program has reduced the highway 
travel of the company’s carriers by 560 million 


miles and resulted in diesel fuel savings of 
more than 100 million gallons. That is a carbon 
savings of more than one million tons (3). 
 
Lowe’s works with its carriers to encourage 


deployment of specific technologies like 
auxiliary power units to reduce idling fuel 
consumption and trailer fairings to improve 
aerodynamics. In addition to its positive 
influence on hundreds of its own carriers, 
Lowe’s is heavily involved in the Coalition for 
Responsible Transportation (CRT), a 
partnership between industry, Environmental 
Defense Fund, and EPA SmartWay Clean 
Trucks Initiative, which provides a framework 
for reducing truck-related GHG emissions at 
ports. From the West Coast to ports across the 
Southeast, Lowe’s is partnering with others to 


protect air quality in and around ports. The EPA 
honored Lowe’s efforts in 2011 with a 


SmartWay Champions award, the fourth 
consecutive honor Lowe’s has received from its 
EPA partners. 
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Other retailers contract with third parties and 
therefore have limited influence over transport 
operations but flexibility in carrier selection. 
 
A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE 
The recent volatility in fuel prices has given 
companies strong incentives to transform 
transportation fleets. Looking forward, these 
drivers will continue to increase in importance 
as fuel prices rise and international consensus 
develops around carbon action.  
 
One of the greatest obstacles to maximizing 
transportation efficiency is the lack of 
commercially available, low carbon technology. 
However, natural gas and electric-powered 
trucks are already becoming popular and will 
become even more so as their prices fall. 
Retailers can help expand the availability of 
these technologies by pilot testing low carbon 
transportation methods and expanding their 
pilots whenever financially feasible.  
 
In the meantime, however, retailers can 
optimize shipping by using efficient packing and 
distribution processes and currently available 
transportation technologies. Many retailers 
have already incorporated these approaches 
into their operations, which are rapidly 
becoming business as usual. 
 
In the long term, achieving carbon neutral 
shipping will likely be the goal of many retailers. 
Just as the automobile industry is catering to 
the demand for more fuel-efficient vehicles, the 
trucking industry will continue to do the same. 
By embracing smarter transportation, retailers 
can both reduce unnecessary costs and shrink 
their carbon footprint.


 
 


THE ROLE OF 
TRANSPORTATION PROVIDERS 


 
Retailers value their relationships with 
transportation providers and recognize that 
they can reduce the impact of product 
movement. Retailers will look for their 
transportation partners to evaluate and 
minimize their fuel costs and environmental 
impacts by: 
 
 Retrofitting existing vehicle fleets with 


technologies that increase fuel efficiency. 
 


 Implementing process and practice changes 
to reduce fuel consumption. 


 
 Training drivers in fuel-efficient driving 


techniques. 
 


 Replacing existing inefficient vehicles with 
new, high-efficiency vehicles. 


 
 Redesigning products and packaging to 


increase packing rates. 
 
EPA’s SmartWay program provides resources, 
educational content, and financing for making 
transportation more fuel efficient. 
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Product Use & Disposal 
 
A product’s environmental footprint isn’t only a result of how a product is 
manufactured, but also how it is used and then disposed at the end of its life. Indeed, 
lifecycle assessments show that some products have the greatest impact in their use 
and disposal phase. 
 
Since retailers cannot control a product once it leaves their store, they cannot easily 
reduce these effects. To influence these phases of the product lifecycle, retailers are 
using innovative strategies to educate consumers, influence behavior, and take-back 
products at the end of their life.  
 
ENSURING RESPONSIBLE USE & DISPOSAL 
 
The way a consumer uses a product 
significantly contributes to that product’s 
environmental impact. The majority of the 
impact for a typical shampoo, for example, lies 
in its use—the energy required to heat the 
water used to rinse hair—not in its 
manufacturing. And when the shampoo bottle is 
empty, the consumer may not take the initiative 
to recycle, or may not be able to because of a 
lack of local recycling infrastructure. Through 
product design, consumer education, and take-
back programs, retailers can influence product 
use and disposal methods. 
 
Incorporating sustainable use techniques 
into a product’s design can reduce its use 
and disposal impacts. As one example, IKEA 
recently introduced new induction cooktops that 
are up to 40-percent more energy efficient and 
reduce cooking times. IKEA has also expanded 
the number of lamps and lights it sells that use 
energy-saving LEDs (35). 
 
Simple messaging, on and off product, helps 
consumers both understand the impact of their 
use behaviors and provide more sustainable 
directions. Walmart has changed 74-percent of 
its clothing labels to say “machine wash cold” 


rather than “warm” or “hot,” helping consumers 


reduce the amount of energy used to heat 
water, reducing energy bills in the process (4). 
 


 
 


 
STUDY: HOW BEST BUY PROMOTES 
RESPONSIBLE PRODUCT DISPOSAL 


 
Best Buy has set the aggressive goal to recycle 
one billion pounds of consumer goods by the 
end of 2014. To achieve this goal, Best Buy 
offers three programs that give consumers 
recycling options before and after their product 
purchase, whether or not they purchased the 
product at a Best Buy store. These include: 
 
 A Buy Back Program, which provides the 


consumer a product end-of-life option. 
Consumers have the option to purchase into 
the Buy Back Program along with their new 
product. When consumers no longer want 
that product, they can exchange the product 
(in working condition) for a Best Buy gift card 
for the predetermined redemption value (36). 


 
 A trade-in program where consumers receive 


a Best Buy gift card in return for products like 
select used electronics, musical instruments, 
used video games, CDs, and movies (37). 


 
 Free recycling options to help consumers 


safely dispose of any used electronics 
purchased anywhere (38). 
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Retailers are also developing infrastructure to 
reclaim products through on-site recycling 
and disposal stations to ensure they are 
properly recycled or disposed. Target offers 
recycling stations for glass, plastic, aluminum, 
paper, plastic bags, and certain electronic 
wastes (39); Staples offers ink and toner 
cartridge disposal (40); and Best Buy offers 
product buyback options (41). In 2010, Gap Inc. 
ran a denim recycling campaign, Recycle Your 
Blues, where customers could recycle old jeans 
and receive a discount on a new pair. Through 
that program, Gap Inc. collected 360,000 units 
of denim and used them to create fiber 
insulation for more than 700 homes (42). These 
programs help consumers lessen their impact 
by recycling their old products. 
 
A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE 
Fully serving consumers will no longer simply 
mean providing high-quality products at low 
prices, but will also require that products help 
consumers minimize energy and water usage, 
and waste. Consumers are also starting to 
expect retailers to provide recycling and reuse 
options for end-of-life. To meet these growing 
needs, products will be designed for efficient 
use and reuse. 
 


Manufacturers and retailers will instruct 
consumers how to use their products most 
efficiently and how to dispose of them in ways 
that minimize their impact. At the same time, 
niche “sustainable” product lines will give way 
to environmentally and socially responsible 
product attributes that will become mainstream 
across all product offerings. 
 
Finally, recycling options for a variety of 
products and materials will become more 
prevalent, both as products are designed for 
recycling and reuse, and as retailers work with 
manufacturers, municipalities, and other 
stakeholders to develop stronger recycling 
infrastructure. 
 


 
THE ROLE OF CONSUMERS 


 
While retailers can introduce recycling options 
for consumers, consumer involvement is 
required to ultimately drive higher recycling 
rates. If recycling infrastructure does not 
already exist in your area, work with your local 
municipality and contract waste hauler to 
develop such a program. 
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Chapter Three: Integrated in Community 
 
Retailers thrive when their customers and communities thrive. This fundamental truth 
drives engagement between retailers and their external stakeholders. With customers, 
retailers seek to understand and satisfy their desire for sustainable products. Within 
communities, retailers pride themselves on being strong local partners. And with 
nonprofit and government organizations, retailers seek partnerships to advance social 
and environmental programs in their direct operations and supply chains. 
 
As the expectations of the retailer’s role in society continue to evolve, these 
stakeholder relationships help the retail sector understand and adapt to changing 
needs. In this way, retailers gain just as much from their stakeholders as they give.  
 
Government policies can create a common playing field for social and environmental 
issues, and municipalities can provide critical infrastructure for retailers’ sustainability 
efforts. Communities sustain the health of retail stores and solidify their license to 
operate. Nonprofit organizations help companies understand sustainability challenges 
on the ground and then implement solutions. And, most importantly, customer needs 
drive product development and provide insights into new sources of competitive 
advantage. 
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Consumers  
 
Consumers increasingly want to be engaged in a discussion about how the products 
they purchase affect themselves, their families, and the planet. They are curious about 
the material makeup of products, how these products are manufactured, where the 
ingredients originate, and who is affected throughout the supply chain. In turn, retailers 
are using the tools available to them—both old and new—to educate and engage 
consumers about the impacts of the products they buy. 
 
ENGAGING CONSUMERS IN THE JOURNEY 
 
Retailers can educate consumers about 
product impacts through traditional channels 
like marketing catalogs, in-store displays, 
product labels, and advertisements—wherever 
there are opportunities to highlight 
environmental and social product information. 
But the industry recognizes that, from the 
consumer’s perspective, a barrage of green 
messages and the proliferation of “green” seals 
and certifications can be confusing and may 
appear inauthentic. 
 
In order to rise above the mass of messages, 
some retailers are working to educate 
consumers about healthy and sustainable 
choices without overwhelming them with data. 
Whole Foods’ Premium Body Care symbol 


allows customers to identify personal care 
products that meet meticulous research 
standards (43).  
 
Exposing consumers to products that enable 
eco-friendly lifestyles and healthier choices 
are other ways that retailers can involve 
consumers in sustainability. More and more 
consumers are demanding products that 
reduce their energy and water usage, such as 
ENERGY STAR and WaterSense-certified 
appliances, as well as nontoxic household 
products. The Home Depot’s Eco Options 
products have resulted in $740 million in utility 
bill savings and cut more than 1.8 billion 
gallons of water consumption in 2009 (44). 
These products and product lines can build 
brand loyalty while providing more eco-friendly 
and healthy lifestyles.  


 
Recognizing the green consumerism trend, 
retailers are introducing private label brand 
lines that meet consumers’ growing interest in 
sustainable products. Private brands like CVS’s 
Earth Essentials, Petco’s Planet Petco, and 
Giant Eagle’s Nature’s Basket are easy to 
recognize on retail shelves and are becoming 
more popular.  
 
Product and supply chain transparency is 
another important approach to authentically 
communicate to consumers. Through the web, 
social media, and smartphone applications, 
consumers can engage with information about 
sustainable products at the level they’re 
comfortable with. Walmart’s Love, Earth jewelry 
line, for example, is a pilot project that allows 
consumers to trace their purchases from “mine 


to market,” connecting them to the people and 


places that mine and process their jewelry (45).  
 
The web and social media also enable healthy 
dialogue between consumers and retailers, 
allowing consumers to influence company 
operations and product offerings. Best Buy has 
an entire website dedicated to soliciting 
consumer (and employee) feedback—its Idea 
Exchange. Customers can provide feedback on 
a range of issues, including the sustainability 
performance of Best Buy’s operations and 
product assortment (46).  
 
Though the importance of sustainability 
messaging continues to grow, actions still 
speak louder than words. To fully engage 


‘ 
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consumers, retailers must do more than simply 
communicate about sustainability; they need to 
help customers see and feel it through the 
shopping experience. Approaches include: 
 
 Retail spaces with educational signage. 


IKEA uses stand-alone signs as well as 
banners and posters to educate consumers 
about the production of materials used in its 
products, such as sustainable cotton (14).  


 
 On-site recycling stations. Depending on 


the retailer, recycling stations can accept 


anything from paper and plastic bags to old 
batteries and cell phones. The Home Depot 
collected 667,000 pounds of rechargeable 
batteries from customers in 2009 as part of 
their Rechargeable Battery Recycling 
Corporation program (44).  


 
 Buy-back programs or trade-in options 


help consumers dispose of unwanted 
products and also attract customers back to 
the store.


 
 
 


STUDY: HOW IKEA EDUCATES 
CONSUMERS ABOUT SUSTAINABLE 


CHOICES 
 
IKEA infuses educational and engagement 
opportunities into the full consumer shopping 
experience. Beginning in customers’ homes, 


IKEA promotes its sustainability activities via its 
website, Facebook, and other social media. 
Sustainability is prominently featured on IKEA’s 


home page with a rotating message box that 
includes information about planting trees, 
inefficient lightbulb phaseouts, and more. The 
site also suggests alternative modes of 
transportation to stores when those options are 
available. 
 
While shopping at a store, customers learn 
about IKEA’s efforts through a variety of touch 


points: 
 
 Wall signs highlight the store’s eco-friendly 


attributes and the company’s sustainability 


programs. 
 
 Signs hanging over products educate 


customers about sustainable product 
choices. 


 


 Product labels, where possible, describe a 
sustainable product’s attributes by tracing 


materials to their origins, listing recycled 
contents, etc. 


 
 Some room settings are designed with 


sustainability in mind, highlighting sustainable 
options.  


 
 Sales associates are trained to help 


consumers make eco-conscious choices. 
 
Beyond messaging, customers are actively 
engaged in the sustainable shopping 
experience. IKEA helps customers safely 
dispose of their compact fluorescent lightbulbs 
with in-store recycling. Their plastic bag 
elimination program proved to be a huge 
success; in 2007, IKEA notified customers 
about the upcoming ban and eliminated 92-
percent of their bags. A year later they 
announced that they would only provide 
reusable blue bags. As expected, there was 
some resistance, but IKEA reports that this 
effort proved to be a conversation starter 
between the company, its employees, and the 
customers. Finally, customers have the option 
to plant a tree as they use a self-service 
checkout.
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A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE 
Retailers will take an authentic and unobtrusive 
360-degree approach to engage customers 
via marketing and promotions, as well as 
through the in-store shopping experience. This 
approach will include consumer facing 
messages, educational materials and signage, 
in-store sustainability efforts, recycling and buy-
back programs, and more, all of which enhance 
the shopping experience while educating 
consumers about the importance of 
sustainability. 
 
With regard to product marketing, creating a 
common language to ease consumer 
understanding will be a top priority for the 
industry. Retailers recognize that phrases such 
as “green,” “sustainable,” “nontoxic,” and 


“recyclable” have different meanings for 


different people. While some “conscious” 


consumers perform significant research before 
purchasing, others consumers have only a 
passing interest in or no interest at all in this 
information. A consistent language will help 
foster interest, minimize uncertainty, and 
maintain trust between retailers and their 
customers. The soon-to-be-updated FTC 
Green Guidelines will offer significant clarity on 


these terms (47), and retailers are already 
aligning their messaging to the draft guidelines. 
In addition, third-party verification and 
certifications like the Forest Stewardship 
Council, Marine Stewardship Council, and 
ENERGY STAR, if well-known and trusted, will 
further clarify the mix of product messages. 
However, given the current diversity in 
consumer messages around sustainability, the 
key challenge for retail will be to integrate 
sustainability into the customer experience in 
an understandable and authentic way. 
 
Through collaborative efforts, the next five to 
ten years will bring consistent and easy-to-
understand product sustainability 
information to consumers. This information will 
be available in many forms, including product 
labels, smartphone applications, websites, in-
store displays, and more. This information will 
empower consumers to make more informed 
choices that are consistent with their needs and 
values. While price will always be a major 
factor in consumers’ choices, other factors—


like where the product came from, how it was 
made, and how it impacts the planet—will 
increasingly influence their buying decisions.
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Retail companies are always looking for ways to build employee engagement and community impact at 
the store level.  Donating inventory through organizations like Good360 is a mechanism to do so while 
getting the added business benefits of asset management, loss prevention, waste diversion, brand 
protection and cost savings.  
 
    Ellie Hollander 


    Chief Strategy Officer 
    Good360 


Community Engagement  


 
Retail stores are integral parts of the communities they serve, well beyond the product 
they sell. Through employment, staff volunteerism, donations to community 
organizations, and support of local businesses, a retailer adds vitality to the 
community and drives the local economy. In turn, strong community engagement 
programs can inspire employees, engage customers, and help retailers better 
understand and serve local needs. 
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE 
 
Long before the phrase “corporate social 


responsibility” was coined, retailers were 


already giving back to the communities they 
served. For example, The Belk Foundation, 
started in 1928, has become a support system 
for education in the communities that Belk 
serves (48). 
 
Today retailers lead many diverse programs 
tied to local community needs. Examples 
include: 
 
 Educational commitments. By offering 


student scholarships and donating to local 
schools and community organizations, 
retailers support local educational systems. 
For example, in 2010 Staples continued 
supporting their long-term relationships with 
youth and educational organizations like 
Boys & Girls Club of America, Earth Force, 
and others (49).  


 
 Training classes. Many retailers offer 


classes, from healthy eating and cooking to 
do-it-yourself home improvement. The Home 
Depot hosts Kids Workshops that 75 children 
attend on average per store; children learn to 


make objects that can be used in and around 
their homes or communities (50). 


 
 In-need programs. Retailers leverage their 


core competencies to serve communities in 
need. jcpenney has a long-standing tradition 
of meeting community needs through its 
afterschool program support and partnerships 
with the Boys & Girls Club of America and 
National 4-H. This year jcpenney reached 
$100 million in donations (51). 


 
 Cause marketing connects brands or 


products to a social cause, often by donating 
a certain percentage of proceeds to 
nonprofits supporting that cause. 


 
 Local community giving. By providing small 


grants to local community organizations, 
retailers can help meet specific community 
needs, often in the areas in which they 
operate. 


 
 Philanthropic support of national or 


international charities such as St. Jude’s 
Children’s Research Hospital or the American 
Red Cross. Many retailers will select specific 
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national causes and provide annual 
donations, and a number of retailers 
coordinate their own philanthropic 
foundations such as Whole Foods’s Whole 
Planet Foundation, which aims to fight 
poverty through microlending in developing 
countries (52). 


 
 Product donation is often a component of 


retail giving programs. Through its Framing 
Hope product donation program, The Home 
Depot diverts excess inventory from landfills 
and into the homes and lives of thousands of 
people across the country each year (53).  


 
 Employee volunteerism. Employee 


volunteer opportunities can range from 
participating in local events of employees’ 
choice to disaster relief and cleanup efforts. 
In 2011, nearly 2.3 million volunteer hours 
were provided to work on trails, in parks, and 
along waterways on conservation projects 
with REI-funded nonprofits (54).  


 
 Buying locally. Investing in local businesses 


provides long-term community benefits and 
ensures an evergreen customer base. For 
example, some retailers have helped local 
entrepreneurs expand their recycling and 
composting programs, which in turn expands 
local employment and provides 
environmentally sustainable infrastructure.  


 
 Disaster relief. When disasters happen, 


retailers respond with financial and logistical 
support. Lowe’s has a long-standing history 
of donating time and money to disaster relief 
efforts. In 2010, through store teams, Lowe’s 
Heroes associates participated in more than 
1,300 projects, and Lowe’s contributed more 
than $1.3 million in materials (3). 


 


Some companies tie their philanthropic 
activities directly to their sustainability 
objectives. Gap Inc., whose sustainability goals 
include the improvement of working conditions 
in the garment supply chain, created a 
Personal Advancement and Career 
Enhancement (PACE) program to help female 
garment workers gain the technical and social 
skills they need to succeed. So far, more than 
5,000 women have been trained through the 
PACE program (55). 
 
A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE 
Philanthropy and volunteerism will always be 
core parts of the retail industry. Both monetary 
and in-kind donations help inspire employees, 
solidify community bonds, and strengthen 
national brands.  
 
In addition, retailers will continue to go beyond 
traditional philanthropy, by making strategic 
investments to ensure that their communities 
thrive and by using their core competencies to 
provide essential services to the underserved. 
The strongest programs will directly align their 
philanthropic programs with their sustainability 
and business objectives. 
 
Lastly, efforts to invest in local business will 
continue and expand. Investing in a vibrant 
community economy results in more resilient 
supply chains, a robust consumer base, and a 
decrease in the ecological footprint of retail 
operations. 
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STUDY: HOW TARGET ENGAGES THE 
COMMUNITY 


 
Target views their stores as much more than a 
retail location in a city or town. They are a 
working member of a community and dedicate 
much of their time and resources to integrating 
stores into local communities. This helps 
Target to become more rooted in the 
community and accepted as a valued local 
participant and partner. Concurrently, they are 
also able to highlight the community-oriented 
nature of the company and help to build brand 
support. 
 
K-12 education is the cornerstone of Target’s 


community giving, and as such, it has raised 
more than $286 million since 1997. To ensure 
the funds are used for the items any particular 
school needs most, Target listens to and acts 
on needs at the local level. 
 
Target also recognizes the benefits of school 
libraries in the educational process. To 
improve the condition of school libraries 
across the country, Target has performed 76 
library makeovers between 2007 and 2010. 


These school library renovations have 
provided new carpet, furniture, computers, and 
books, as well as the unique design and 
construction expertise that Target team 
members can bring. 
 
In addition to funding school programs, Target 
encourages their team members to volunteer 
with education-related activities. In 2010 
alone, Target’s employees posted 430,000 


volunteer hours. While those numbers are 
impressive on their own, the company has set 
an ambitious goal to reach 700,000 volunteer 
hours annually by 2015. 
 
In other instances Target goes beyond 
educational funding to integrate the company 
into the communities it serves. When Target 
entered the city of Washington, DC, for 
example, it donated to the Dance Institute of 
Washington and sponsored the Gala Hispanic 
Theatre to foster fellowship among local 
community members. This community 
involvement nurtures goodwill and proactively 
shows the trusting nature of Target while 
mitigating any lingering concerns the 
community may have as the retailer enters 
new markets.
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NGO and Government Engagement 
 
The interests of civil society influence all aspects of a retailer’s business. Recognizing 
this, retailers are looking to cultivate relationships with environmental and social 
advocacy organizations, as well as with federal, state, and local governments. Doing 
so opens generative channels of communication, and promotes and enhances the 
companies’ sustainability objectives, especially such nuanced, challenging objectives 
as natural resource management and manufacturing labor conditions—those issues 
that no one organization can solve alone. 
 
CREATING NEW PARTNERSHIPS 
 
Collaboration with external stakeholders has 
become more pronounced as retailers seek to 
minimize their social and environmental impact. 
Today, retailers, nonprofits, governments, and 
academics alike realize the challenges inherent 
in integrating sustainability into company 
operations and supply chains, so they are 
working in partnership to positively effect 
change.  
 
Sustainable resource management is one of 
the topics being addressed through civil society 
engagement. Some prominent partnerships 
focus on endangered and exploited resources 
and the protection of forest and ocean 
ecosystems. The Forest Stewardship Council is 
one means by which retailers can ensure the 
sustainability of raw materials in their supply 
chain. The Marine Stewardship Council (MSC), 
the Aquaculture Certification Council, and 
Ocean Trust are avenues to promote 
sustainable fishing. Target’s entire salmon 
selection, for example, is MSC-certified (56). 
 
Working with nonprofits and government 
entities to improve labor conditions in 
supplier companies, especially in developing 
countries, has been a priority for the industry 
for many years. Individual companies have 
teamed up with nonprofits and government 
organizations like the International Labour 
Organization, the Responsible Cotton Network, 
and programs for the prevention of human 
trafficking to assess supply chain issues and 
develop systems to comprehensively address 


those concerns. In 1999, companies and 
nonprofits banded together to collaboratively 
achieve their human rights objectives as the 
Fair Labor Association (FLA). Adidas, American 
Eagle Outfitters, H&M, New Balance, NIKE, 
Puma, and other consumer products 
companies are members of the FLA. By 
working with the association, retailers promote 
and enforce the FLA’s Workplace Code of 
Conduct, which is built on the pillars of 
collaborative action, transparency and public 
reporting, remediation, third-party compliance, 
and innovation in labor compliance (57). Other 
supply chain human rights working groups 
include BSR’s Apparel, Mills, & Sundries 
Working Group, which is jointly developing one 
set of sustainability principles, diagnostic tools, 
and reporting mechanisms for better work in 
the apparel sector. 
 
Retailers engage with municipalities on 
policy issues to educate them about the 
necessity of regulations that support 
sustainability efforts. Waste management 
policies, for example, should provide incentives 
for recycling over landfilling. Landscaping 
policies should promote native, low-
maintenance plants rather than water-intense 
ones. And building codes should incorporate 
green design features. Through collaboration 
among retailers, municipalities, and other local 
companies, more sustainable practices can 
become standard in cities and towns across the 
United States. 
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Retailers also engage with civil society to affect 
federal policies that promote sustainability. 
BICEP, or the Business for Innovative Climate 
and Energy Policy, founded by Levi Strauss, 
NIKE, Starbucks, and The Timberland 
Company, among others, advocates for clean 
climate and energy policy in the United States 


(58). The Coalition for Responsible 
Transportation, whose members include Best 
Buy, jcpenney, NIKE, Target, The Home Depot, 
and Walmart, partners with federal, state, and 
local ports to improve the environmental quality 
of port communities (59). 
 
A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE 
Successfully addressing global social and 
environmental challenges will require collective 
action and increased stakeholder involvement. 
As an influential industry, retailers understand 
that they have a responsibility to promote 
positive change in their communities and 
globally. However, such change is only 


possible with the cooperation of grassroots 
organizations to voice needs, nonprofits to lend 
expertise, and retailers to provide mechanisms 
for change.  
 
Partnership models between companies and 
nonprofit organizations will continue to evolve, 
as nonprofits increasingly seek to partner with 
business to develop on shared solutions. As 
this trend builds, collaborations will emerge to 
address various aspects of company and 
supply chain operations.  
 
At the same time, some nonprofit organizations 
may respond to increases in collaboration with 
critical voices. The retail sector will continue to 
proactively engage critics and seek their help in 
identifying gaps in existing sustainability 
programs. Because sustainability is a journey 
and not a destination, this type of engagement 
is critical to retailers’ success. 
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Invitation 
 
This first Retail Industry Sustainability Report is intended to help 
illuminate the path that retailers are beginning to travel. As 
momentum builds in individual companies and in the industry as 
a whole, you can expect to see more and more change 
occurring at an ever-accelerating pace. In the meantime, you 
can partner with retail companies to help them on their journey. 
 
Companies can act alone to address social and environmental issues, but establishing the 
systems and infrastructure required to address the root cause of today’s challenges requires 
collaboration. You are invited to partner with the industry as it faces the challenge of realizing 
a sustainable future by building the industry of tomorrow.  
 
In retail stores, companies aim to provide a place for employees and customers to flourish, 
while minimizing the environmental footprint. For the products retailers sell, companies seek 
ways to continually measure and reduce their impact, from design to end-of-life. In the 
communities and world in which retailers operate, companies serve as a partner and as a 
citizen, working to meet human needs inside and outside of the store. 
 
To help achieve this shared vision, retail companies invite you to take action on what you 
have read, and to partner with them on the path toward sustainability. 
 
For more information on how to join in the industry’s efforts, please visit 
http://www.retailsustainability.com. 
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